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However it be looked at, the introduction of the 
study of music in the common schools is bound to play 
an important part in the spread of the love and under¬ 
standing of music among coming generations ; and no 
community can afford to allow its school-board to neglect 
a matter of such far-reaching consequences. Much of 
the difficulty encountered by teachers, especially in the 
more remote districts, is not only that people are chary 
about patronizing concerts and musical events in gen¬ 
eral, but that they are either indifferent with or even 
openly discourage their children in the matter of music 
Btndy, even where the child’s inclinations may be too de¬ 
cided to be mistaken. With a coming generation en¬ 
lightened as to the importance of music, any one with 
confidence in the future may likely find cause for hope 
that if popular appreciation of music is not then notice¬ 
ably increased, the restraint on the childish leaning 
toward the art will have been so materially lessened as 
to tell very vitally on teachers’ lists of pupils. 
In many of the smaller towns where the public, either 
from apathy or ignorance, may discourage it, it may be 
a hazardous undertaking for any teacher to attempt en¬ 
larging his patrons’ notions of music by introducing 
before them some noted artist, some one higher up in 
the art than himself, whom it might otherwise be feasi¬ 
ble for him to employ; but where it is in the least 
plausible, can any teacher deny how plain were the ad¬ 
vantages for him to be got out of such an undertaking ? 
Can any deny how great were such a stimulus to all 
concerned—to the teacher himself ; to the pupils, espe¬ 
cially the more aspiring ones ; and to the public, the 
parents of pupils, who might thus see more plainly the 
great end toward which their children are working ? 
In many ways, or in all ways, a little impressario work 
of this sort, far from injuring the teacher by a pain¬ 
ful contrast with the artist, might be made an adver¬ 
tisement of the most subtle potency; and any way could 
not fail to inspire respect for that spirit of enterprise 
Which counts for so much everywhere, and, perhaps, 
most in music. Perhaps not everywhere could such a 
thing be undertaken, even under the most favorable of 
circumstances ; bnt where it were undertaken, though 
with the greatest caution and with the most modest 
artist, it could not work otherwise than to the good of 
the public and the benefit of the teacher. Looked at in 
this light, the teacher has before him a duty he owes 
his community quite outside of mere teaching of pupils : 
he has a public on his hands to be got at only by this 
more indirect method. 
A number of writers complain that choral societies 
stick too much in the rut of siuging nothing but the 
standard oratorios and similar well-known choral works. 
There is good ground for the assertion, as a careful fol¬ 
lowing up of the programs printed in the mnsical press 
will show. “The Messiah,” “Elijah,” “St. Paul,” 
Bach’s “ Passion Music,” “ Creation ” form the staple of 
the choral provender served up to the public. 
At the beginning of the new musical season is a good 
time for conductors to set themselves to the task of se¬ 
lecting something in the shape of novelties, if such can 
be found—and they can—and break away from the fetich 
worship of the old oratorios as the acme of choral excel¬ 
lence. Modem works deserve some share of attention, 
and the conductor who adds one modern work to his 
repertoire each season is a distinct gainer. 
Then, too, there are many works of excellence by com¬ 
posers of the older school that have become entirely neg¬ 
lected and relegated to moldy closets and dusty shelves. 
In arecent issue the “ Mnsical Courier ” gives a valuable 
list of such choral works that we commend to those of 
our readers who are looking for choral works other than 
those usually studied. 
AN editorial writer in the Philadelphia “Evening 
’ost” said, in a recent number of that paper: “Far 
lore important than brilliant abilities is a talent for 
rork.” 
There is food for thought in this statement for those 
mbitious young men and women who feel that they 
ave unusual ability, thoroughly trained, and simply 
ick the opportunity to rise. 
Then, too, there is solid encouragement in it for those 
iho place a lower estimate upon themselves and yet 
,ave a strong heart and a sturdy determination to suc- 
eed if hard, steady, and ever-persisting work will win. 
Genius, we are told, is inborn. Bnt talent can be 
rained, refined, and strengthened by persevering effort. 
to let us all buckle down to work this season, try to feel 
hat we really like to work, then most everlastingly 
tick at it. 
It is extraordinary what a mass of work some men can 
et through with every day. We often read how much 
jbauncey Depew accomplishes; we are told that the 
ierman Emperor is unwearied in his daily routine ; the 
ate Dr. Pepper, of Philadelphia, seemed to do as much 
fork in one day as many other three men. Bat these 
aen and others, like Gladstone and Napoleon, were not 
(ways such gluttons for work. They grew by keepmg 
t work 
' Every teacher of music, every student can make a 
neater gain this year if be will make up hi* mind to do 
ast a little more work each day, and then do rt. 
se a success in any calling demands a fitness 
, sneoia( equipment demanded for the practice 
“willingness to work. The music 
, f0™s no exception to this rule, although many 
,ople of both sexes enter upon its responsi- 
ith but little recognition of this fact- 
larticularly the case that their knowledge of 
many things that they should know, and know so well 
that they are constantly on the tongue’s tip, is often frag- 
mentary and uncertain. The fault arises from inntten- 
tion to the principles laid down by the teacher, lack of 
concentration, and failure to realize that all knowledge 
is useful and may sometimes come in very handy, and 
that accurate knowledge is profoundly essential. 
There is a children's game, “ Hold fast all I give and 
catch wliat yon can.” Does that not canae to Hash 
through the mind a perception of the trouble many of 
us get into. We learned many things when we were 
children, but we did not learn them well enough to use 
them some time later when we needed just those things 
again, unless we went to the source of the knowledge 
again. Let us seek to learn and to “ hold fast ” all that is 
given to us. This applies particularly to pupils. And 
yet the teacher, no matter how old or how many years bis 
experience can count, must never abandon the attitude 
of a learner. Let him also strive to impress his pnpils 
with the necessity of learning for all time the essentials 
of the art they are studying. 
Every one should remember to “ catch what he can.” 
The fieeting moment is often pregnant with success or 
the things that later lead to success. It is not enough 
to remain the passive learner sitting at the teacher's 
feet. Something is demanded of us. To hold fast is 
well, and is not always easy. Bnt to improve the 
opportunities that suddenly confront ns means mental 
alertness and a grasp of the situation in which one is 
placed, and it is just this qnality which distinguishes 
successful men. 
The avenues to knowledge arc always open, and there 
are many leading to the temple ; sometimes they are 
broad and easy of access, at others apparently bidden. 
Let us be ready at all times to recognize and follow the 
path shown to us. 
V 
A WELL-KNOWN magazine had, as part of the design 
for the first cover-page, a female figure on a bicycle, 
going at racing speed, with the “bicycle face” in full 
evidence and underneath the legend : “ Hurry, the 
American Goddess.” 
This is said to be a national fault, this habit of doing 
everything with a rush, and it may l»e quite true. The 
wear and tear, the tremendous stress of competition in 
business and professional life cause every one who is in 
the current of activity to be op and doing. He must 
go with the stream or be hnfleted about, tossed to one 
side and landed in an eddy, there to turn round and 
round until he finally comes to a standstill. To get out 
of the dead water he mast rely on his own initiative. 
Bat to recur to the subject of hurry. Pupils are always 
clamoring to go ahead. “ I am tired of this old piece. 
I want a new one.” “Mother says I am not making 
any progress.” Snch are some of the remarks the 
teacher hears. 
And not only do the pupils pnt the pressure on the 
teacher; parents also demand evidence of progress. 
And here the trouble arises. The latter are not able to 
detect the minuter signs of musical and artistic develop¬ 
ment which the teacher discerns, and are only satisfied 
by the external evidence of a new piece or a new “ grade.” 
It requires considerable independence and fine stamina 
for a teacher to hold to his course when he is asked to 
do something against his judgment. It is well to stand 
ont resolutely, at least now and then. Popils respect a 
teacher whom they think to be a man who wants his 
own way and will have it. 
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Teachers are sometimes guilty of wrong in this con¬ 
nection. A talented pupil is urged on to feverish 
activity, and pushed to the utmost limit, to satisfy the 
ambition of the teacher. (The parent is not always to 
blame.) Irreparable injury is done to a child’s health 
and a foundation laid for a distaste for music and disin¬ 
clination to steady work in after life. There is no royal 
road to learning ; the “way to Parnassus ” is steep, and 
“hurry ” is a poor rule for the one who seeks knowledge 
and fame. 
THE OUTLOOK. 
Now that the new musical season is upon us, it is but 
natural that teachers should begin to look the ground 
over and try to form some idea as to the prospects 
ahead. Are they justified in expecting a successful 
season ? Let us look at the general business and finan¬ 
cial conditions. 
The metropolitan daily newspapers, commercial jour¬ 
nals, trades papers of all kinds, commercial agency 
reports, Treasury Department bulletins—all show a great 
increase in the volume of business of the country, and 
the prediction is freely made by the press and by 
business men generally that the coming season is to 
witness a great boom from the business standpoint. 
The large corporations are spending money freely in 
extensions and improvements, the various iron and steel 
industries are unable to keep up with their orders, and 
the great agricultural West is suffering from a dearth of 
labor. 
This can certainly portend nothing hut an unpar¬ 
alleled increase in the volume of business for the whole 
country, plenty of money in circulation to stimulate and 
to carry on business, and work for all who want it. 
Every music teacher should keep in mind that, while he 
follows an art as a profession, the earning of his live¬ 
lihood and his financial relations with his patrons fall 
in the category of business, and must be so viewed. A 
boom in business in one line helps in many others, and 
if a community is prosperous from the industrial side, 
professional people are sure also to share in the pros¬ 
perity. The wealthy want more pictures, more luxury ; 
those who are gaining wealth want to vie with others in 
display ; parents are more ready to spend freely for the 
training and accomplishments of their children, and 
social life in general shows more animation ; churches 
spend more for music. We all know what a place 
music fills in the social and art life of a community, and 
the musician, professional as well as amateur, is in 
strong evidence everywhere. 
It is not at all needful for us to draw on our imagina¬ 
tions for a picture of the conditions which surround the 
music teacher in a good year. Every teacher who has 
been in the profesnon for some time can recall seasons 
when he was busy, likewise all his fellows; recitals 
were frequent, concerts numerous, engagements many ; 
if one pupil left, another took his place ; choral societies 
flourished ; new organs were built and choirs enlarged 
These good days, and better still, let us hope, are at 
hand, and it behooves a teacher to be ready to piofit to 
the uttermost by the opportunities before him. Let 
him be alert to keep his work before the public ; no ex¬ 
travagant sell-laudation ; no deprecatory attitude 
toward his rivals ; genial, social, public-spirited, upright, 
and honest in all his dealings; ready for business, and 
willing to seek for it if it should not come to him. Let 
him advertise; use his local papers to bring pupils to 
him ; the musical papers to bring his name before the 
profession. He should decide on a standard of price and 
should then stick to it; that price has a great deal to do 
with what others think of a teacher’s abilities. There 
should be work enough for all, those whose fee is modest 
as well as those who get the top price for lessons. Just 
as some must be content with modest dress and house¬ 
hold ware, so there are many who can not pay more than 
■ '(> cents for a lesson, but between this and $5.00 is a 
wide range and plenty of room for teachers of varyine 
reputations. 6 
Let ns musicians, artists, teachers, pupils, dealers 
manufacturers, all set to work to make so much busine* 
that all previous records will seem like the lean kine of 
the scriptural allegory. 
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The recent death of Mr. Frederick Braudeis, of New 
York, removed from our mundane sphere a very capa¬ 
ble, earnest, and conscientious musician, and yet he 
illustrated during his life the anomaly of a thoroughly 
good but not especially successful artist. I mean suc¬ 
cessful in the most prosaic meaning of the term, for 
among his peers he was esteemed and appreciated. But 
in some way the goods which he had for sale were not 
j ust what the public wanted, and he did not find a market 
for them ; if there is any practical deduction or reflection 
it seems to point out the expediency of meeting the re¬ 
quirements of the public at least half way, in order to 
succeed at all. Our profession has also much to learn 
in regard to how to attract a paying constituency and 
keep them loyally attached ; every merchant seeks to 
present his wares in attractive guise, and constantly 
evolves new modes of interesting the possible buyer ; it 
is by no means humiliating to affirm that similar means 
have to be resorted to constantly in order to create new 
musical business and perpetuate the old. The first 
need is to obtain the goods, thatis, the musical knowledge, 
but it is equally important to know how to make it 
tell in a practical way. All of which sounds horribly 
commonplace and mercenary, but sooner or later con¬ 
fronts us all; and somehow or other art is and has been 
served most potently by those who knew how to suc¬ 
ceed in other directions also. The dreamers form the 
flotsam and jetsam of the profession. 
It is evident that the influx of foreign talent will 
again be large next season ; the advance agent is already 
rampant, and we are promised all sorts of new delights. 
Why a man s nationality should be invoked in an 
advertising way passeth my understanding. A Chinese 
or Cardiff giant may inspire some local interest, but 
what on earth has geography to do with piano playing ! 
We do not care whether a man is a Roumanian, Russian, 
Zulu, or Hottentot, so loDg as he can do the work ; hut 
the foreign appellation still seems to possess some mys 
terious and magic drawing power at the box-office. One 
of the idols has lately been married, and even this fam¬ 
ily misfortune is being used in an advertising way, and 
we read columns of rot on the subject, which are in¬ 
tended to prove that curiosity will be agog to ascertain 
whether his playing has changed since the ceremony 
was performed. This is a case of “before” and 
“after,” and we expect to see many learned disserta¬ 
tions on the subject, expounding the influence of mar¬ 
riage on piano playing. 
An exchange considers it a hopeful sign that the 
titled aristocracy and the untitled plutocracy of England 
and America are beginning to take an interest in music • 
tins is arrant nonsense. The artists who hang on the 
outskirts of society rank but very little higher in the 
social scale than the butlers and chefs ; they depend on 
the whims of inflated ignoramuses, eke out a precarious 
existence, and only subsist at the expense of whatever 
self respect they may have started in with. Of course 
there are exceptions, but real progress has always come 
from the foundation, from the people at large ; the 
gallery contains more of the actual musical element at 
the opera and symphony concerts than the boxes or 
parquet. 
and then you wonder as to the why „ 
What a constant struggle for recognition 
supremacy, and if the candle holds out durL 7 
entire game one may well be congratulated. 8 “* 
*:• 
It is quite a problem how to create a sincere musical 
interest in smaller communities, and the task usual?, 
devolves upon a few enthusiasts who are willing to ! 
rifice time and money in furthering the cause. Musk,? 
clubs are apt to run in a groove and deep rut after? 
few years of existence, and it requires much thought 
and ingenuity to vary the program constantly, so as to 
keep the members on the qui vive. The formation of 
clubs has done much to centralize and focus local musi 
cal talent; whether the prominence thus given to ama 
teur performances has really raised the general musical 
standard is, perhaps, a question of doubt; that it has not 
materially aided purely professional interests is obviors 
What is the use of publishing the thousand-and-one 
“ Don’to,” when there is always only one correct “Do 
it ? ” Teach tlite one correct thing and ignore the endless 
pitfalls which surround it; it saves time and simplifies 
the task materially. Establish a minimum of daily 
practice for each pupil, and let the maximum take care 
of itself. The pupil who has no settled and definite 
plan of study is diffuse and dilatory. He procrastinates, 
puts off, postpones, and never amounts to anything. It 
would not be a bad plan for teachers to use the same 
announcement, which we so often see in a certain foun 
of advertisement: “ No triflers need apply.” 
What is to be done with grace notes ? No two teach¬ 
ers teach them alike, no two artists execute them alike, 
and no two editions print them alike. I agree in most 
cases with Schumann’s version, which almost invariably 
places the embellishment into the time of the previous 
note, instead of playing it on the time of the following 
note value, as advocated by Biilow. Most reprehensible 
is the continued use of the obsolete and misleading loDg 
uppoggiutura, which looks differently than it is meant 
to sound; the Peters edition of the Mozart Sonatas is a 
bad offender in this resoect; the same edition continues 
the use of the ancient breve in the first two studies of 
dementi’s Gradus, causing much doubt, misconception, 
and unhappiness on the part of many earnest seekers tor 
enlightenment. 
Some consensus of opinion would seem in order to set¬ 
tle this burning question, even approximately, for prac¬ 
tical teaching purposes. Four of the older masters dis¬ 
liked the use of grace notes and resorted to almost 
anything in order to avoid them, even writing 1 -128tb 
notes in preference Liszt, the master of the cadenza, 
however, utilized the “little jokers” constantly. 
We all look forward to a prosperous season; if we did 
not we would quit the profession. General prosperity 
or business depression does not affect music teaching so 
much as might be supposed. Give people the luxuries 
of life, and they will take care of the necessities ; but it 
behooves every one to be on the alert, for competition 
is Strong and capable, and it will never do to rest on your 
ars or laurels ; if yon do you are lost, for there are nfany 
waiting to get your job, and there is an everlasting army 
of competent* and incompetents let loose every y“r 
on the suspect,ng public. It takes many years to build 
pa following, and business sometimes has a way of 
Iding its tent and stealing away like the Arab of old 
I have always held that there are just as good fish in 
the sea as were ever caught, and that we are writing bet¬ 
ter music than our “ four]others,” Bach, Mozart, Haydn, 
and Beethoven. They did their work at their appointed 
time, and did it well ; but, having created certain art 
forms, they became the slaves of the same. One can not 
help being impressed with the enormous amount of indi¬ 
viduality as expressed by our modern masters. Sinding s 
“Spring Song,” Bruno Oscar Klein’s “Swallows,” and 
Macdowell’s Barcarolle, opus 18, are strong examples of 
the essential peculiarities which have made modern 
music what it is. It abounds in descriptiveness and 
definite musical imagery, and Benjamin Godard can 
safely he included in this list of new immortals, of 
whom Moszkowski is the doyen. A study of his new 
concerto in E raises this master enormously in one s esti 
mation. Compared to it, the Chopin concertos are kin¬ 
dergarten music, technically. The themes are profoundly 
musical; the development is logically built up; there i* 
no padding, and it is in every way a delightful musicn 
experience. In comparison with this work the Czerny 
like passages of the Beethoven concertos pall into iusig 
nificance. The only way to keep abreast of the times is 
to be in touch with the developments of our day. - 0 
one can afford to ignore the good work of his contemp0 
ranes. 
Many editions contain useless and misleading marks of 
phrasing and expression, and there should be more tan¬ 
gible uniformity ; thus we often find staccato marks and 
ties placed where neither effect is intended, all of 
which is misleading and puzzling. The Germer and Rie- 
mann editions are totally unfit for general use, as they 
destroy the original text so totally as to make it un¬ 
recognizable. Whatever marks are interpolated in the 
text should be clear, definite, and to the point. I do not 
suppose that the endless confusion resulting from the 
similarity of the legato and slur signs will ever be elim¬ 
inated. The study of musical form, phrasing, and 
musical analysis will materially assist in this important 
matter. 
The teacher who at his studio sits enthroned in all 
his glory, like King Solomon of old, taken up with his 
own importance, puffed up with pride, will, sooner or 
later, experience the proverbial fall and he will come 
down with a dull thud. There is nothing so harmful 
as superciliousness and selfsufficiency. Our Americans 
will take any amount of abuse abroad and pay high for 
the same, but when at home they are more critical. 
While it is not wise to identify yourself too closely with 
the many troubles, trials, and tribulations of your class, 
yet you must at least lend a willing ear. Pupils are 
gifted with quick perception and will soon discern a 
lack of sympathy or cooperation on the part of the 
teacher, and unless the interests are reasonably identical, 
nothing will be accomplished. A teacher without 
earnest convictions and a definite method is like a reed in 
the wind, and a very weak one at that. That music is 
progressing is an undeniable fact, and the coming season 
will, I trust, bring many delightful experiences and 
much success to all concerned. It is apt to be just what 
yon and I will make it for others and ourselves. 
^QUESTIONS 
AN D 
J ANSWERS 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for thu 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the same sheet. IN EVERY 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer's name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten 
&m.] 
K. H.—A diminished seventh chord can be formed on any degree 
of a scale by adding to it a minor third, an impsrfeet fifth and a 
diminished seventh; for example: B, D, F, A-tiat. You will also 
note that each member of the diminished chord is the distance of a 
minor third from the next. 
J. C. H.—1. Kuyawiak is pronounced as if spelled, Koo-yih^ve-ak. 
2. Dolce Far Niente is pronounced as if spelled, Do hi- chefnr ni- 
tn-fe, short vowels, and means “ sweet doing nothing” or” sweet 
idleness.” 
C. C.—1. Guido of Arezzo, 990-1050 A. D , is considered the in¬ 
ventor of the use of the syllables ul, re, mi fa, etc., for solmizatlon. 
Then/ was afterward changed to do. 
2. Scarlatti, Philip Emmanuel Bach, Mozart, Haydn, and Bee¬ 
thoven are the composers who developed the sonata form. Modern 
composers d i not write very much in sonata form. Mendelssohn, 
Schumann, Grieg, aud Brahms wrote pianoforte sonatas, hut they 
are not much used at the present time, although sonatas for violin 
or cello with pianoforte are still used a great deal. Macdowell, 
Schytte, and Sinding, among living composers, have written piano¬ 
forte sonatas. 
3 Guillaume Dufay (1380-1430), Johannes Ocbenheim (1480- 
called “The Sebastian Bach of the Fifteenth Century,” 
Joiquin des Pr6s(1440-1521), of whom Luther said, “ He was master 
°f notes while others were mastered by notes”; Orlando di Lasso 
(1520-1595), and Palestrina (1514-1594), are the most prominent com¬ 
posers identified with early church music. As regards the English 
church, the most prominent names are Christopher Tye (1500-1560), 
John Merliecke (1623-1583), Thomas Tallis (1629-1685), and William 
Ryrde (1543-1623). 
E. A.—A diatonic half-step or semitone is one which occurs as a 
part of a diatonic scale; for example, E-F, or B-C, in the key of C. 
A diatonic semitone always involves two different letters. A chro¬ 
matic semitone is one caused by chromatic alteration, as G-G sharp. 
A chromatic semitone occurs only between two notes on the same 
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H ~" Traumerei” by Schumann la Op. 15, No. 7, aod the 
Little Romance,” generally published with it in sheet music, is Op. 
, No. 19. It was Theodore Thomas who put the two pieces to¬ 
gether as one number. 
F. B. W.—The term mode is used io Grok and old cccleeiastio 
music—for example, the Dorian mode, the Lydian motif, etc. The 
term key is not properly used in couj metion with Dorian or Lydian. 
A mode was founded on each note of the scale as we know it, and 
consisted of the notes in regular succession up to the octave. It is 
easy to see that the order of succession of tones and semitones dif¬ 
fered in each. Modern music has taken the series beginning on C 
and on A as the two modes to be used, imitates them on any degree 
of the scale, and thus forms a key which is named from the first or 
keynote. 
8 L —1- There are two composers by the name of Macfarren: Sir 
aeorge A. Macfarren, who was born in London, March 2. ISIS, and 
died there October 31,1887. He was principal of the Royal Academy 
of Music, London, for a number of years, and was knighted in 188L 
His compositions include operas, oratorios, cantatas, sacred music, 
aod works for chamber concerts and orchestra, and several sonatas 
for piano. He was fatnouB as a teacher of harmony, and his "Six 
Lectures on Harmony " is a standard work. He was one of the fi rat 
English composers to accept the system of harmony advocated by 
Dr. Alfred Day. 
Walter Cecil Macfarren, a brother of Sir George, wa* born August 
28, 1826, and is still living His compositions include several over¬ 
tures for orchestra, chamber music, songs, part-songs, aod piano¬ 
forte works. 
2. Berthold Tours was born December 17, 1888, at Rotterdam, and 
died in London, March 11,1897. He was musical adviser for the 
publishing house of Novello, Ewer <4 Co. for a number of yearn. He 
wrote a great deal of sacred music,songs, and pianoforte muaie. Ho 
was a violinist of some note in his earlier days. 
A. B. C.—Y"u will find a full account of the operat ion of severing 
the ligament which binds the fourth finger to the fifth in The 
Etude for April, 1898. 
A. B. E.—The seventh of the dominant is sometimes doubled, es¬ 
pecially in writing in more than four parts, the exigencies of the 
part movement requiring it. In (neb case one seventh descends end 
the other ascends. Occasionally It may happen in four-parl har¬ 
mony that the seventh is momentarily doubled, as In the well-known 
hymn-tune, by Mendelssohn, to the words “ Hark, the Herald 
Angels Sing,” in which the melody has the notea Band C, two eighths 
progressing up to D, the bass being the seventh C, a quarter-note, 
which falls to B; or it might happen, say in the key of C, that the 
laat notes in a measure might be F and D, two elghtha progressing 
to C. These two notes could be harmonized on F, a quarter-note, 
although D and F would be bel ter. The chord formed by the first In¬ 
version of the leading note, triad, ia genera ly considered as a part of 
the dominant seventh, exceptions being determined by the pro¬ 
gression; in such case the seventh may be doubled, one ascendli •% 
the other descending. In what are known as secondary sevenths, 
the seventh may be doubled under conditions similar to those that 
maintain In dominant sevenths. 
T. M. G.—The Italian terms, alUgro, alttgrellv, etc., are rather 
ialeading with regard to the rate of speed at which a given muaie 
ece should move. In Beethoven's seventh and eighth symphonies 
e slow movements are marked atlejrrt o. and at one time these 
sre taken much too quickly. Tae word allegrrUo means cheerful 
style; but the roaster supposed that our rhythmic sense would tell 
I that the quarter-note beat* should be very deliberate,—In fact, 
3w At prevent musicians can Judge very nearly from the Italian 
rrna (and the music iteelf) what particular movement Is req uired, 
it the quarter- or half-note bests do not always represent the 
ovement, and this it is which causes doubt and confusion. For 
stance the saraband is a slow dance; the note* of the melody nsn- 
|v correspond to the beats, which sre rather slow and deliberate, 
ut we may perform a lively dance, like the bolero,according to the 
me metronomic beat, (say , »),and it will be Instantly rrcog. 
zed as a quick, lively movement because the principal note, sre 
short duration, and (here is a soggestlon of animation and rom- 
otion as soon as the castanet rhythm begin*. The melody notes 
■e ouicker still, and tbns the rhythm sounds like an all.gr,,, though 
; rgality the mensural heal* are no faster than they are In tne sara- 
ind which is marked ovdowfe, largo, or layS-Hi. 
Many ye*rs tgo I attempted to classify twelve degree, of move 
ent by meaD* of Italian terms, from preMalta to „ra,r. But all 
,ch classification" are arbitrary and I do not now plrne much roll- 
,ce upon them. Where the general movement is Indicated metro- 
mically by thecompoeer there.honld beno douM a* u> the tempo^ 
. lbe absence of auch indication wc must rely upon the nature of 
'e music. The aiagio in Beethoven's Op. IS is. according to m, 
dgment, usn.lly taken loo slowly. "V” 
d by the sixteenths of the aocompsnlmeot and they play tbrae 
, 7 whereas It is the molaJy -bich should be played clogio. 
wmg'to the non-sustaining tone-qusil.j of a piano the mu.lc news 
hJtate and drag -hen the quarter-note beats sre very .few, and 
’ , l?m. to me quite unsatisf.cU.ry. It also glv.s loo much Im- 
' the accompaniment, which it mostly rhythmic. 
OmB other consideration must be borne in mind. Rapid note, of 
° those which arc parenthetic or adventitious, must 
nbellts m . principal melodv notes which move rapidly 
s diMingui^ed r„m pHnrdp.^ ^ ^ ^ ^,p, 
' th^ ™nd n^TJn theoduei, to Beethoven's “P 2 I, with the 
;r7ot* n sny standard tarantella. 
- c-u M P -1 The pianoforte w.» Invented by Bartr.lon.eo 
StSTER M. F. L l V mlkw (<> ,h„ „D)(e of Tuscany, 
f^t reliable account of It was published by 
Unthc ''Gloroilede’ Lit.er.tldlUlia."Venice. 1711. 
three of there tuMrumcot. when M.flci wrote 
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the account and published a drawing of the mrchxn I *m. It follows 
that Italian harpsichord players must hare been lire arat to atUmpt 
the new invtrument. 
2, The first record of a semi-public performance on the pianola 
that of Seba tian Ba< h> visit to t rederick the Great at 1'oiedam in 
1747, when he played two pianos by .Silbrrroann, which the later 
Investigations of Herr Bochstein have proved ro be oonatrooted on 
Criatcfori'a model. (See the Bach number of The Ettdx for July, 
1899 ) 
3. Five quarter-note time ia composed of simple meaeuree, and 
has been derived from fitc lep dance*. It should be deli»md with 
one accent (on the first no*e). Slavonic folk-music ia especially 
rlih in this kind of measure; but all tbe early dance aonga of all 
nations p>sess a fair proportion In measures of five beats. 
B. 8.—cong form aa app ied to a composition can be more broadly 
eipre sed by tbe term lyric as opposed to thematic. It c*n be better 
explained by illustration than by definition. It generally baa three 
periods, the first, sixteen meat-urea; a second. whUb may be In 
anyone of several rclaUd keya, frequently baaed on the name 
motives,of sixteen measures; and a return of tbefirat period, wbi«h 
is usually extended by the addition of a coda. Thi* general form ia 
much extended by the elalioration of tbe different parts, but in 
evi-ry ca*e the general plan of a principal period, a aetond, and a 
return to tbe firet can be traced. 
2. One of the moat complete book* on the subject of form la the one 
by Professor E. Prom, and bia work on ** Applied Forma” ia very 
exhaustive. W. 8. B. Mathews has a very good work entitled 
“Primer of Musical Form” and E. Pa jer’a “ Musical Forma” is 
also very useful. 
S. Toe sequence aa used by Cornell—motive, section, phrase, 
period—la preferable to motive, phrase, section, sentence, since the 
term period ia usually considered to imply either eight or sixteen 
measures; some writers restricting tbe term to the latter uuiuher 
and calling tbe eight a half-period. Mathewa *aya, motive, 
phrase, section, period, which we prefer to Cornell'* plan. 
C. A. 8.—I. The principal reaaou that piano manufacturers have 
erased to make square pianos ia that the public will not buy them. 
They want the upright style. 
2. Upright pianos are more modern and therefore new, but a fine 
square is better than mnny of the cheap modem uprights found in 
many storca to-day. 
M. 8.—The best way to teach a pupil to remember the signatures 
of the scales is to make him oonstru. t the latter himself, and then 
write them out Tbe fingering be should formulate also Rule I, 
the fingering of the first octave mu*t be repealed la every other. 
Rule 2, the thumb should either follow or preewdra black key when¬ 
ever possible, but the thumb may be used twice only, In ea< h octave, 
and the ring finger but once. 
K. F. H.—^The dictation required by the conservatories of music ia 
an exercise In writing music by ear; the |*uplls learn to recognise 
•Irnple elements first, and then combinations. Wc recommend for 
your elementary work In harmony, Ntalner*a primer to the Novello 
He lies. 
M. K.—The use of tw*> pedals produces a peculiarly charmlog 
tone color. A grace note always displace* the note to which It ia 
Blurred; the latter Is struck immediately after It. “Hoc.” over a 
chord Is an abbreviation of sercc, dry : 4. e., without pedal. 
No. The little square sign Q used by eotn* editors over a 
note Indicates a strong acceut. Two notes on the same degree 
of the slaff connected by a slur, with a dot under tbe la*t, are tied 
and the second note la taken off abort. The figure* on the pendu- 
lutn of a metronone Indicate the number of tick* a minute. 
A. L T.—The beat way to bring forward a pupil In sighb reading 
la to make her read aloud, naming the note*. It help* pupils to reed 
quickly to write out the aoales, chords, and chromatic passage* on 
music paper. Ut tbe pupil construct the** elements of music on 
the proper formulas and in their proper order. Play duet* with 
pupils who arc backward in sight-read log. There are a Hornier of 
seta of very pretty ducts written for the purpose. 
fa of Florrnhno MuMieians11/fO.—Those roerked with 
an asterisk are beet known In America. Arrigonl. Orlo, lutmisu 
Bardi, at whose house the idea of opera wes thought out. ft cca- 
telli, music critic. Braga, lived in Florence.* Brum M, Atitonto, 
(160$). Buonamlcl, Oiuseppl, pianist • CheruMnl* Conti, Fran¬ 
cesco. Conti, Bartolomeo. Crlslofori, lived In Floret ce l*>nl, 
Antonio. Don!, Giovanni. FumagalH, Adolph * Fulfil, Viocealtn. 
Oagllano, Marco. Galilei, Vlncenslo. Gamueci, BaMissarlo. tirss- 
rlni Reginaldo * Undluo, Fraoeeeoo. Uyollo »rauceeoo. 
Mengorxl, Bernardo. Nardlnl, Pldro.* Neri. Filippo * Pert. 
Jacopo. Plmuiti, Carlo; lived In Florence. Pnliti. Leu* (writer on 
music). Puppo, Glnaeppi. Kammiiltnl, Pietro .Sqfiarclfclufd. 
Antonio, organ player and composer, 1 •*>. Veradnl, Antonio; 
violinist. Vital!, Filippo. 
- - - - — 
When yon hear music, if it ia worth listening to, 
listen with attention and gradually increase yotir power 
of perception. This listening may be one of two hinds, 
one merely receptive, a pleaanre seeking for tbe time 
being, or it may be so as to learn something of the 
nature of the music and tbe execution which please* and 
moves yon. 
In training yonr pupils it does no harm to keep in 
mind the fact that in later years they may become 
teachers. 
Photography i* to painting what tbe piano arc re >• 
to the orchestral score. —Raiinstra'w. 
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The tearing down of the old Music Hall in Boston has 
been begun. 
Sir Arthur Sullivan's memoirs are announced as 
nearly ready. 
The Dresden, Germany, Conservatory had 1210 pupils 
the past year. 
“ Cyrano de Bergerac ” is the title of a new oper¬ 
etta by Victor Herbert. 
Mascagni wrote a hymn in honor of Admiral Dewey 
that was warmly received. 
The conductors for the Grau Opera Company’s season 
will be Paur, Mancinelli, and Hinrichs. 
De Lara's “Messaline” may be included in the 
Grau Opera Company’s American season. 
M Lamourkux has arranged for ten representations 
of “ Tristan and Isolde ” in Paris, to begin in October. 
Alexander Mackenzie has completed an opera, the 
libretto being founded on Dickens’ “ The Cricket on the 
Hearth.” 
Puccini has submitted his new opera, “La Tosca,” 
to Melba, on account of her European success in “La 
Boheme.” 
Phrosi has finished a new oratorio, “The Birth of 
Christ.” The work is in two parts : the Annunciation 
and the Birth. 
Johann Strauss said, shortly before his death, that 
“The Beautiful Blue Danube” waltzes met the first 
success in the United States. 
Lmil Sauer says that this beiDg the age for ma~ 
chinery that takes the place of man, all our piano play¬ 
ing will soon be done automatically. 
The Banda Kossa, Eugenio Sorrentino, director, has 
made a great hit with the Minneapolis public. The en¬ 
gagement has been prolonged two weeks. 
A report comes from Italy that Mascagni and 
Gabiielle d’Annunzio will collaborate in an opera to be 
founded on Ariosto's “Orlando Furioso.” 
Mr. Henry Schoknfei.d, of Chicago, won the prize 
offered by Henri Marteau for the best violin sonata by an 
American composer. It contains three movements. 
A MUSICAL clock has been made for the emperor of 
China ; besides pointing out the correct time, it will play 
selections with a fully equipped automatic orchestra. 
It is understood that Dr. C. Harford Lloyd, a well- 
known English organist and composer, is to succeed Sir 
John Stainer as professor of music in Oxford University. 
Don Lorenzo Perosi, the Italian priest-com poser, 
who won sudden fame with his oratorios during the last 
year, has declared his intention of attempting song com¬ 
position. 
A leading newspaper makes the statement that 
Melba has earned a million dollars since she has been 
singing, and that one-half of the amount was earned in 
this country. 
An investigator into the duration of the popularity of 
songs says that two years is a long lease of life and six 
months a good average. Sentimental songs last longer 
than humorous. 
Little Paloma Schramm, the California child pianist, 
is said to lie ill from overwork. Parents are apt to al¬ 
low their cupidity to work serious injury to their 
talented children. 
A German correspondent says that the Kaiser will 
compile the text for a sacred oratorio on the life of Jesus 
Christ, the idea having been conceived during the recent 
visit to Palestine. 
Judging from the number of new schools and con¬ 
servatories in all parts of the country, teachers must 
find that the conservatory system attracts a goodly por¬ 
tion of the public. 
An English musician, writing of the congregational 
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singing in the Cathedral at Rotterdam, says that they 
sang very slowly, about- one-fourth the tempo used in 
Eaglish cathedrals. 
Professor Oscar Raif, the noted piano teacher of 
Berlin, died August29th, in Berlin, of heart-failure. He 
was an untiring worker, and his career is thus cut short 
at the age of fifty-two. 
The Clavier Company Piano School is the latest 
candidate for public favor in New York City. Mr. A. 
K. Virgil will be director in charge. A large staff of 
teachers has been engaged. 
A foreign paper announces that the German emperor 
has decided to have every year in Berlin a series of con¬ 
certs directed by the most celebrated conductors of the 
world, the series to begin in 1900. 
Melba has had such urgent and tempting offers from 
Russian and German managers that she will not come 
to the United States this winter. A trip to South 
America next spring is also probable. 
A new school of music has been organized in Mil¬ 
waukee, to be known as The Wisconsin Conservatory of 
Music. Mr. William Boeppler and Mr. Hugo Kaun are 
among the leading names in the faculty. 
Lizzie Macnichol, a well-known opera-singer, died 
August 5th. She was an American and trained in this 
country. For some years she had been prima donna of 
the Castle Square Opera Company, of Boston. 
Quite a discussion is going on in England over the 
question of adopting the low pitch, A= 435 vibrations. 
The great majority of musicians and a number of 
manufacturers favor the change to the lower pitch. 
The Tivoli Theater, of San Francisco, recently cele¬ 
brated the twentieth year of its existence. During all 
the time opera has been given in English, more than 
7300 performances in all, ranging from musical farce to 
grand opera. 
The Western Pennsylvania Exposition, to be held in 
Pittsburg, September 6th to October 25th, is to have 
some fine musical attractions: Walter Damrosch and 
his orchestra, Sousa, Innes, and Godfrey with his 
English band. 
And now comes along an antiquarian who says that 
“ Yankee Doodle ” dates back to 1200, and originated in 
the Roman Catholic Church. Play it slowly on a big 
organ with massive harmonies and you have an old 
ecclesiastical chant. 
KkmenYI 8 hope that his famous Stradivarius violin 
would not be bought up by a collector and hung 
in a case has been fulfilled. Mr. Franz Kaltenborn, of 
New York, has bought the instrument. The purchase 
price is said to have been $6000. 
Professor Emil Breslaur, founder of ‘1 Der Klavier- 
Lehrer,” a leading German musical journal, died July 
26th. Professor Breslaur was the author of a number of 
theoretic books, studies, and other educational works, 
as well as a well-known composer. 
The var'ons managers of musical attractions look for¬ 
ward to a good business this season. Different ones 
report a number of engagements already made. The 
stare, like Paderewski, Joseffy, and other well-known 
artists, have extensive tournees laid out. 
An organization is being formed in London, to be 
known as “ The Oxford and Cambridge Musical Club,” 
for the purpose of encouraging the practice and knowl¬ 
edge of chamber music. A home will be secured for the 
club. Dr. Joachim is to be the president. 
The organ of the church of St. John, Leipzig, 
Germany, has been offered for sale. This organ was 
inaugurated by Sebastian Bach in 1744, and pronounced 
faultless by him. What a contrast its action must make 
with the modern organ with pneumatic action ! 
The U. S. Treasury statistics for June, 1899, show 
that the United States is keeping up the remarkable gain 
in the exportation of musical instruments that has been 
noted from time to time in The Etude. We are send¬ 
ing pianos and organs to all parts of the world. 
v Mk- AlMi Lachaume, pianist who toured with 
has been en«aBed as a teacher for 
the Philadelphia Musical Academy, Mr. Richard Zeck- 
wer, director. Karl Doell, solo violinist of the Philhar¬ 
monic Orchestra of Leipsic, has also been added in „ 
teaching stall' by Mr. Zeckwer. lae 
A writer in the Paris “Figaro” mentions Mas 
senet’s methodic habits. Every morning at five o’clock 
he sits down to his table to work because of tie 
quiet in the streets. He never opens the piano while at 
work. He is fond of walking alone, and uses the soli¬ 
tary moments in shaping his ideas. 
The Castle Square Opera Company will open their 
season in October with “ Die Meistersinger,” in English 
“ Tanuhiiiisei ” and the “ Flying Dutchman ” are possi¬ 
bilities. These performances, if successful, will do modi 
to popularize Wagner’s operas and aid to offset the 
vogue of the cheap musical farce which is patronized 
often because of lack of something better. 
The Worcester, Mass., Musical Festival will be held 
the week of September25th. Haydn’s “Creation,” Par¬ 
ker’s “ King Trojan,” Chadwick’s “Lily Nymph,” and 
Berlioz’s ‘ ‘ Damnation of Faust ’ ’ are the choral works to 
be given. The Boston Symphony Orchestra, sixty men, 
under Mr. Kneisel, will be present, and Mr. George Vi'. 
Chadwick will conduct the chorus of 400 voices. 
The Philadelphia Manuscript Society has arranged 
for a federation of the leading societies of the kind in 
the United States, the union to include the Society of 
American Musicians and Composers of New York, the 
Chicago Manuscript Music Society, and the Cleveland 
Music Club. At the meeting held in Philadelphia 
during the summer, representatives were present from 
these societies mentioned. An interchange of works is 
a leading feature of the plan. 
The managers of the National Export Exposition, 
which will be held in Philadelphia, September 14th to 
November 30th, have made arrangements for plenty of 
music. Concerts will be given every afternoon and 
evening. Among the engagements already concluded are 
for Damrosch’s Orchestra, Sousa and his band, Innees’ 
band, The Banda Rossa, and the U. S. Marine Band, by 
special permission of the U. S. Government. A large 
pipe-organ is also to be placed in the auditorium. 
Paris news is that an effort is on foot to give festival 
concerts at the Exposition, with an enormous orchestra 
of the size advocated by Berlioz in his famous “Treatise 
on Instrumentation,” which was 465 instruments, di¬ 
vided as follows: Violins, 120; violas, 40; ’cellos, 45; 
three-string double basses, 18 ; four string, 15 ; octo- 
basses, 4 ; flutes, 6 large and 4 third flutes ; picolos, 
4 ; oboes, 6 ; English horns, 6 ; saxophones, 5 ; bassoons, 
16; clarinets, 15, various kinds; horns, 16; trumpets, 
8; cornets, 6 ; trombones, 12 ; ophicleides, 3; tubas, 
2 ; harps, 30 ; pianofortes, 30 ; organ, 1 ; kettle-drums, 
8 pairs ; side-drums, 6 ; bass drums, 3; cymbals, 4; 
triangles, 6 ; glockenspiel, 6 ; various other specialties, 
20. 
Mr. Fritz Scheel, conductor of the symphony con¬ 
certs of the San Francisco Orchestra, has been in the East 
this summer in charge of the orchestra at Woodside 
Park, Philadelphia. Mr. Scheel won much praise, and 
has accepted a proposition to remain in Philadelphia 
and take charge of the Philadelphia Symphony Society, 
the foremost organization of amateurs in the United 
States. Friends of the Society have come to the assist 
ance of the Board of Managers, and money has been 
raised sufficient to assure Mr. Scheel remunerative work 
in other ways. 
Mr. Scheel was born in Lubeck, Germany, and at the 
early age of ten began conducting a juvenile orchestra, 
and showed splendid talent as a violinist. Later he 
went to Leipzig and studied violin playiDg under Ferdin 
and David, and was made concert master of the Bremen 
City Orchestra. Some years later he was made director 
of the Municipal Orchestra in Chemnitz, Saxony, 
ing seventy-two instrumentalists and a chorus of 
under his baton, and played for aU the great violin'8 
and pianists of Germany, especially winning recognition 
from Rubinstein. In 1890 he went to Hamburg, 80 
alternated with von Biilow in conducting the sub*cnp 
tion concerts. In 1893 he came to the United Sta ^ 
and led concerts at the World’s Fair, and from t 
went to San Francisco. Philadelphia has a 8 ro 
acquisition in Mr. Scheel. 
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practical point? "by Emihent.Teocher? 
WHY MUSIC STUDENTS SHOULD READ. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
AMONG the many excuses given by music students 
why they do not take a music journal, this one is some¬ 
times heard : “ I can understand the necessity when 
one has an unintelligent teacher, but my teacher is a 
thoroughly educated person, and can give me all the 
information I need.” This is a thoughtless excuse, for 
there is no faithful teacher but feels the minutes of one 
lesson all too short for all the instruction he would like 
to give. 
Besides, oral instruction is easily forgotten—in com¬ 
mon parlance, it often goes in at one ear and out at the 
other ; it must be repeated often to make an impression, 
whereas a sentence in black and white will photograph 
itself on the memory. 
Agarn, not every well-informed teacher has the power 
to convey in clear language what he understands so well 
himself; or, if he can, it may not fit the comprehension 
of the pupil, but must be repeated in different forms 
until grasped. Through reading, the student finds 
these ideas expressed in different ways and through one 
certain way light comes to his mind. 
In a book I once read there were given several defini¬ 
tions of instinct by a number of distinguished scientific 
men. The first was a long, curiously involved sentence 
which seemed to seek to define, hut failed. The second 
was a complicated sentence equally vague. The third 
was a little clearer ; but the fourth, in a few simple 
words, gave a perfect picture intelligible to the most 
ordinary mind. 
The most lucid explanations are in simple language ; 
but, strange to say, many highly educated persons are 
unable to use simple language. 
Music students should read the music journals, first, 
to gain information they need, and which they might 
otherwise have missed ; second, to secure a photograph 
of what they wish to remember ; and, third, to secure 
ideas which perhaps they have been groping after, now 
revealed to them because clothed in language adapted 
to their comprehension. 
trying. Theodore Thomas will not allow the presence 
of outsiders when he is rehearsing his splendid or¬ 
chestra, and private teachers of music should do no less 
for their pupils. 
STRAIGHT THROUGH. 
PEBLEK V. JERVIS. 
In conducting a large summer school recently I have 
been forcibly impressed by the fact that very few pupils 
are able to think or to play the simplest kind of a 
passage requiring perfect accuracy straight through the 
first time. 
I have used the following exercise as a test: The 
metronome being set at 60, the pupil was asked to play 
a five finger passage from C to G and back, once through, 
in quarter notes, twice in eighths, and four times in six¬ 
teenths, starting with the beat of the metronome, count¬ 
ing four in a measure, and ending exactly on count one. 
Not a single pupil went through this exercise straight 
and exactly in time with the metronome at the first 
attempt, and many of them were teachers who had been 
studying and playing for years. 
The development of concentration and straight, clear 
thinking, per se, away from the keyboard, is given little 
if any attention by piano teachers. Mr. A. K. Virgil 
has devised a novel and invaluable exercise for this pur 
pose, which he calls “ Brain Technic.” It may be found 
on page 56 of his " Berlin Test Class Book,” recently 
published, and should be known to every teacher, 
whether he believes in the clavier theories or Dot. In 
the book only the triad of C is given, but a continuous 
exercise should be made by reciting every triad of the 
scale in succession. The metronome should be set at 60, 
and when the entire exercise can be recited without a 
break, one note to a beat, the tempo should be gradn 
ally raised to the highest possible limit. Any pupil 
who can go through this exercise at 120 in triplets, or 
three notes to a beat, will oever be troubled with lack 
of concentration. 
BOTH HANDS AT THE SAME INSTANT. 
WILLIAM BKNBOW. 
PRIVACY IN TEACHING. 
ROBERT BRAINE. 
Above all things the teacher of music should re¬ 
member that a music lesson should have all the privacy 
of a consultation with a physician, if it is to be effect¬ 
ive. Many teachers neglect this point in a really 
flagrant manner. They will allow third parties to sit 
in the studio while they are teaching, even conversing 
on irrelevant matters with them the while ; or they will 
allow the lesson to be broken into by all sorts of inter¬ 
ruptions. 
If a teacher will but go back to his own stndent days 
he can not help recognizing how injurious all this is to 
the student’s progress ; who does not remember being 
ridiculed, his playing unsparingly criticized before 
third parties, and how much pain and mortification it 
caused Mm? 
Some teachers have an absurd notion that the pupil 
gains confidence by taking his lesson before a roomful 
°f people. Never was a greater mistake. Pupils gain 
confidence by playing, for others, compositions which 
they have learned thoroughly, but not by having their 
efforts to play something they have not yet learned 
ridiculed and found fault with. Under such circum¬ 
stances the pupil becomes nervous and completely 
helpless, and in most cases the lesson proves of no value 
whatever. 
Of course, exceptional pupils do not object to having 
others in the room, but to the average pupil it is very 
ONE of the most insidious and well-nigh incorrigible 
bits of the pupil is that of playing the left band 
instant before the right hand in chord work The 
pil acquires it in passages where the left hand plays 
iv one note (the bass note) of the chord while 
a right band plays the other three notes. Ana jz* 
B respective touches of the hands and you find that 
e left band moves along smoothly from one note 
the next with finger motion, with wrist quiet 
rile the right hand employs hand or arm motion and 
oeeeds by a series of jump* between the chords. It is 
much easier for the left band just to lift a finger and 
ke the next note while the right hand must lift the 
,nd and jump to its three notes, that Wore one is 
rare of it the bad habit is begun. 
To correct this give hymn work where each hand has 
. t BHave the pupil play slowly, lifting 
f-m the wrist parallel together, and coming 
at the very same instant of time. In 
■TiUs still ragged have him play the chords staccato, 
" . "in accentuate the irregularity. If this does not 
■Ip, then work by exaggeration and have him play the 
rbt hand an instant before the left band. 
AN incentive to study. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
A COMPETENT teacher and good music can not make 
flnTrdavTr of a pupil who is obliged to practice on a 
cel lent work with inferior tools, or can a fine rider win 
a race with a poor horse? A defective instrument 
blunts and arrests the development of all fine sensi¬ 
bilities to tone-coior. The ear can not be educated 
upon an instrument that does not keep tune, nor can 
the touch ever be educated upon an instrument with a 
bad action or all out of repairs. If the instrument ia 
not too old a good overhauling may make it usefnl 
again, and it may be worth the expense. Even re- 
stringing the piano may cause a remarkable change. 
Perhaps a new action may be necessary. In short, a 
general renovating may make a new instrument out of 
an old one, provided it is not an entirely antiquated 
heirloom, having outlived its usefulness and behind the 
times. The farther advanced a player becomes, the 
greater his need for a fine instrument. A piano that 
will answer the purpose for a lieginner, or a player in 
the middle grades, will never do for one studying d’ffi- 
cult sonatas and modern concert-pieces. 
To make music-study delightful and to promote 
progress, it is absolutely necessary to have a good piano. 
Music is a tone-art; consequently it is essentia) that its 
material (tones) is of excellent quality. When the tone 
of the instrument charms, when its touch delights the 
player, then there is a great fascination in practicing 
on it. 
FEWER PUPlliS UJANTBD Op THIS TYPE. 
CHARLES W. LANIX)N. 
There is a large class of pupils who have an air about 
them of expecting to astonish and to ePetrify with the 
brilliancy of their playing. There ia to lie nothing com¬ 
mon about it. But while ambition ia a good thing, thia 
particular form of it ia nothing hut overmuch of aelf. 
It is the person, not the music. Such players need to 
lie taught that music cornea first; that no one cares much 
for the performer so long as the piece ia performed well ; 
and that they will get praise and appreciation for 
bringing out the composer’s thought, not for trying to 
make a sensation with brilliant playing. Brilliant 
playiog is easier than emotional and expressive placing, 
but an audience enjoys having its heart touched with a 
tender emotion more than being astonished by daali 
ami brilliancy. Hence, work for art instead of for self. 
Students, yonngand old, should endeavor to remem¬ 
ber the following golden truths 
Mendelssohn.—Beware of a daily evil that does much 
harm,- namely, the habit of squandering and wasting 
our strength for the sake of mere praise. I should feel 
inclined to make this reproach to most of our living 
artists, —and, more than I like, to myself. 
Schumann.—Aim ever at becoming a greater and 
greater artist: everything else come* to you of itself. 
MoschtUt.—The study of harmony conduces to the 
1 letter understanding of good compositions. Indeed, H 
is the grammar of music ; and, therefore, indispensable 
to all would be musicians. 
Meek,.—Art is wide : there ie room for all that are 
true to her, for all that serve her,—not themselves. 
Goethe.—Do n’t be afraid of becoming too clever. . . 
There is no fear that the trees will grow Into the sky. 
Forfcd.—Indnstry Is indispensable to all who wonld 
be really great. 
How apt are we to forget that the goal of genuine 
success is.only attained tliroogb striving and patting the 
very liest into onr work,-the work. I* it remembered, 
that lies nearest to ns 1—“ Musical Opinion." 
A few opinions on the subject of time in music : 
\fazarl —It is time that is st once the most necessary, 
the most difficult, and the most essential requisite in 
music. 
Wclier.—There is no “slow movement ” in which cer¬ 
tain passages do not require an acceleration of time ; do 
presto which does not require a slower tempo in places. 
Beethoven.—The terms which indicate the character of 
a composition,—those we can not dispense with ; for as 
the time ia the body, so is the character the spirit of a 
com position. 
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THE STRENUOUS LIFE. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
I. 
Modern education is significant in essentials. It 
emphasizes the few fundamental conditions underlying 
education in its broadest sense. It is in the perception 
of these fundamentals ; in the clearer view we are having 
of them that modern education finds its distinctiveness. 
It is less that education is new than that it is being 
brought into relation with the one condition for which 
it exists ;—life itself. Hence, we are beginning to see 
that school and life are not two separate and distinct 
states ; the one to be finished ere the other is seriously 
begun ; but that the one is the ordering of the other ; 
the setting straight of what are to be the habits of mind 
and body. The end is simple. It is to teach a man to 
live the useless life as little as is possible to humanity ; 
it is to teach him to know, from early years, how to 
choose the activities most worth doing ; that he may 
gain the power most worth having. This is simply 
in accord with a law that may not be broken even 
by the most favored in God’s sight, if there be any 
such and the law is this : rare days throughout life 
are possible only when we gain great habits in early 
life. The development of these habits assures us rare 
life. 
So it is, in education, that we are looking more directly 
at life as the central principle than at accumulated in¬ 
formation. We are beginning to believe in the very 
elementary fact that to become a cyclopedia is of little 
use. Printer’s ink is abroad in the land and paper re¬ 
tains it fora long time. As Lubbock has inferred, or 
quoted (for Lubbock is the most ambitious quoter ex¬ 
tant), value lies not in knowing the names of kings and 
queens. History is their influence—in brief their life- 
principle. And this carried out for all it suggests means 
modern education ; about which nothing is so unique 
as its tendency to be admirably sensible. 
Lxpressed briefly, education is striving more and more 
to stand for activity rather than for information ; more 
for being than for having been ; more for learning than 
for having learned ; more for the life of conquest through 
activity than for the life of beiDg conquered by inac¬ 
tivity. Furthermore, it is recognized as essential that 
the cultivation of power in a broad curriculum is neces¬ 
sary to the thorough initiation into the world of one 
specialty. And thus the entrance upon exclusive resi¬ 
dence in one’s specialty is being deferred as long as 
possible. 
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underlying activity. With increasing experience the 
child gains not only more and more information but 
his definitions change with his view. The error then 
of making a hoy of ten repeat a definition which comes 
from a brain of forty is observed to be fairly useless. 
The brain of forty must lower its light and look at the 
matter from the point of view of ten ; it must help ten 
to see—notsee forit; it must direct the senses of ten— not 
sense for it. This at once shows itself to he a process 
infinitely more sensible than for forty to lift ten hodily 
by the hair of the head to its own level. 
This view has weeded the art of teaching of more use¬ 
less processes than it has inspired new ones. And the 
relation it has caused to be established between teacher 
and pupil has resulted in this: not only is the reciprocal 
gain evident to the teacher but he depends on it more 
and more. The help the teacher is to the pupil is not 
more significant than the inspiration the pupil is to the 
teacher. The reason is that the teacher is working at 
the altar of the living God. 
If you apply this view of education to any special 
subject—music for example—we say that the music 
education lies in this : to make the child do—and from 
his doing to deduce the information about the process. 
A boy who plays ball possesses infinitely more knowledge 
of the subject than an observer of the game—for the 
reason that he may speak from experience. 
The teacher, trained in old ways comes into modern 
education and finds that no new knowledge is required 
but new ways. More is not to be gathered, but order is 
to be established. All the old possession is good, but 
simpler ways of doing are to be learned, directer ways of 
thought are to be fashioned. 
CARE FOR PERSONAL APPEARANCE. 
BY BENJAMIN CUTTER 
III. 
II. 
This is somewhat of the point of view of the modern 
teacher. He regards education no longer as something to 
be acquired in the units of knowledge, bnt as something 
to be acquired in the units of power. The teacher begins 
with the child not on the basis of attempting to transfer 
knowledge bodily from his mind to that of the child 
but on the basis of cultivating power. The teacher 
recognizes now that nothing goes in, but that all comes 
out. He reaches the child not by forced entrance bnt by 
drawing the child out into life on as many planes as 
possible. The cultivation of activity in the child is 
so momentous that it shows itself immediately in the 
broader heritage. 
In the beginning, children may do many things co- 
incidently : music and science, language and numbers • 
and the acti vity called for by each is simply conceived 
if the mind is not stultified by information concerning 
them which is not, at present, useful. Recognizing that 
the child must be active, the teacher strives so to over¬ 
come the conditions in which he finds the child as to 
permit him to go to work significantly. He refrains 
from deluging the child with inessentials. There is no 
burning desire to transfer lumps of information from 
the older mind to the younger ; one is now dealing in 
first principles. They are the essential element in view 
and to follow whither they lead enables the teacher so 
to trau, the pupil as to enable him to deduce information 
from .chat he doer,. Hence, his definitions and his pro¬ 
cesses will accord, always, with his familiarity with the 
It is not necessary to follow the teacher nor to trace 
the process with the child onward from the first years. 
For we can see at once wbat the aim is all along the 
way : to prepare the child to be, ever and ever more 
completely, his own master; by ways, definite and far- 
reaching, to lead out of his familiar actions what Bacon 
would call, knowledges. 
The great result of this is the condition already ex¬ 
pressed here activity. The young man or woman who 
has come to early mature years of the training of which 
we have spoken arrives there in working order. The 
habit of action is established ; the demand within 
which is felt for action making for useful and noble 
ends is satisfied in some fonu of creation The in¬ 
active toleration of a dog is impossible; and life is 
strenuous. 
Out of a nation of people there always come signifi- 
cant ones. In every age some men perceive clearly the 
possibilities of the life of which we have spoken, and 
have insisted even to the point of death on becoming 
themselves. Such men insist on the right (not on the 
privilege of being unattached ; of being free from the 
slavery of he neighborhood. They have not sought a 
profession because their place in society assures them a 
lmng through that particular channel. They create a 
ir" 5ULer« drUj In »» 
. ' T'y bave been strenuous for themselves • 
strenuous to make places not to take them. The mo- 
Tsse^on of If7 he *’ l° the ex‘™‘of his possession of it, an inspiration. It is easy to see why ■ 
he is not drawing the breath of life through, the horse- 
pipe of a conventional opinion. 
The mnsie l,«ch„ ,he „f 
\Z a ,?' “? ™“ "ft <“ if TIMV I. «ot «“ 
itself mter jeR ^ ^ '0ftiIy and >,r0cIa™« 
self. Otherwise, how little it seems ! How little good 
here seems to be in training awkward fingers of unwiL 
MusicS noto/tb d° r Wtiftl ^ ^beautifully ! 
tionTn t Th 'remeDt fr°m life bat of Participa- 
essence of the^ that ali th« rare 
made richer ; giving, more comes £? 
Success! Success ! We all long for it; wonder W 
we may attain it. Some do attain it; some get 
way ; others fail entirely. But does it ever occur ton/ 
who are struggling for it, or who, now in our tutelar 
expect, another year or two, to struggle for it-to sii 
down and calmly examine the points of those who have 
won success? Does it ever occur to us that in mnsie 
teaching something is needed besides mere music- that 
things are necessary which should have become as 
habitual before one goes on the field, as automatic if yon 
please, as the movements of the fingers or of the vocal 
cords ? 
Into general success in any calling enter certain gen¬ 
eral factors. The one clearly in the mind of the present 
writer is the factor of personal appearance. If any 
reader doubts its power as a business matter, let him 
frequent those places where traveling men—drummers, 
so called—congregate before going out to drum up busi¬ 
ness ; if he has been dead to such things, he may be 
enlivened and, to his own good, quickened by observ¬ 
ing the care which these shrewd men of business pay to 
their toilet. To them there is nothing that may be 
slighted. No woman prinks as these men have been 
seen to prink. And all for what? To make a good 
impression on a possible customer. 
Music teaching, if it be successful, is not all and solely 
music teaching. Drumming up trade is not alone the 
t let fill presentation of one’s wares. A good impression 
made by a good appearance has, in both instances, very 
much to do. If it were of no value would one see ten 
men of various ages and characters all resort to the 
lavatory of a drawiDg-room car and spend five to fifteen 
minutes on their toilet as a train nears New York City, 
the field of their operations? Does Master So and So, 
who plays divinely, and, just out of the shell, has hie 
career before him, imagine that Mrs. Van R., coming 
from her finely appointed, scrupulously cared-for house, 
and introducing a daughter, who, like’ herself, is the 
perfection of habitual neatness—does he imagine that 
his slovenliness, carelessness, whatever it may be, will 
escape her eye, accustomed to examine at first sight? 
Are the chances in his favor enhanced ? 
Appearances count. It is not all music, nor enthu¬ 
siasm, nor powerful recommendation. Mnsie teachers 
are apt to forget this. Mothers like to send their daugh¬ 
ters to one who shows success, and the way of the woild 
is to include neatness in success—for the slovenly, care¬ 
less men have not been, as a rule, successes, and the 
world has sized up this fact. Excessive neatness is not 
needed ; but a systematic care of the body and of its 
vestments is as surely one of the elements of success in 
our profession as is technical skill. It may at times be 
more, for mankind often runs after appearances alone. 
Let him who reads this remember, however, that the 
best time to form a habit of neatness is in youth, be¬ 
fore his public career begins. Let him bfgin now. 
Music teaching is one of the few avocations in which 
novelty does not end with the acquisition of experience. 
Music is always new and ever novel. It is not as a pro 
fession largely remunerative. There is no possibility of 
world-advancement such as opens to the successful pby 
sician or scientist. No political promotion is p.v—— 
such as comes to the lawyer or great journalist. Th* 
musician can not enter into his career with any tb°n8 
of preeminence other than may come from his own ar 
work, and unless be can find satisfaction in the rare 
wealth of music itself, and be contented with a moderate 
return in money for his talents and his time, then fnilnr* 
is as certain as success is sure to the ones who enter o 
music’s sake rather than the pursuit of Mammon. 
as Emerson says, “Nothing great was ever achieve 
without enthusiasm.” In music without enthusiasm 
nothing at all can be accomplished that is worth living 
—“ Presto.” 
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STUDENTS’ MUSICAL CLUBS. 
BY ROBERT BRA IN E. 
September has arrived, and teachers everywhere are 
preparing for the new musical season. Progressive 
teachers are on the alert for new plans which will in¬ 
crease the effectiveness of their work, will hold the old 
pupils and bring in new ones. One of the most per¬ 
plexing problems to many teachers is how to provide 
opportunities .for their pupils to appear in public. Es¬ 
pecially is this true in the case of strictly private 
teachers who are not connected with conservatories or 
schools of music. 
The conservatory idea has had a tremendous growth 
in the United States within the past few years, and at 
the present day there is hardly a city with a population 
of 25,000 and over bnt has its conservatory or school 
of music. The result has been that private teachers 
with no connection with schools have felt the competi¬ 
tion very keenly. The conservatory gives its recitals 
at frequent intervals, and in the case of an institution 
in which the leading branches of music are taught the 
programs can be pleasantly varied, including piano and 
organ work, selections for voice, violin, flute, and other 
orchestral work, and also elocution work, if a teacher of 
that branch is employed. If the recital is of a meri¬ 
torious character, it brings in large numbers of new 
pupils, which in many cases the private teacher loses, 
simply because they have no similar attractions to offer. 
The private teachers who have to meet this competi¬ 
tion can, it is true, give recitals of their pupils, bnt very 
few teachers have sufficient pupils to arrange for weekly 
or monthly recitals ; and even if they had, the work of 
giving the recitals and the preparation of the pupils 
for them is very great, and would make serious inroads 
on the teachers’ time. Thus we see that the private 
teacher, as a rule, is only able to work up one or two 
recitals in a year, whereas his competitors in the con¬ 
servatories give them weekly, fortnightly, or monthly. 
To private teachers who meet this form of competi¬ 
tion the present writer would suggest the formation of 
students’ musical clubs, in which the pupils of a con¬ 
venient number of private teachers can unite for the 
purpose of general musical culture and to afford prac¬ 
tice in public performance. 
As such a plan might seem to present difficulties to 
many teachers, let me describe a “ Students’ Musical 
Club” as it was organized and successfully carried on 
for several seasons in a Western city of 45,000 inhabi¬ 
tants. 
The teachers of the city in question had felt the need 
of such an organization in order to give their pupils the 
same advantages as those enjoyed by the pupils of the 
two conservatories in the city. A “ Students’ Musical 
Club ” was consequently formed, on a cooperative basis, 
by about a dozen private teachers of the city. These 
teachers embraced instructors in the following branches: 
Piano, organ, singing, violin, ’cello, cornet, guitar, man¬ 
dolin, and elocution. Each teacher presented the 
advantages of the scheme to his class, and urged his 
pupils to join. Only pupils sufficiently advanced to be 
competent to appear creditably in public were admitted 
to active membership, although any student or lover of 
music could join as a passive member by paying the 
same dues as an active member. 
The meetings of the club were twenty in number, 
divided into two terms of ten weeks each. The meet¬ 
ings of the fall term commenced October 1st and con¬ 
tinued for ten consecutive weeks, and of the midwinter 
term January 1st, and continued ten weeks. The dues 
were fixed at $1 for each term of ten weeks, or $2 for 
fhe year, which sum it was found was about sufficient 
to pay the expenses of the club. In consideration of 
bis fee each active member was given the privilege of 
appearing on the program twice during each term. 
The teachers of the club paid no fees, but appeared on 
ihe programs of the club at convenient intervals. 
A handsome hall containing seating accommodation 
sufficient for the members of the club and their friends, 
°f whom each member was allowed to invite two to each 
session of the club, was engaged. The hall contained a 
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suitable platform and a grand piano, and was engaged 
for eighteen meetings of the club. The other two meet¬ 
ings were held in churches where pipe-organs were 
available, so as to give the organ students of the club 
an opportunity to be heard. 
The president and other officers were choeen from the 
ranks of the club membership, hut the entire manage¬ 
ment of the club was vested in the teachers whose pupils 
composed it. This plan avoided the great loes of time 
which invariably results where a club is managed in 
strict parliamentary style, in which each little matter is 
debated and voted on by the members of the club. 
Many a club fails of its object because so much time is 
taken up with this parliamentary see sawing and debate 
that little is left for the musical and literary exercises. 
The management of the club was really very simple, 
and each teacher had less work to do in connection with 
it than he or she would have had in giving one pupils’ 
recital. Each member was obliged to pay the dollar fee 
at the first meeting of each term and was then given a 
card of membership. As soon as a pupil had prepared 
a composition sufficiently well to warrant a public per¬ 
formance of it, his name and the title of the piece were 
given to the committee of the teachers, and the pupil’s 
name was placed on the program as soon as convenient. 
Owing to the fact that teachers of various branches were 
represented, the programs were sufficiently varied to 
make them of great interest. Piano-work formed the 
bulk of the performances, hut there were enough selec¬ 
tions for voice, violin, and other instruments to relieve 
the monotony of too much piano playing on the same 
program, which usually consisted of from twelve to eigh¬ 
teen numbers, and required one hour and a half for ren¬ 
dering. 
To save expense the pieces were simply announced in¬ 
stead of having printed programs. A limited number 
of members were admitted to active membership who 
were not pupils of the teachers managing the clnb, after 
they had been examined and found to be competent to sing 
or play in public. This was found to be a great advantage 
to the teachers, as these members invariably became 
pupils of one or another of the teachers sooner or later. 
Some of the members were assigned to writing essays 
on various musical topics instead of playing or singing, 
thus forming another pleasiDg feature of the programs. 
Short analyses of the compositions performed were also 
sometimes given by the performing member or by one 
of the teachers. Occasionally programs were given 
made up entirely of the compositions of a certain com¬ 
poser-say, of Bach, Beethoven, or Mozart. The manag¬ 
ing teachers took turns in looking after the weekly pro¬ 
grams, so that the labor of running the clnb was divided. 
Under the rule that each pupil was allowed to appear 
twice at each term, it will readily be seen that it was 
impossible for the pupils of one or two teachers to 
monopolize the programs. 
Teachers will agree that there is nothing more labor¬ 
ious than to prepare and to distribute invitations to 
i. «- “Statou- Cb,” 
however, this labor was avoided, as the matter of invita¬ 
tions was left almost entirely to the members of the 
club The meetings were held on Friday or Saturday 
ft 4 P. M-, hut they could have been held in the evenings 
J"?t wwilly astonishing how toon this club grew to 
i of the most influential musical organizations of 
~d « 
* Mtoo who .1 Tb. 
membership was one hundred, and it was composed of 
the best and brightest young musical blood of the town. 
clnb was organized the teachers connected with 
it noted an immediate improvement in the interest of 
e A friendly rivalry at once sprang up, not only 
* the oupiis who tried to prepare their pieces as 
among the pup . teachers, each of whom 
™ >»» “■«i,nPu" d°th*m 
nd their teacher the fullest possible justice. 
“ ■£££ 
‘ hers received great benefit from bearing the efforts 
T' Manx pupil* make slow progress simply be- 
°f others. - J IP concerts and have very few 
i.---•*-* 
the twenty meetings proved of almo«t as great advantage 
as so many concerts would bave done, especially as 
extra numbers were frequently contributed by the 
teachers of the clnb as well as by prominent musicians 
of the city, on special invitation. 
It wonld seem at first glance to many teachers as if 
such a club could not be conducted without great fric¬ 
tion, caused by the differences of opinion as well as the 
jealousies of the teachers—many oftbem rivals—conduct¬ 
ing it. However this might be in Borne cases, in the 
present instance there was very little, if any, friction. 
There was absolutely no fighting among the teachers of 
the club as to how it should be managed, and no efforts 
to steal each other's pupils, nor did the pupil-members 
change teachers to any extent. They seemed to stand 
loyally by their teachers and do them as much credit as 
possible in the club recitals. 
The experience of the teachers of the club, after it had 
been organized one term, was that almost without excep¬ 
tion they had not only aroused the greatest possible 
enthusiasm and interest among their old pupils, but 
that they had enrolled many new ones as well. Their 
pupils stopped leaving them to attend conservatories and 
music-schools in order to get the advantages of recitals 
at the latter, because the club offered, if anything, 
superior advantages in the way of appearing in public 
and in hearing others play and sing. 
After the organization of the club one or two of the 
teachers gave occasional public recitals of their own 
pupils independently of the clnb, but most of them 
fonnd that the clnb answered every purpose of the 
pupils’ recital, and that it was needless work to give 
independent recitals. 
It is hardly necessary to point out the advantages of 
such a club to the average private teacher. It creates a 
center of interest in which the pupil is constantly 
whetted to renewed exertions in his musical work ; it 
gives him sufficiently frequent opportunities for public 
performance ; it gives him a chance to hear and to criti¬ 
cise an extended program of music each week, and it 
gives him an opportunity of hearing the pupils of other 
teachers play as well a* his own. From the pecuniary 
standpoint, again, it is of benefit to the teacher, from the 
fact that it answers every requisite of the recital, and yet 
costs the teacher nothing, as the duee paid by the mem¬ 
bers are sufficient to meet all the expenses of hiring a 
hall, etc. Another advantage of the club is the fact 
that the newspapers always report these club meetings 
as news, whereas they are often prone to look on reports 
of the private teachers’ recitals, especially if frequent, as 
advertising matter, and shutting them out in conse¬ 
quence. 
Ordinary musical clubs are, as a general rule, of little 
value to the teacher, excepting in the way of develop¬ 
ing an interest in music in a general way. In the 
majority of these cluha only the best player* and singers, 
as a general rule, participate in the program*, and the 
standard of excellence constantly grows higher ; so that 
the ordinary stndent of music feels out of place in a pro¬ 
gram of professional or semi professional excellence, 
since his effort* are so far below those of the rest. For 
this reason the present writer believe* that private teach- 
ere will find that three “students’ musical club*’’ fill 
a long-felt want and will be fully as effective in bringing 
in new business to the teachers who organize it as the 
conservatory idea. At any rate it is worth a trial, and 
teacher* will find it to their great advantage to try it. 
It is possible that it might fail in some towns, but in the 
average city, which ia large enough to support a conser¬ 
vatory, it is more than likely to succeed. 
A young man may have his ambition to learn mnaic 
damped by reading the following from the “ Musical 
Times” of Iondon ; which suggests that Sir John 
Stainer was right when he called attention, recently, to 
the fact that the profession is greatly overcrowded : 
Such a salary of $50 a year is unquestionahly a great 
inducement for an accomplished musician. 
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, 1 lease explain the ‘ up-arm ’ touch as given in Maron's 
Technic.’ A music teacher and I disagree about it. 
As I understand it the hand and arm in rising cause 
the hngers to press the keys and then spring away. 
i>i 8aT8 tou<’^ made after the arm is raised. 
I lease tell me the meaning of ‘ Alio, ma non troppo.’ 
tt is used in No. 31 of your ‘Graded Studies.’ Do your 
, wenty Lessons to a Beginner ’ dispense with a piano ? 
II ease name some of the best songs of Mrs. Jessie L. 
Gaynor and describe for what voice. Please tell me of 
one or two bright and pleasing pieces to give my 
daughter. She is in grade 9 of your Studies, but has 
given her time for the last year to studies and classic 
work, and can p’ay little that interests the people here. 
— Mbs. W.” 
The up-arm touch is made as described in the book 
and illustrated in figures 1 and 2. To the eye the up- 
arm touch is made by springing away from the keys ; 
to the muscular sense it is a push delivered by the 
triceps muscle, located back of the upper arm, just above 
the elbow. The springing up of the wrist and arm is 
for looseness and elasticity. The keys are not pressed 
down by the hand before it springs away, but the tri¬ 
ceps gives a push and at the same time the arm is 
pushed forward and upward, the wrist becoming loose 
the moment the touch has been made. The touch is 
delivered at the moment the motion begins, and Dot 
after the arm springs np. Yon are, therefore, both 
wrong. 
' on can make a touch with the triceps alone in the 
following manner: Place the fingers upon the keys 
(any chord, or even a single note). Then give this sharp 
push from the upper arm (or perhaps from the elbow 
will do it). You just “ bite in ” on the key. The hand 
pushes forward a very little, but remains holding the 
keys. The fingers are braced firmly to transmit the 
impulse. This touch is very effective and important, 
combined with a very slight fall of the hand—i. e., 
arranging the fingers for a chord jnst above the keys, at 
a distance of perhaps an inch or less. Make the touch 
by fallmg upon the keys and biting in with the triceps 
at the same time. This touch makes a deep and musi¬ 
cal tone, and is emphatic. It is much used by artists. 
Mason is the first piano technician, so far as I know 
who has ever pointed out the action of the triceps muscle 
in playing. While I would not go so far as he does and 
pronounce it the emotional center of playing, it is one 
of the most important touches we have. The extreme 
oscillation of wrist in the arm touches is for the sake of 
looseness. In actual playing it is often lessened. But 
after any strong touch, whether finger, hand, or arm 
the wrist must he instantly relaxed. This is necessary 
m order to retain elasticity for the next following touch. 
Allegro ma non troppo ” means quick, hut not too 
quick. A good musical dictionary will tell you such 
things as this. 
My Twenty Lessons to a Beginner ” is for a 
beginner in piano-playing ; and, therefore, do not dis¬ 
pense with the instrument. When you mean to learn 
to swim, water of sufficient depth is advisable. You 
could rehearse the motions in your bedroom, no doubt 
but there are sensations accompanying immersion in the 
liquid which would be likely to render your technic 
imperfect. My “ Twenty Lessons” is a method of starting 
a very young pupil upon the piano in a way to place the 
musical idea first. Away from the piano you do not 
have music ; and in the beginning the pupil has too 
little tonal imagination to “play hear” successfully 
without the correction of actually hearing the tones 
produced. 
The beet of Mrs. Oaynor’s soDgs are in her “Album 
of Seven Songs” and “Album of Six Songs,” which may 
be had for high or low voice. In the former the two 
best are probably “If I were a Bee” and “The Night 
has a Thousand Eyes. ” There are some lovely kinder¬ 
garten songs, very bright and pleasing. The publisher 
of The Etude will send them. 
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It is not possible to name pleasing piano solos with 
any certainty, for I have no idea liow far along your 
daughter may be in the art of expression. This essen¬ 
tial part of music, without which all playing is worse 
than St. Paul’s “ sounding brass and tinkling cymbal,” 
is generally neglected by students intent upon working 
through a lot of studies and dosing themselves with 
“ classic ” music which they hope is better than it 
sounds. They ought to learn that there was a time 
when classic music sounded well, and it will sound 
well again if played with expression and musical feel¬ 
ing. You will not find anything more pleasing to the 
uncultivated hearer than some of the lighter movements 
of Haydn (minuets, etc.) and of Mozart. For your use 
I suggest “ La Fileuse,” by Raff (edited by Dr. Mason); 
“Waltz in A-flat,” by Moszkowski; “Serenade, ”by Mosz- 
kowski, and “ A Moonlight Journey,” by Bendel. All 
these are brilliant and not above 7th grade in difficulty. 
If your daughter has not already studied them I would 
recommend her to play all the lyric pieces in my second 
book of “ Studies in Phrasing.” These pieces are such 
as no student should be without, and they are there 
well edited for study. 
_ “ How would you proceed with a pupil of some mu¬ 
sical ability who does not care for technic and is 
deficientin time? She is also studying singing. I thought 
of haying her write and beat different kinds of time, com¬ 
mencing with the simplest. Or would you require pieces 
to be played in which the different values of notes ap¬ 
pear?—B. L.” v 
If the pupil is deficient in sense of measure, I would 
advise her working through a lot of the Mason arpeggios 
and scales, carrying them through all sorts of measure, 
first in one note to a beat, then with two, then three, 
then four. Possibly go on to six to a beat. .By this 
time her sense of pulsation and measure and her feeling 
for the different kinds of measure ought to be much 
strengthened. You will now enter upon a study of 
rhythm, meaning thereby the motion of melody against 
the background of measure. She must be trained to all 
the kinds of combined and divided pulses. She already 
has all kinds of divided pulses, where the division is 
kept up according to the same pattern. Begin now 
with alternations of whole pulses and divided pulses, 
such as * in the following: 1 quarter, 4 sixteenths; 1 
quarter, 4 sixteenths. Have her listen to this rhythm 
and define it to you ; then she should play it; then 
write it. Or have her listen and play it after you, and then 
write it. In this way you go on from one kind of divi¬ 
sion to another. Combined pulses will first be those of 
two pulses, then three, then of one pulse and a half, etc 
In short, get a tonic sol-fa standard course, and’you 
will find the subject of rhythmics rationally treated 
' on-will also find it handled helpfully in the » Primer of 
Music ” by Dr. Mason and myself. But unless you base 
your studies of rhythm upon a fundamental feeling for 
pulsation and measure, you will never arrive at really 
good rhythm-and there is no other one quality in 
which singers are so atrociously deficient. Singers 
have absolutely no sense of rhythm whatever, and they 
give their singing teachers no end of trouble. When 
they come to opera or any kind of concerted music, they 
have to learn this part of their training. But they 
ought to begin with it. Because an accompanist can 
follow a singer in her ill-considered vagaries of rhythm 
:™ «■* -.«»»Eiis 
'b"mC,'ri*l,'■ T>»* >* °o 
tbs dorab’or “o? "T Whnt think °f 
house is very enthnsiastic'overliers C*5 ™ the 
heard them condemned b™T' TIremem^rtohave 
musician.but have played the D^nomn8111 n,0t 8 reKular 
fifteen years and aim ta b! P ° rn?reor less for about 
strong. TheV are nYin Y1' “* *»««■ limber and 
be. 7 6 Dot ln 80 8°0,1 order as they ought to 
exirJiiracSjding'to1 E COnsidere,d five-finger 
■surprised to hear you sS\ and ™8 
If they have been discard? ^ em as old-fashioned. 
would like to know what h ^L.K“ethi^ better’ 1 
is !ht°v ^ Y°W What 70n mea" ^ Inrnb piano If it 
touch more even and for practicing upon without di8 
tnrb.ng the neighbors. It does not take the ulace r 
a piano, except for very poor players (under wW 
fingers it produces perhaps a better effect than th 
piano). It is simply a device for doing, a part of the 
practice more accurately than it is usually done unon 
the piano. Many musicians (and I am amon* theml 
regard tone production as the fundamental necessity 
playing .the piano. In tone production sensitiveness of 
finger to tone gradations is essential, and the pedal is an 
indispensable part of making fine tonal effects The 
clavier wanting these elements, I have doubts how far 
it can be used safely. I have never known of any artist 
who practiced upon one. I have known of several who 
did so for a very short time, but soon gave it up. When 
using the clavier, several of them gave fine testimonials 
Later they changed their minds, but could notrecall their 
testimonials. This I understand to have been the case 
with Dr. Mason, and, I think, with Paderewski, at least. 
The five-finger exercises are probably useful for a part 
of finger training. If you will get and carefully read 
through the four little volumes of Dr. Mason’s “Touch 
and Technic,” you will find many things explained of 
which yon have never before heard, but which all good 
artists have known these many years. So far is it from 
the artist’s platform to the seat of the student. 
“ I have been studying Mason’s ‘ Touch and Technic ’ 
but am at a loss how to apply the different touches. 
Should the staccato chords in the last period of Heller’s 
‘ Tarantelle ’ be played with an ‘up-arm’ touch? 
When a classic composer writes popular music, how 
are we to distinguish between that and his best?— 
Sb. M. M.” 
No precise directions can be given for applying the 
different touches in Mason’s work. Speaking generally, 
there are two kinds of finger touch, staccato and legato. 
When the passage is legato you hold the key ; when it 
is staccato you shorten the tone ; and you do this with 
more or less force, according to the nature of the musical 
idea. So of hand touches there are two : a fall of the 
hand, as in taking a long tone to hold, and a light 
motion, as in rapid repeating chords or octaves. You 
use one or the other, according to which you want. Of 
arm motions or touches there are three or four: Down 
arm, suitable for heavy chords. This touch is subject 
to discount, as it is very difficult to obtain a really mu¬ 
sical effect by its use. The up arm is suitable for heavy 
chords which are somewhat detached. There is a tri¬ 
ceps touch made exactly in the same manner, without 
springing away from the keys. This is useful. There 
is a combination of down arm where the fall is very 
short, not more than half an inch or so, and the triceps 
touch. This gives a musical tone with great decision and 
beautiful harmonic quality. This touch is much used by 
artists. The forms in the book are exercise forms in¬ 
tended to give yon complete looseness of the whole 
playing apparatus. In actual use a part of the extra 
motion can be dispensed with. What you are after is 
tone and ease in playing. When you get the tone yon 
want, the artistic part is satisfied ; when you do this 
easily, economy is satisfied. Common sense is one of the j vwiiuiuj IQ ndlloUCU< vUlilUIV/Il ovuov 
most useful qualities of the human mind. Do not 
neglect even in piano technics. 
Much classic music is popular—in the sense of being 
dearly loved by all musical people who know it. All 
the composers had spells of noddiDg. You know them 
by the stupid sound. Just apply your common sense 
and listen. Is the piece musical ? Can I make it musi¬ 
cal by some manner of touch ? Do I care for the mood 
which the piece represents ? If a piece is pleasing and 
represents a pleasing mood, it will be popular as soon as 
heard. Many people do not listen. They have music 
played over them, like water over a duck’s back, B 
does not penetrate within. The so-called classic com¬ 
posers were generally a well-meaning lot of men whom 
tended to write pleasing music, according to the ideas o 
their own time. Some did this so well that their music 
proves attractive a century or two later. ListeD, listen 
again, and think it over quietly. “ By their fruits Je 
shall know them.” 
—By despising himself too ranch a man comes 
worthy of his own contempt—A mi el. 
lobe 
Y c R.—Having read through the full and circum¬ 
stantial account which you give of your limitations of 
opportunity and your heroic efforts to counteract those 
disadvantages, I take pleasure in adding any little leaf 
of advice from the tree of experience which may perhaps 
prove to be a leaf from the tree of life, indeed, and con¬ 
sequently medicinal in its nature. I have myself had 
many and great difficulties to strive against, and among 
others the very one which is your torment, viz., absence 
from any large center where good performances may be 
heard, though that was a score of years ago. 
Now, to touch upon the points of your letter in order, 
I must first of all commend the pluck and energy which 
you reveal iu every sentence of your letter, in the account 
Of the various expedients and shifts to which you have 
resorted in your earnest struggles to secure a thorough 
knowledge of the art you love so well. The lack of the 
hearing of good music is in itself a very great and actually 
insuperable difficulty, so far as the very highest results 
are concerned. However, there is much that you can do. 
I must heartily commend your broad-minded use of in¬ 
terpretative literature. 
As to Mason's “Touch and Technic,” I can say that 
it is an admirable system of classified aud progressive 
studies, but I think that for its very best usefulness the 
elucidations of a personal teacher are well-nigh indispen¬ 
sable. For all that, however, I would by no means dis¬ 
continue the use of these vital and suggestive studies. 
If your financial circumstances will admit of it, a trip 
to New York, and a short residence there,—sayT, three 
months, or even one month in the height of the musical 
season,—if it only be compassed once in two or three years, 
would be worth much which nothing else can really 
substitute to the full. However, if that be wholly im¬ 
possible, do not relax your efforts to do what yon are 
able. James Russel Lowell says somewhere of President 
Lincoln, “ He had the wisdom to aim at tlie best thing, 
and to be content with the second-best, if that was all 
be conld get.” That is a good rule for all of us musical 
aspirants also. It seems to me that the directions given 
in Dr. Mason’s book as to the general action of the hand 
and fingers can not fail to produce some good result, 
even though you may not succeed in securing such an 
exactitude as would pass muster with a specialist of the 
system. 
Then, again, I strongly approve of your using the 
mechanical piauo, the pianola, and the stencil reed-organ, 
the vEolian, under the circumstances. There are already 
in stock for the reed-organ paper rolls or stencils to the 
number of more than 8000 selections from the very best 
and most approved musical works. Now, while the 
results obtainable upon these mechanical instruments 
can not be said in even an approximate degree to equal 
in refinement and vital beauty the most exquisite results 
of performance by a capable and living artist, the actual 
sounds are there, and the composer’s idea may be 
obtained, and some considerable part of the inspiring 
emotion which roused his heart while he was creating 
the work. AH such communion with great souls in 
their great moods can not fail to stimulate, uplift, and 
educate. 
The filler, even of the toughest iron, by the continual 
passing through it of jarrings or vibrations will gain a 
methodic crystallization of its component particles, and 
the elastic fibers of a violin’s ligneous body also, by the 
continual passage through it of the uniform waves of the 
Pulsating tones, will gain susceptibility ; and in like 
manner, by passing the inspired bits of musical inspira¬ 
tion which have visited the great composers ill their 
clairvoyant moments through our ears, our nerves, and 
uur minds, we gain, iu a remarkable degree, a suscepti- 
ffity to the beautiful as expressed in tones. Therefore, 
fuake your listening to the reproductions of the piano 
a"d orchestra made by these cunningly contrived 
rol,s paper conscientious and constant. 
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As to yonr daughter’s having a marked musical gift, 
that may well be, for nothing is more closely and dis¬ 
tinctly related to heredity than musical taleDt; and with 
such zeal as you have manifested, it would bean anomaly 
if you had not transmitted a goodly degree of the same 
immortal fire to yonr offspring. Her fitfulness in prac¬ 
tice is nothing to be discouraged at, nor to he surprised 
at. Beethoven hated the drudgeries of piano-practice, 
and although the great scholar and virtuoso, Barth, used 
to work half an hour at a time with one finger, it was 
because his step-father, a stern task-master, compelled 
him to do so, and not because he had any phenomenal 
and abnormal love for the horrible tedium of muscular 
education. She must he made to practice, and that with 
regularity and intensity, hut the fact that she hates 
practice would he rather the evidence of talent than the 
lack of it. Continue in the paths hitherto followed, but, 
if at all possible, supplement home-study with some 
occasional contact with actual living musicians. 
E. W,—You say that your teacher finds fanlt with you 
for playing monotonously and without enough accent, 
and wish to know wbat I think of the relations of accent 
to piano playing. Well, I am at first inclined to sweep 
the whole question aside with an epigram : The pianist 
who does not accent does not play the piano. But that 
would not, perhaps, give you the right impression of the 
seriousness and gravity of the subject. 
Of course, your teacher is right. Piano playing with 
out a constant and intelligent use of the wonderful 
accentual capacities of the instrument is so utterly 
dead as to justify all the satirical things which some 
advocates of bowed instruments are wont to cast in its 
teeth as a mark of contempt. The wrinkles and in¬ 
equalities of the earth’s surface, which make mountains 
and valleys, are what give beauty and fertility to the 
earth, with their gleaming reservoirs of snow, and the 
crystal streams which are fed from them, and which 
spread greenness over the land. Piano music without 
accents can only be likened to the dreary steppes of 
Asia or the glaring waste of the Sahara. Just for illus- 
ration, imagine yourself upon a mountain-top, over- 
ooking a wide landscape, and think wbat the undula- 
ions of the land would mean. Now, this is but a dull 
md dim symbol of the wondrous inner landscapes of the 
mman soul. It is more like the ridgy sea than the 
notionless land in the mobility and fluctuating variety 
>f its living changes. 
We may distinguish for common use three classes of 
tecents: viz., primary, secondary, special. The raison 
Vetre of the primary accent is that the mensural dms- 
widely, » doobt, .« U> the of >'™» “ 
'h,l the .jnmelrie. of tinial di™ .re among 
aSs - • * ,* ssrjz r r 
exaggerate this ictus hideously 
feeling is well wrought intayoi r m n^ (Q „ 
popular far is perfectly justified, 
sharp-jointed jh. this brutal positive 
Later ^^S^of flow, hut not so ns to jolt 
YiTf he were aboard a river steamer with an 
°if thfmeasurebe compound,-as, for instance, 
’ six eight, nine-eight, twelve eight, and so 
Y same emphasis or slight »*«*»« 
, . t),p second division of the measu , 
^ care should be taken that tbero hej 
Iherehv the music may get a disagree- 
iPU>g n this head I may close by adding that 
Wt- °le the rough-hewing of the musical 
184 ^be overemphatic; then yon must 
‘ madeduce this set of stresses, that they may 
n and red bot. that there may lie an 
lerate m o lapse and flow of 
3g semiconscious leeimg 
^there is another kind of accent, 
vected, startling, which is just aa necessary, 
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indeed, one might almost say, more necessary, than the 
usual and understood aeeentB. This is the sforzando. A 
sforzando is to music just what rhetorical emphasis is to 
public speaking, and may cither lie added to the regular 
accent at the first or down-beat, to cap it with extra 
meaning, or it may come upon the weak beat of the 
measure, to dislodge it from its ordinary modest in¬ 
activity and set it to work upon a special mission. This 
form of sforzando was especially dear to Beethoven, and 
his virile spirit delighted even in abrupt and violent 
accents. Yes, indeed, you must get accent, and quan¬ 
tities of it. 
As for the mechanical method of securing these vari¬ 
ous forms of accent, I should recommend as of the 
highest efficacy the two-finger exercise of William 
Mason, which uses the band from the wrist, with the 
crooked finger for the strong tone, and the rapid closing 
up of the adjacent finger from a position straight or 
nearly so for the light and short tone. This little 
device forms in tlie hand the habit of contrasting two 
tones as to their relative strength by virtue of the widely 
contrasted effort of the hand. It can not, liowcver, 1« 
actually used except in peculiar phrases. It is best, in 
making ordinary accents, to employ the hand-hammer, 
hinged at the wrist, for light or moderately heavy accents, 
and the arm-hammer, hinged at the elbow, for all or 
nearly all extraordinary accents. No cast-iron rule need 
lie given, however, for the position of the hand at tlie 
time, and the connection In the tone-syntax must deter 
mine every minor consideration. A* logo said to Roder- 
igo, “ Put money iu thy purse; put money in thy 
purse,” I close by exhorting thee to put the salt of 
nccent, yes, the saving salt of accent, into thy piano 
playing. 
One of the best and roost convincing illustrations 
which I can call to wind is to lie found in one of the 
earlier numbers of Schumann's “Carnavsl, ’ the one en 
titled Pierrot. This character is supposed to be one of 
the carnival masqueraders, who dresses as a light-witted 
fellow and goes about with dried peas in a distended 
bag, with which he strikes people on the l»ck, thus 
making a loud and very startling hut absolutely harm¬ 
less noise. This is represented by the wonderful sym¬ 
bolist Schumann with two short melodic phrases, one 
sod and stealthy, the other of three odd notes, E-tlat, C, 
B-flat, extremely loud and sudden. The effect is com¬ 
ical in tlie extreme, and will set before yon in electric 
light the value of accent at the right place. 
J. M. T.—As to the proper treatment of the minor 
scale in practice, I consider it of so great value musically 
that I nm accustomed to give fully as much time to it* 
analysis and its practice as to the major. I think that 
there is no surer evidence of hod, or at least inij«-r feet, 
teaching than to find when I question a new pupil that 
there has been little or no attention given ta the minor 
scale. This is, unfortunately, by no means an unusual 
experience of mine. Despite the vast and rapid gains thU 
we have been making in musical pedagogy in the last 
Moarter of a century, there is still roach lazy work done, 
aud paid for sometimes quite as lavishly as tor better 
work. Yon must insist upon r-omprebending the nature 
and structure of tho minor scale in Isdh the harmonic 
ami the melodic ascending and the melodic descending. 
Then you must tench them to your fingers with the 
y utmost precision and patience, 
tome of the most dazzling effect* of virtuosity are 
ehed by the use of extended scales reaching to 
, or three octaves, as witness the first movement of 
Pthoven’s “ Api*RsionaU," and the first ludlad of 
opin ; and while many modern con,po*-ra. witoe» c-w 
dally'Schumann and Brahms, have «^»* *« •*>* 
if it were the chiefest of tlie seven deadly 
-e to lead by a steep road ami a wide door to la It 
■dition these once overworked, and now underworked, 
,les arc an integral and an indestructible element of 
To*the piano'and'the violin, as also to the voice, they 
• reallv essential to an art which is not to degenerate 
o one sided ness and loggtnraa. No wordsof prai-eare 
, high for the wondrous interlaced voice* of Maaawmi 
isic and the ingenious—sometimes too ingenious 
|,phony of Brahma; but the scale as a 
,nc* is not dead, and you must keep the whole twenty 
lr diatonic net, and the chromatic * 
raining by assiduous and iinintcrnuttcd practice. 
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ON HARMONY TEACHING. 
BY HOMER A. NORRIS. 
It is true that during the past fifteen years an 
extraordinary interest has developed in this country in 
the study of harmony', but the statement that we take 
this study more seriously here than they do in Europe 
is not warranted by evidence. America has been 
progressing, but so, too, has Europe, and, judged by her 
art exports, it is safe to say that the latter quite holds 
up her end. Whence come our composers and their 
interpreters, the singers, players, and conductors ? 
Parochialism is opposed to progress, and it does us no 
harm to admit that in matters artistic we yet are but 
a pale reflex of the more experienced and better-dis¬ 
ciplined thinkers across the sea. Only by estimating 
things at their true value and learning their exact sense 
of proportion can we best help matters here. 
It yet remains a fact that the great interest now 
taken in this country in the study of harmony is 
extraordinary. Through his teaching, and perhaps still 
more through his pioneer book, “ The Elements of 
Harmony,” Stephen A. Emery created an interest in 
this study which now seems to have arrived at the 
fulness of his prophecy. “Everybody” nowadays 
studies harmony—that is, everybody who is anything of 
a student in the art of music. We have done a great 
deal in a little while ; Americans always do a great 
deal in a little while, and often one thing at a time at 
the expense of others of equal value. It is right, 
and certainly well-pleasing, to know all about the 
formation of chords, the academic resolution of dis¬ 
sonances, and to be able to “ analyze ’’—the goal of the 
average harmony-student!—but the study of harmony 
may lead one, and by very reason of its significance, its 
comprehensiveness, and its wealth of attractions, into 
pedagogic silliness. It gives the student a mass of 
material, but does not show him how to handle it. 
Academic music may be said to be divided into two 
branches—the harmonic and the contrapuntal. The 
former regards music chordwise, perpendicularly ; the 
latter lays stress upon melody, and regards music hori¬ 
zontally. In the harmonic school music moves in 
solid chord-blocks ; in the contrapuntal there must be 
an approximate degree of interest in each voice. When 
the two are fitly joined together, so that, although each 
voice has its individual melodic contour, these voices 
when sounded together may lie reduced to chords (if you 
will), there results the consummate master, like Bach. 
This same principle, applied to more modern’harmonies^ 
is strikingly illustrated by Wagner in the overture to 
“Die Meistersinger.” 
It is as inexplicable as it is true, that to day, in 
America, there exists just about the same indifference 
to the study of counterpoint that existed twenty years 
ago for the study of harmony. It is not surprising 
that the average student, who has a vague notion 
that counterpoint is hopelessly uninteresting, should 
wish to avoid it; but for an intelligent teacher, who 
should know that it may be made most attractive, and 
that in essence harmony and counterpoint are not two 
studies, but only two branches of one greater study such 
an attitude is inexplicable. If signs which seem unmis¬ 
takable in their import are not misleading, twenty years 
hence harmony and counterpoint will not be separated as 
they are to-day, and the latter will have been recognized 
a charming study. 
I have suggested that too great value may be given 
to the study of harmony alone, and that I believe we 
have gone to that extreme in America. Proof of this 
may be found upon examination of the songs written by 
the younger generation of American composers who 
have not studied in Europe, where harmony and coun¬ 
terpoint go hand-in-hand. The most serious fault with 
nearly all of these writers is that they are too harmonic 
The chords move in solid blocks in the accompaniment 
while the melody (the essential part of a song) moves in' 
any one of the several ways in which a melody may 
move, with a given harmonic mass underneath. 
Harmony should precede counterpoint for a brief 
period, and at this time, just before the season opens 
the teacher is examining past results to see if they cor- 
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respond to the amount of labor expended. He is asking 
himself if he has the best obtainable text-book. A 
student demands more than he did a decad ago. Then, 
about all he expected was a mathematic marking out 
on paper of certain problems. 
To-day he is promised, after a certain amount of 
study, “ to hear with his eyes, and to see with his ears.” 
If the teacher is wise, he will not choose that text book 
which promises to simplify everything. There are 
several harmony text-books by American authors, and 
almost all of them are valuable. Any one that I have 
seen is better than any of the wretchedly translated 
German text-books, and better than any written by 
Englishmen. 
It is fair to test any system by its results, and thus 
far the English have given us nothing in the way of ab¬ 
solute music. They have given us good church music 
and dreary “cantatas,” and “oratorios” which in sub¬ 
stance are nothing but extended, undramatic church 
anthems ; and they certainly have given us the dreadful 
modern ballad,—that exasperating compilation of phrases 
conventionalized from the pages of the masters,—but 
little or nothing else. 
In America we have done somewhat better. It is 
true that the majority of the Americans who write with 
authority have sought their inspiration, or at least 
gained their technic, from European sources, but their 
best work has been done after they have been at home 
long enough to have become Americanized, so to speak. 
And so it has come to pass that the text-books which 
have been written by Americans are better adapted to 
the needs of the student pursuing his course in this 
country than any translation of foreign books. 
These American books contain little or nothing that 
is new, save that the last one before the public ought to 
include, among its “exceptional progressions” (?) the 
latest unusual phraseology of the latest musician who 
speaks with admitted authority. It remains with the 
teacher to choose that one which meets his particular 
need. It will be well to choose one which makes a 
specialty of harmonizing melodies—thus formulating 
the contrapuntal idea—and which remains longest on 
consonant harmony. 
Nothing will arouse and hold the interest of the stu¬ 
dent so much as to encourage him to do bits of indi¬ 
vidual composition. When basses are first harmonized, 
ask the student to “ compose ” basses ; do the same with 
melodies. Nothing will so soon show what may and 
what may not be done as this—that is to say, nothing save 
counterpoint. Continue this work as new elements are 
introduced, always keeping in mind the “rules.” But 
besides this encourage the more individual and natural 
speech of pure fantasy. 
Ask the student to depict a scene, express an emo¬ 
tional state—a tone-poem of any sort. Last season I 
urged a young woman, who was just beginning the study 
of the dominant seventh chord, to bring me something 
in the way of “program music.” The next week she 
came with the Church Scene in “Faust,” In about 
thirty-two measures she had crowded Faust and Mar¬ 
guerite, Mephistopheles, the angels and the demons 
m™7b Tl The re8Ult "'afi rude’ ^lettered, al- 
Tnd he ! ™ lndividual- rugged, sincere, natural, 
and healthful. The next week there was a sea-piece 
There was the storming sea, the crying sailors, the harp¬ 
ing mermaids, then the crash on the rocks. At last 
I'tlt ,™ condensing one of Crawford’s novels 
TJrr™ measnres! Thi8 an effort in the 
ght direction and if carried on with the other work 
t will lead to the right kind of results 
We are told that Franck, the father of the more 
tof Th r? BCh°01’ S0°ght’ ab°Vea11 el8e in Ws teach. 
g, to help his students to express the personal note 
f a passage seemed to him ugly at first hearing instead 
n oZXI °nCe’ 1,6 “* “ — *■*. -d S 
n order to get the composer’s point of view Tf 
2VZX7 ,hT”' - 
Z"oL:;:h- ^™ 
—kssktssk 
is sure the student’s riper judgment would discard 
gave me an instance : Humperdinck, when first look * 
at an unusual resolution of an altered chord 
quickly, “That won’t go 1 ” Afterward, trying it ’ 
several times at the piano, he said, “No ' I like it l " 
it as it is ; jt is yours.” ’ ’leaTe 
To all this there is strenuous opposition by those wh 
are enshrouded in what I should call the RheinberT 
tradition. These men claim that in trying to exmm 
the personal note the student usually gains no sen* of 
proportion, loses all respect for tradition, and mistakes 
ambiguity and chromatic confusion for the instinctive 
speech of genius. “Go back,” they say—“ Go back and 
build on Mozart and Beethoven.” 
Such advice is senseless, viewed either from the page 
of history or in the light of reason. Every great com¬ 
poser has built on his last greatest predecessor, but he 
has also reached into the future, invented a new articn- 
lation, and done that at which all his smaller contempo¬ 
raries have snarled and harried him. Certainly, one 
must become familiar with Bach and Mozart'and 
Beethoven, but later men must be included, too. Include 
Brahms and Tschaikowsky and Richard Strauss (every 
one nowadays knows his Wagner), and don’t listen to 
the middle-aged moss-bank, who tells yon that Strauss 
“forgets that he is a musician.” 
In pursuing the course in teaching suggested by the 
above, extreme care should be taken in one particular. 
All academic study should be as severe as possible. Let 
not the slightest error pass uncorrected. In this follow 
all the traditions. Insist that the pupil adhere to all the 
rules that the best text-books on harmony and counter¬ 
point formulate. In this way will the “ hand,” as the 
French say, become “ formed.” By encouraging indi¬ 
vidual expression, no matter how cacophonous, how 
chaotic, how formless, how “modern,” and by insisting 
upon the strictest letter of obedience in academic work 
may we hope finally for results not only individual, but 
chaste and lucid in expression, and bearing the unmis¬ 
takable impress of the trained musician. 
PEARLS FROM THE PROVERBS OF A 
PIANIST. 
Learn, as soon as you play at all, to connect and to 
disconnect tones according to audible reason. As the 
blurring buzz of slovenly conversation, and as the 
wearisome chatter of the myriads of pestilent sparrows, 
that chase away all other better songsters, so is the 
meaningless stringing together of notes without punc¬ 
tuation. 
Give the melody, or the chief note, twice or it may 
hap thrice the strength of the other tones which sur¬ 
round it, lest all meaning be lost. The father should 
speak louder than the children, if there is to be wisdom 
in the circle of the family. Sing ever, for the music 
which singeth not is not music. The test of the classic 
is not that it hath little, but that it hath much melody. 
Brood upon your music until it becomes a part of you, 
until the playing of it is an inner necessity to your own 
nature, until you play it as if you were improvising it- 
Whenever from the vast and immeasurable ocean of 
life an exquisite shell has been cast at your feet, take it 
up reverently, listen to it till you catch its inmost 
voice. As in the hollow chamber of the shell hovers a 
shadow of sound, like the vast murmur of the sea, so 
in the innermost structure of every real piece of music 
there whis]>ers the life of the universe, of the spirit 
world, of God. 
Whether thou art a brute or a seraph ; whether thou 
art a blacksmith or a harper ; whether thou shouldst be 
employed in hammering out horseshoes for coarsest 
utilities of earth, or shouldst be authorized to work in 
the aerial handicraft of a tone-artificer, all this an 
more is evident to those with ears when thou wakenes 
the keyboard of the piano—nay, more : to him who ha 
a brain beyond his mere ears it is clear whether thou 
hast lived nobly or bestially. Beware how thou tout > 
est the sacred treasury of music, lest death come upon 
thee as upon Achan of old. 
OUR MUSICAL ATMOSPHERE. 
BY GEORGE LEHMANN. 
Ai l the world over the musician is a more or |less 
bappy-go-lHcky fellow who concerns himself but little 
with what the morrow may bring forth. His tempera¬ 
ment-using the term in its commonly accepted sense¬ 
is an enviable one ; for, in the season of his contentment, 
he glows with a happiness not within easy reach of men 
eDgaged in other pursuits. He is a curious conglomera¬ 
tion of conflicting qualities—a composite of much that is 
good and noble, and much that is calculated to excite 
the contempt of his fellow-beings. He lives in a world 
all his own, seemingly unconscious of its limits and of 
that outer world in which he is so little understood and, 
often, so harshly judged. 
The American musician strongly resembles his conti¬ 
nental brethren ; but, breathing a different atmosphere 
and powerfully influenced by disheartening conditions, 
his struggle to emulate the life and achievements of his 
brethren across the sea is accompanied by innumerable 
difficulties and untold anxieties. To-day his real life is 
bat an impotent struggle against overwhelming condi¬ 
tions. With some bitterness, if not despair, he faces a 
wilderness of complications and can find no avenue, 
however narrow, that promises emancipation. 
But it must be confessed that, in his despair, the 
American musician has lost sight of some of the true 
causes that obstruct the road to high advancement. 
Unfortunately, his gaze is too often outward, seldom in¬ 
ward. He does not seem to appreciate the great need 
of first revolutionizing his moral and mental being before 
attempting to battle with such an herculean and stub¬ 
born force as the non-musical world. He imagines, I 
fear, that musical gifts and musical abilities hold na¬ 
tural sway over everything less beautiful and more 
material in this life, and that such supremacy alone 
should exempt him from the struggles of other men, 
requiting him with the roses and garlands conjured by 
his fancy. 
Social Status of the American Musician. 
The musician’s social status in the United States is 
deplorable. He is little more than the foot-ball of the 
social world ; and, though he has contributed largely to 
his own social degradation, he bitterly resents conditions 
which are surely the outcome of his own unconscious 
encouragement. 
Why view the question from a less heroic but more 
comforting standpoint ? The American musician is, and 
will continue to be—so long as he contributes to social 
disparagement of himself—a being vastly inferior to 
those men and women for whom soap or beef has pro¬ 
cured social distinction and the right to place him on a 
lower human plane. 
Will the fuller realization of his social status have a 
salutary effect upon the musician’s sensitive organiza¬ 
tion ? Will it arouse in him the determination to de¬ 
serve and command that which the social world denies 
him ? Or will he continue to be stunned by the blow to 
his pride and sullenly submit to conditions which, illog- 
ically, he deems inevitable? 
Charlatanism. 
The public at large, having the true interests of music 
so little at heart, is depressingly ignorant of music’s 
worth as an educational factor. Those parents who, 
J'th 8 sigh of resignation, conclude to give their chil- 
ren a ‘musical education,” are, themselves, too little 
'nterested in this form of culture to have any knowledge 
0 what constitutes true musical learning. As a natural 
consequence they are incapable of discriminating between 
onest, conscientious effort and the varnished and plausi- 
e utterances of the charlatan. The result is that 
®usic-teaching has become a vast field for successful im¬ 
position, in which, alas ! the man of knowledge has an 
neqnal struggle with the impostor who has only to hang 
oat his shingle, demand a high fee for his services, and 
unningly discover the highroad to social popularity. 
^ 1 must acknowledged that the American teacher 
shap64*^ need of certain measures of reform which 
enable him to practice his profession with a reason- 
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able degree of security and protection. Hue, moie 
than in European countries, has the need arisen for a 
colossal, general effort to legitimize the practice of music 
and to make it extremely difficult for charlatanism to 
flourish. Just as it is almost impossible for an unquali¬ 
fied physician to administer to the needs of a commu¬ 
nity, so should a law exist prohibiting untrained men and 
women from perpetrating musical crimes. 
The American Musician’s Surroundings. 
Often the thought arises, What is the average musi¬ 
cian’s life in these broad United States ? Does he breathe 
a musical atmosphere? Are his aspirations encouraged 
from day to day ? Are his honest efforts rewarded with 
reasonable appreciation ? 
The teacher toils the livelong day during seven months 
in the year for an income which must suffice for twelve 
mouths’ needs. Weary with his day’s work, what has 
he to look forward to ? Where is the atmosphere which 
should provide for him musical pleasures and assist in 
his musical culture ? What are the ingredients of our 
musical life—those vital ingredients which, in the musi¬ 
cal life of Germany, for instance, are summed up in the 
term “ musical atmosphere ” ? 
The American musician has many needs, some of 
which he recognizes vaguely, others he makes but little 
effort to discover. Chief among these needs, perhaps, is 
the need of a truly musical atmosphere. Without belit¬ 
tling our past achievements or underestimating our 
future possibilities, it may unhesitatingly be affirmed 
that, despite all that has been said and written on the 
subject—despite much apparent evidence of its existence 
in our larger cities, we still stand in great need of that 
“something” called a musical atmosphere. 
Opera and Concerts. 
We have our orchestras, opera, concerts without num- 
er, composers, instrumentalists, and vocalists, whose 
bilities promise much for our ultimate development, 
lyriads of teachers, and countless students ; yet we are 
ar from possessing what may rightfully be termed a 
ausical atmosphere. 
Opera comes and goes each season, causing a ripple of 
xcitement among the class for whom it is ostensibly in- 
ended, but benefiting only an insignificant number of 
he many for whom it is one of numerous musical 
leeds. The average student and music-lover, as well 
s the average teacher, can ill afford to attend perform- 
,nces the prices of admission to which are nothing less 
han prohibitive. 
Opera in the United Slates is clearly not a musical 
institution. It is a diversion for the wealthy-a com- 
,ensation, in the height of the season, for many social 
bligations. It has therefore failed, as yet, to make its 
mpress upon our people. Nor has it begun to play a 
iart in the musical development of any community 
rhich, presumably, it has aimed to elevate. 
Concerts, generally speaking, are sad and empty 
ffairs-empty, too often, in the literal sense of numer¬ 
al attendance. It was difficult enough, in former 
ears, to arouse public interest in the work of local 
ausicians, but nowadays a musician’s efforts to publicly 
ontribute to the musical good of a community meet 
rith derision on one side and cold indifference on the 
ther; so that the greater number of concerts gnen 
o-dav are purely a business necessity with the concert- 
iver-a form of advertisement which, like all adver- 
isements, is paid for in very dear coin. They are ex¬ 
ited to attract attention, not for their own sake, but 
Ztt purpose of enabling the concert-giver to emerge 
mm his or her obscurity. 
To live the musical life of the metropolis is as much 
he yearning of our musical neighbor in Buffalo as that 
f the more distant San Franciscan. Both imagine 
—~ cruellyJil-e--rons3,T,1i 
“1* ^Tbey imagilte themselves debarred from true 
’ g'. v nfness because their musical life seems tame 
ausical happing because ^ of , „ew York 
a comparison w, h ^ ^ their UnWD,a 
ausical mmm™yfied by fsct? To them, dis- 
'0nS",Ids something more than enchantment To 
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formed that already we seem to possess what in reality 
may yet be denied us. 
The musical life of any city generally binges on its 
symphony orchestra and its symphony concerts. 
Neither of these has been denied New York dnriDg its 
comparatively brief musical history. In the days of 
their inception were sown the surest seeds of musical 
culture; yet how can we account for our exceedingly 
feeble and uncertain growth ? 
The truth of the matter is, that our musical organi¬ 
zations are accomplishing less to-day than they achieved 
in the days of their earliest discouragements. Beyond 
giving a certain degree of satisfaction to their devoted 
and old-time subscribers, it is very doubtful indeed 
whether they make any appreciable impression on the 
general community. In all justice it must be added 
that this is not necessarily or entirely the fault of the 
organizations themselves. But that they are working 
in the wrong direction to achieve what we are led to be¬ 
lieve is their high and original aim (the elevation of 
musical art in New York), can tie clearly demonstrated 
to the least thoughtful and experienced person. 
Year after year these organizations have offered us 
only meager evidence that they are endeavoring to 
achieve something of uncommon excellence. Year after 
year they pursue their unprofitable course with the self- 
satisfaction of the most confirmed egotist. 
Our important musical societies are so organized that 
healthy progress is almost an impossibility. Wholly 
controlled and guided in all their undertakings by the 
small bod^r of men who called them into life many 
years ago, these societies take no note of the progress of 
Time, and are heedless of a newer generation’s cry for 
newer methods and a more generous scope. They dis¬ 
dain to utilize the visible good, but eagerly reach out 
for the invisible and untested. The artists that are en¬ 
gaged to vary the character of their programs are, 
almost invariably, Europeans. American, and partic¬ 
ularly local, artists are rarely given an opportunity to 
demonstrate their abilities. They are discouraged into 
obscurity, and deprived of the possibility of personal 
advancement. All desirable opportunities are denied 
them to contribute to the development of local or 
national art; and, in order to live, our artists must con¬ 
tent themselves with a teacher’s existence. 
Whatever argument might be brought to bear on the 
advisability of selecting European artiste for such en¬ 
tertainments, we are confronted with the question : 
Are the underlying interests and principles of such 
organizations best served by the rejection of the good 
that surrounds them and is so easily procurable ? And 
again : Presuming that the advancement of musical art 
is really the lofty aim of these organizations, how are 
their hopes to lie realized, their purpose* consummated, 
if, in yielding to pecuniary considerations, they disre¬ 
gard the very process by which, and by which only, it 
is possible for them to reach their goal ? 
This question of discouraging onr artists in the con¬ 
cert field is paralleled in almost every branch and direc¬ 
tion of the musical profession. The facts are so well 
known that it is quite useless and unnecessary to repeat 
them. Let any musician view the subject logically, 
step by step, and he will have no difficulty in compre¬ 
hending why we do not live in a truly musical atmos¬ 
phere. It is not necessary to go back to our pre-musical 
days, when symphony orchestras were the wild dream of 
the musical enthusiast. The history of our musical 
evolution during the past twenty-five year* furnishes us 
with abundant evidence of our splendid possibilities, 
and, at the same time, makes perfectly clear the ques¬ 
tion of our feeble growth. 
The American musician himself may be. and doubt¬ 
less is, responsible to some degree for the unsatisfactory 
conditions of his life. But he is hemmed in on all 
sides by difficulties that seem insurmountable; and 
often he lacks the conrage to make a supreme effort in 
his own behalf and that of his art—courage which, at 
the very least, would ultimately resnlt in some unfore¬ 
seen good. It matters little whether his musical hori¬ 
zon is the broader one of our Eastern cities or the 
narrower one of the Western town. The time ha* come 
when he must make a supreme effort to enrich himself 
and his art. 
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ACOUSTICS AS PART OF A MUSICAL 
EDUCATION. 
BY LOtJXS C. KLSON. 
A fkw years ago two courses of lectures on musical 
topics were delivered at the Lowell Institute, in Boston, 
both being practically free to the public; one course, on 
“ The Symphony and the Symphonic Orchestra,” drew 
forth crowded audiences at each lecture ; the other, on 
“ The Scientific Basis of Music,” although delivered by 
the greatest acoustician of America, attracted only a few 
beggarly dozens of auditors. This absolute indiflerence 
of the musician to the study of the physical laws under¬ 
lying his art, is true not only in Boston, but in every 
American music center. Composers imagine that noth¬ 
ing practical is to be gained by an acquaintance with 
acoustics, and the average music student thinks that 
a knowledge of the laws of sound would demand long 
study and lead to no tangible result. As a matter of 
fact, the fundamental physical laws which underlie 
music can be learned in six or eight lessons, and the 
practical results which would accompany the study of 
such a course may be briefly stated, as follows, by giving 
an ontline of a practical course of study and its applica¬ 
tion to direct musical uses. 
The first lesson would naturally be elementary, 
describing the character of sound vibrations, demon¬ 
strating the symmetry of those which produce tone and 
the irregularity of those which result in noise. An 
exhibition of the figures of the Cbladni plate would 
readily demonstrate the fact that what sounds well to 
the ear would look equally well if made visible to the 
eye. The student would at once comprehend that 
music (tone) is founded upon symmetry, and that even 
the lower animals are attracted by this symmetiy. 
The second lesson might be devoted to the study of the 
canons of the stretched string. As the laws underlying 
length, thickness, tension, and density are unfolded to 
the student, they could be at once applied to the differ¬ 
ent instruments. The student would immediately per¬ 
ceive the effect of difference in size in the construction 
of the piano ; would understand something of that 
“draftingthe scale,” which always mystifies him when 
used by the piano salesman ; would comprehend the 
reason of the difference in tone-quality between a con- 
cert-grand and a baby grand, and would view the appli¬ 
cation of the canons in every stringed instrument from 
banjo to piano. 
The third lesson might deal with sounding-boards and 
boxes. In this lesson the student would learn how 
nature has guided man in musical construction ; the 
drum of the ear would give the principle of a sound¬ 
box, sound holes and all, and the principle of the reso¬ 
nance of the violin, the inferiority of the banjo, the use 
of the apertures in the front board of violin, guitar, or 
mandolin, and various other mysteries would become 
very clear. 
The next lesson, or possibly two lessons, could be 
applied to teaching the “chord of nature,” the princi¬ 
ple of the overtones. With these two lessons the entire 
principle of the playing of brass instruments would be 
revealed ; cornet, French horn, trombone, trumpet, 
bugle—the entire family of brasses would be clearly un¬ 
derstood with a comprehension of the division of vibra¬ 
tions in the chord of nature. The use of the mixture 
stops and the transposing stops (quint, twelfth, etc.) of 
the organ would now be readily grasped, and the knowl¬ 
edge of the causes underlying differences in quality of 
tone would no longer be a mystery. The next lesson, 
growing most logically out of this, would be an explana¬ 
tion of the scale of nature, the true proportions of 
vibrations in the succession of tones which we call a 
scale. The fact that all the tones that we hear in our 
musical system are slightly out of tune would be ex¬ 
plained by giving the evolution of the “tempered scale” 
which we employ, and the fact of Bach's composition of 
“The Well tempered Clavichord” to establish it, would 
give to the pupil a clear instance of a point where com¬ 
position and acoustics join hands. The student would 
intuitively deiend the “tempered ” system agiinst those 
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scientists who reproach us with using a scale that is out 
of tune, by responding that this same scale was chiefly 
established by the best of all musicians, and if it did 
not offend his ears it certainly need not jar on less 
musical ones. The tuning of the piano is now an intel¬ 
ligible process to the pupil who is following this very 
brief acoustical course. 
An analysis of musical pitch now follows—a most 
important subject to the musician in America, where 
the fight for a rational pitch is only half-won. The 
causes of the rise in pitch are explained, and a synopsis 
of the international pitch, used in France and America ; 
the “concert pitch,” a most indefinite and variable 
quantity ; the “Scheibler pitch,” used in Germany, can 
all be explained and contrasted in very quick succession. 
The invention of tuning forks by John Shore, of the 
English army, in 1711, and the low pitch used at that 
time would demonstrate to the student how much the 
singer has had to bear from the modem piano-manufac¬ 
turer in search of a “bright tone.” A lesson might 
now be devoted to the classification of the different 
vibrations of musical instruments. In this lesson the 
student would learn that the voice practically belonged 
to the family of reeds—at least, in the physical produc¬ 
tion of its vibrations ; he would learn the control that 
we have over string-vibrations ; why the plucking of a 
string causes the brightest possible string-tone ; why the 
exciting of a string near its center causes it to become hol- 
lower in quality ; why the violinist plucks at a point well 
removed from the bridge when he plays “pizzicato ” ; 
why the harp-player plucks near the center of his 
string ; why the violinist bows near his bridge when he 
desires an especially bright tone; why the kettle- 
drummer strikes sometimes in the center, sometimes 
at the side of his calf skin. 
tone and its resultant quality disappears with the next 
lesson, which deals with the length and shape of musical 
tubes. Now we learn why a conical tube gives all the 
overtones and produces a bright tone ; why a cylin- 
dric tube neutralizes half of its overtones and gives a 
hollow tone. We also investigate the flue and retd 
mouth-pieces of organ pipes, and through these we come 
to the whole family of musical tubes; the flute, oboe, 
horns, bassoons, etc , can pass rapidly in review, and by 
the end of this lesson the pupil arrives at the ability of 
judging of the pitch and quality of tone of an instru¬ 
ment which he has never heard sounded. This capability 
can be tested by bringing different-shaped organ pipes 
into the class-room and causing the students to demon¬ 
strate their pitch and tone before sounding. 
Last, and most wonderful of all, comes the beautiful 
demonstration of that sympathy of sounds for other 
sounds of the same pitch which is called synchronism. 
That an instrument will speak if one sounds a tone 
which it produces is the least of this wonderful mys¬ 
tery of nature ; that a building will rock, that an entire 
hall will tremble, if we but sound its fundamental tone 
or pipe one of its overtones long enough, begins to dem¬ 
onstrate to the student a power which is as great as that 
of electricity and greater than that of steam-a power 
of whose application, however, we are as yet totally 
ignorant. J 
The fact that every hall lends itself most readily to 
some especial pitch, that every opera-house is in itself a 
musical instrument, will open a new field of wonder to 
the musical student. That we have lost the art of archi¬ 
tectural acoustics (I firmly believe that the ancients 
possessed it), that we build our concert-halls in the 
dark as to their tonal result, that Sayles Memorial Hall 
d fficnunt er8ity’ " m06t Wtifal t0 8ee “ost 
few of the 81Dg a' 3nd n°b0dy Can m ^-thefce *re a ffw of the wonders and problems of the final lesson 
rider ifThe1 ? of «>• unprejudiced 
reader, it the study of so many acoustic laws the 
unveiling of so many mysteries, is of practical value to 
the musician or not. 
The writer of this article has for many years nut in Eon :;rv,k:the t above °awined-and 
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a wWer field tL 77 advanted and fi"ed 
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■Nor should we lose 
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more and more into practical use. 
sight of the fact that only those who study somethin 
acoustics can comprehend the true relation . 
the family of the sciences ; only those who understand 
the symmetry of vibrations, the fixed law of the over 
tones, the wonderful revelations of synchronism can 
fully appreciate the glory of the tonal art, and’only 
they can see how man, working with natural materials 
was yet able to go beyond the natural laws and build 
for himself an art which is above all the others in the 
fact that it goes beyond its natural foundations and 
becomes a purely human invention. 
METHOD VERSUS JUDGMENT. 
BY CLAEA A. KORN. 
In these days of keen competition between mnsic- 
teachers it appears that the one idea that has taken 
deep root in the minds of instructors is that they must 
become known as the expounders of some particular 
method. Naturally, there is some reason in this fallacy, 
as the public seems to believe as firmly in the necessity 
for a certain musical method as in the prevailing fashions 
in dress; therefore the helpless music-teacher, whose 
sustenance depends on his earnings, is compelled to 
pamper to the preference of that public. Of course, to 
be just, there are many teachers who themselves enter¬ 
tain the greatest confidence in their own method and are 
perfectly honest in their proclamations. 
But let it be said that one specific method in piano¬ 
forte playing or in vocal culture will no more fit each 
and every individnal than will one certain combination 
of clothes. In this I am reminded most forcefully of a 
little fat woman who recently afforded me a merry five 
minutes. She was determined to be up-to-date in style, 
and had therefore instructed her dressmaker to procure 
the most recent Parisian design for her benefit. Now, 
unfortunately for the little fat woman, this design con¬ 
sisted of a very wide skirt, interrupted midway by a vol¬ 
uminous accordion-pleated flounce. The modiste enter¬ 
tained conscientious scruples, be it said to her credit, but 
the little fat woman would have it. Nothing could 
have presented a more preposterous spectacle than the 
little fat woman when she appeared all attired in this, 
her newest finery ; for, not content with the flounced 
skirt alone, she had augmented the ludicrous elleit 
by a wavy, bead betrimmed cape and a gigantic plumed 
hat. And this on a corpulent person, five feet in 
height 1 
And so it is with pianoforte methods. Long, lanky 
pupils have been known to struggle unsuccessfully with 
the low-8 tool position on which their teachers insisted, 
and short, pudgy students have almost cracked their 
spines in their vain endeavors to comfortably reach the 
keys from an excessively high perch. Some methods 
proclaim crooked fingers the only safe road to virtuosity, 
other methods condemn all and any position except that 
produced by almost straight joints ; some advise the 
swoop, others the clutch ; some the low hands, some the 
high hands. 
Now, it seems to me that, while conceding that some 
carefully devised method must form the basis of all in 
struction, it is carrying a point too far to insist on it* 
rigid enforcement in every individual. Two things are 
absolutely essential to the production of an artist ®*®® 
and freedom from affectation. If the performer be un 
comfortably seated, or cramped in the arm by ® t0° 
serious adherence to the dictates of the method, it stan » 
to reason that his playing will also be cramped an 
forced, and the impossibility of producing a good toue' 
self evident. Then, too, we are frequently pained I 
the spectacle of pianists whose main ambition seems 
be to make the most uncouth bodily gyrations poss> ^ 
in the human form. Should it at any time b*®0® 
necessary for a pianist to render a program seated on 
sight behind an upright piano, the assembled an ie^ 
will unquestionably be content to hear the music, "l ^ 
outseeing the hands flying periodically over the top 
the instrument. Again, every audience is more a ® 
when the player sits firmly on the piano stool, and, 
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, re all wobbling, struggling, twisting, and wriggling 
the part of the performer detract from the enjoyment 
°f the performance. Perhaps (who knows ?) this sort of 
°. ut is himself so sure of his shortcomings on the 
artistic side that he deems this physical exhibition neces- 
S*Now, strange as it may seem, there are some European 
conservatories which approve of this body-distorting, 
hand-throwing method, and, far from reprimanding their 
pupils for these misdeeds, encourage them to become 
rubber pianists instead of genuine music-producing 
artists. . ... , T 
In vocal tuition, too, many sins are committed. I am 
assured by responsible parties that more charlatanism 
exists in this line of work than in any other ; and while 
I am not prepared personally to vouch for this accusa¬ 
tion, I am convinced by observation that it contains 
much truth. It is enough to insist on proper breathing, 
good diction, fine technic, the production of the best 
possible tone, etc., without devoting months to wearing 
out the abdominal muscles, to cultivating distortions of 
body and visage, and to splitting np languages into 
fragments and ruins, to the like of which the mummies 
of ancient times are models of Grecian statuary. If the 
public could only be trained to follow the dictates of 
reason, and not blindly trample in the paths of sensa¬ 
tionalism ; if it could realize that method tempered 
with judgment, and not method alone, is the panacea 
for artistic greatness, we might have more unspoiled 
talents, fewer ruined voices and constitutions, more 
pianists the sight and sound of whom are alike a delight 
and an education. 
SCIENCE OR ART? 
BY WILL EARHART. 
(Abridged from a paper read before the Indiana State Music 
Teachers’ Association.) 
It is a common observation that educational advance¬ 
ment has been, in the last decad, rapid and extensive 
beyond all precedent. Never have reforms been so 
sweeping, so radical. Never have teachers, inspired by 
the knowledge of such a broadening in their field been 
so earnest and sanguine. Reform has been radical, but 
has it been radical enough ? The entire superstructure 
of the educational building has been remodeled, but is 
it not, perhaps, necessary now to strike down to the 
very foundations? While reformation has been deep, 
sound, and permanent, yet it has been altogether, or in a 
great measure, in the nature of improvements on old 
traditions and methods, has consisted rather in better¬ 
ing old forms than in instituting new ones. Is not the 
whole talk to-day one of methods, and almost of methods 
alone? The old ideals and aims in education have not 
been held up for any very searching inspection ; they 
have not been the subjects of any considerable reform. 
They are substantially what they were ages ago. In 
all our educational reforms we seem to have taken it for 
granted that the ideals maintained in an unenlightened, 
pedantic age are indubitably the true ones, and that the 
only possible subject for debate is as to how these ideals 
fflsy be most certainly and quickly attained. Old 
methods have been demolished without compunction, 
but by one new path or another we all still struggle 
frantically to reach the same old goal. How to teach 
this, how to teach that, how best to secure this other 
°ne, are subjects eagerly discussed at every teachers 
meeting. But as to whether the result in question is 
specially worth securing at all or not, is an unmooted 
question. 
If we are to keep abreast of the foremost educational 
thought of the time, it will be only because we look 
farther than some and ask ourselves, first of all, not 
how we can secure certain conventional results, but 
what results are really, in the final consideration, best 
worth securing. Then are we warranted in turning our 
attention to methods. Then is it time to ask ourselves 
what are the wisest and most judicious means by which 
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these desired results, in their purest form and highest 
degree, may be secured. 
At first glance an investigator, noting the numberless 
peculiarities ol method exhibited by different teachers, 
might readily imagine that a great many diflerent goals 
were held in prospect by these various educatois. 
Broadly, though, these methods, different as they are, 
are based upon one or the other of two adverse assump¬ 
tions. One class of teachers, seeing before them the 
goal of artistic culture, start directly, and with little 
attention to any preliminary steps, toward it, believing, 
we presume, that its blessings can and should be 
secured without delay. The other class start more de¬ 
liberately and circuitously toward the same destination, 
believing that before the art can be appreciated or 
understood to any extent that would make it of value, 
much time and careful scientific preparation are necces- 
sary. Teachers of the first class require more, and per¬ 
haps more careful, playing or singing, give more atten¬ 
tion to drill, try to introduce the works of the great 
masters to the attention of the pupils, and so forth. 
Those of the second class rather place stress on the¬ 
oretical knowledge, require more of original and less 
of imitative work, demand a more thorough knowl¬ 
edge of staff notation, elements of harmony, and such 
points. 
We will consider only the first method, and what is 
implied by its adoption. It implies first, it would seem, 
that artistic appreciation is gained mainly by absorption. 
It implies that to appreciate a high art fully it is un¬ 
necessary to be well informed upon the technical features; 
the aesthetic alone sufficing. It implies, finally, that tbiB 
sentimental or artistic side can he comprehended and 
appreciated by young people, the great majority of whom 
are children. As to the first of these assumptions, that 
people will just grow into an intelligent appreciation of 
the art by merely listening, it will be sufficient to re¬ 
mark that music, like all the arts, is creative, original, 
and will be appreciated fully only as one has made inde¬ 
pendent effort, if not to create it, at least to interpret it. 
Self-activity, long continued, is essential. Again, the 
assumption that technical knowledge is an unimportant 
factor in artistic appreciation, flies in the face of all onr 
ordinary experience and belief; for, as a usual thing, we 
expect, other things being equal, that people will appre¬ 
ciate the beauty of a composition directly in proportion 
to the extent of their scientific information. Certainly, 
not one of us expects to be an artist, or have artistic 
insight to any valuable degree, till long study of the 
technical groundwork has revealed to us the full mean¬ 
ing of compositions and the full extent of the genius of 
composers. Take from us, to-day, all but the moet meager 
knowledge of the technic of our art, and how much of 
artistic insight would we consider remained to us? Then 
how much reason is there in supposing that children can 
grasp, ready-made, what we struggle for years to bmld 
up within ourselves? 
Educators along other lines have long since learned 
that the child is not merely a miniature man but a 
creature different, with laws, experiences, a whole field 
of consciousness all his own. We do not desire to make 
of a child a little man, a mannikin, but rather a com- 
plete well-developed child. Children are not capable, 
to any considerable degree, of appreciating artistic per- 
1 ,y )rnth for 8nch perfection is judged from its 
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realization of the sentimental beauty of a great compo¬ 
sition. But suppose, now, that throughout all the pre¬ 
ceding years of life, when the child was eminently fitted 
for acquiring scientific information, and little else, 
when he had a marked capacity for judging of such 
things as rhythm, time, diffeiences of pitch, shadings 
of power, etc., when he had an eager curiosity, if 
properly cared, for, to know the meanings of the various 
queer figures and designs that make np staff notation, 
and a marked and wonderfully quick ability to trans 
late these marks and figures into tones of proper length 
and pitch ; suppose that through this period, instead of 
developing him on such lines, all the intricacies of stall 
notation have been neglected, while an effort was made 
to force on him what by nature he was incapable of 
understanding, namely: an appreciation of artistic 
excellence and an enjoyment of sentimental beauties— 
suppose all this to be the case, as it often is, and what 
sort of a product at this age of adolescence stands before 
us? A being, I say, weak and incompetent, musically, 
to a lamentable degree. Arrived at an age when newly- 
awakened sensibilities stir within him, and when the 
sentiment, the beauty of great music could be brought 
to awaken for always responsive echoes in his heart and 
bring to him enjoyment and culture unmeasured, be 
stands untutored, incapable of independent research, 
dependent for his musical enjoy ment upon the effort* ot 
more favored, better tutored musicians, and in danger 
of becoming musically—if he becomes auytbing music¬ 
ally—a mere emotional enthusiast, enjoying only strong 
contrasts and bizarre effects, and insensible to the higher 
and purer beauty that arises from art curlied and 
ennobled and made truer by scholarly scientific treat¬ 
ment. Wide information and knowledge are neccaaary 
to art. There is an age when this is easily gained, 
while at the same time anything further in art is only 
to be fictitiously gained and imperfectly gained, if at all. 
There iBan age at which the ultimate meauingof art can 
lie discerned, but at this age, as at any and every one, 
scientific knowledge is still necessary if we would attain 
to their final eminence. At any and every age, I repeat, the 
technical groundwork is necessary. Why, then, neglect 
what seems a God-given opportunity for instilling this 
in a weak, foolish attempt to shorten labor, anticipate 
its results, and forestall the slow process of natural 
development by an artificial forcing ? Art is not gained 
by doing so, but sacrificed. Science does not dethrone 
art; it forms the lasting pedestal for the throne. In the 
question, then, whether to place the stress of attention 
upon the science or the art, let it be npon the science, 
not that art shall be ignored but fostered, not that a 
science of music, shall be separately taught, but that the 
science and art shall go together, with joined hands, 
toward the highest musical development that the mind 
of man can attain. 
_MtmiciANH who wish to succeed in their art, and who 
desire strong memories, should make up tbeir mind* to 
place their entire thought* on one object at a time only. 
In memorizing a composition, for instance, start in at a 
very deliberate pace ; keep the mind fixed on the note* 
before yon steadily; pay the strictest attention to the 
time, rhythm, phrasing, etc. lVaolicc the piece over 
and over repeatedly, never getting discouraged, even f<u 
an instant; and when you have finished playing the 
piece straight through many limes, oommeoce again at 
various parts or strains, and keep this up until you find 
yourself dreaming over it, a* it were. It ta at this stage 
that the music is Incoming photographed np to th* brain. 
Mechanical work, you say. What of it? Monotonous, 
tiresome, uninteresting, yon remark. Koppose it is. 
Don’t forget the blacksmith and how perpetually he 
wields the hammer. 
Remember that yon are developing your memory, 
while he is bringing the piece of iron into shape. You 
are both illustrating, in a practical way, great troth* and 
great lessons. 
Practice every day, no matter bow irksome it may 
first seem, and, our word for it, yon will aoon have full 
control of your memory and will be able to play many 
selections without confining yonrvelf to the notes — 
“ Metronome." 
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0N A VACATION TRIP TO EUROPE.—THE 
“OLD FOGY” ATTENDS TRE 
BAYREUTH FESTIVAli. 
Bayreuth, August 5, 1899. 
Before I went to Bayreuth I had always believed that 
some magic spell rested upon the Franconian hills like a 
musical benison ; some mystery of art, atmosphere and 
individuality evoked by the place, the tradition, the 
people. How sadly I was disappointed I propose to tell 
you, prefacing all by remarking that in Philadelphia, 
dear old, dusty Philadelphia, situated near the confluence 
of the Delaware and Schuylkill, I have listened to better 
representations of the “Ring” and “Die Meister- 
singer.” 
It is just thirty years since I last visited Germany. 
Before the Franco-Prussian war there was an air of 
sweetness, homeliness, an old-fashioned peace in the 
land. The swaggering conqueror, the arrogant Ber¬ 
liner type of all that is unpleasant, modem and insolent 
now overruus Germany. The ingenuousness, the naive 
quality that made dear the art of the Fatherland has 
disappeared. In its place is smartness, flippancy, cyni¬ 
cism, unbelief, and the critical faculty developed to the 
pathological point. I thought of Schubert and sighed 
in the presence of all this wit, and savage humor. Bay¬ 
reuth is full of doctrinaires. They eagerly dispute 
Wagner’s meanings and my venerable notions of the 
Ring were not only sneered at, but, to be quite frank 
with you, dissipated into thin, metaphysical smoke. 
In 1869 I fancied Reinecke a decent composer, Scho¬ 
penhauer remarkable, if somewhat bitter in his philo¬ 
sophic attitude towards life. Reinecke is now a mere 
ghost of a ghost, a respectable memory of Leipzig, 
whilst Schopenhauer has been brutally elbowed out of 
his niche by his former follower, Nietzsche. In every 
cafd, in every summer-garden I sought I found groups 
of young men talking heatedly about Nietzsche,and the 
Over-Man, the Uebermensch, to be quite German. I had, 
in the innocence of my Wissahickon sonl, supposed 
Schopenhauer Wagner’s favorite philosopher. Muster¬ 
ing up my best German, somewhat worn from disuse, 
I gave speech to my views, after the manner of a garru¬ 
lous old man who hates to be put on the shelf before he 
is quite disabled. 
Ach! but I caught it, ach! but I was pulverized and 
left speechless by these devotees of the Hammer-philos¬ 
opher, Nietzsche. I was told that Wagner was a fairly 
good musician, although no inventor of themes. He 
had evolved no new melodies but his knowledge of har¬ 
mony, above all his constructive power, were his best 
recommendations. As for his abilities as a dramatic 
poet ; absurd ! His metaphysics were green with age, 
his theories as to the syntheses of the arts silly and 
impracticable, while his Schopenhauerism, pessimism 
and the rest sheer dead weights that were slowly but 
none the less surely strangling his music. When I 
asked how this change of heart came about, how all 
that I had supposed that went to the making of the 
Bayreuth theories was exploded moonshine, I was curtly 
reminded of Nietzsche. 
Nietzsche again, always this confounded Nietzsche, 
who, marl as a hatter at Naumburg, yet contrives to hyp¬ 
notize the younger generation with his crazy doctrines of 
force, of the great Blond Barbarian, of the Will to Des¬ 
troy—infinitely more vicious than the Will to Live—and 
the inherent immorality of Wagner’s music. I came to 
Bayreuth to criticise ; I go away praying, praying for 
the mental salvation of his new expounders, praying 
that this poisonous nonsense will not reach us in 
America. But it will. 
The charm of this little city is the high price charged 
for everything. A stranger is “ spotted ” at once and he 
is the prey of the townspeople. Beer, carriages, food, 
pictures, music, busts, books, rooms, nothing is cheap. 
I’ve been all over, saw Wagner’s tomb, looked at the 
outside of Walinfried and the inside of the theater. 
I have seen Siegfried Wagner—who can’t conduct one- 
quarter as well as our own Walter Damrosch—walking 
up and down the streets a tin demi-god, a reduced 
octavo edition of his father bound in cheap calf. Worse 
still, I have heard the young man try to conduct, try to 
hold that mighty Bayreuth orchestra in leash, and with 
painful results. Not one firm, clanging chord could he 
extort; all were more or less arpeggioed, and as for climax 
—there was none. 
I have sat in Sammett’s garden, which was once 
Angermann’s, famous for its company, kings, composers, 
poets, wits, and critics, all mingling there in discordant 
harmony. Now it is overrun by Cook’s tourists in 
bicycle costumes, irreverent, chattering, idle, and fool¬ 
ish. Even Wagner has grown gray and the Ring 
sounded antique to me, so strong were the disturbing 
influences of my environment 
Tlie bad singing by ancient Teutons—for the most 
part—was to blame for this. Certainly when Walhall had 
succumbed to the flames and the primordial Ash-Tree 
sunk in the lapping waters of the treacherous Rhine, I 
felt that the end of the universe was at hand and it was 
with a sob I saw outside in the soft, summer-sky riding 
gallantly in the blue, the full moon. It was the only 
young thing in the world at that moment, this burnt-out 
servant planet of ours, and I gazed at it long and fondly 
for it recalled the romance of my student years, my love 
of Schumann’s poetic music and other illusions of a van¬ 
ished past. In a word I had again surrendered to the 
sentimental spell of Germany, Germany by night, and 
with my heart full I descended from the terrace, walked 
slowly down the arbored avenue to Sammett’s garden 
and there sat mused and—smoked my Yankee pipe. I 
realize that I am indeed an old man ready for that shelf 
the youngsters provide for the superannuated and those 
who disagree with them. 
I had all but forgotten the performances. They were, 
as I declared at the outset, far from perfect, far from 
satisfactory. The Ring was depressing. Rosa Sncher 
who visited us some years ago was a flabby Siegtinde. 
I he Siegmund, Herr Burgstalles, a lanky, awkward 
young lellow from over the hills somewhere. He was 
sad. Ernst Kraus an old acquaintance, was a familiar 
Siegfried. Demeter Popovici you remember with Dam¬ 
rosch, also Hans Breuer. Van Rooy’s Wotan was su¬ 
preme. It was the one pleasant memory of Bayreuth, 
that and the moon. Gadski was not an ideal Eva in 
Meistersinger while Demuth was an excellent Hans 
Sachs. The Brunhilde was Ellen Gulbranson, a Scandi¬ 
navian. She was a heroic icicle that Wagner himself 
could not melt. Schumann Heink as Magdalene in Meis¬ 
tersinger was simply grotesque. Van Rooy’s Walther I 
missed. Hans Richter conducted my favorite of the 
\\ agner music dramas, the touching and pathetic Nu¬ 
remberg romance, and to my surprise went asleep over 
the tempi. He has the technique of the conductor but 
the elbow-grease was missing. He too is old, but better 
one aged Richter than a caveful of spry Siegfried Wag¬ 
ners 1 6 
I shan’t bother you any more as to details. Bayreuth 
is not the exalted place my imagination pictured it. It 
is full of ghosts,-the very trees on the terrace whisper 
the names of Liszt and Wagner-but Madame Cosima is 
running the establishment for all there isin it financially 
-excuse my slang—and so Bayreuth is deteriorating 
I saw her, Liszt’s daughter, von Billow, and Wagner’s 
w.fe-or rather widow-aud her gaunt frame, strong if 
theg ntt rTrgaVtme the8ight °fan°ther Sh°st *<>m 
the past Ghosts, ghosts, the world is getting old and 
weary and astndeof it j ust now is the pessimist Nietzsche, 
who, disguised as a herculean boy is deceiving his wor¬ 
shippers with the belief that he is young and a preacher 
of the joyful doctrines of youth. Be not deceived,‘he is 
but another veiled prophet. His mask is that of a grin- 
dSt. ’ W°rdS 316 Wtter With death and 
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THOUGHT AND EFFECT, 
BY’ DR. ROBERT GOLDBKCK. 
^ ours in Senescence, 
Old Fogy. 
A player’s soul must be in his finger-tins With 
1* «» .hop wood-., W,“ “■”» 
Musical thought corresponds to thought in langmae 
Words are verbiage when the life giving thought i8 
lacking; they are meaningless. Words may be flowery 
beautiful in their association, but when they convey no 
idea affecting our feeling or instructing our intellect 
they are empty sound, mere effect. When they contain 
ideas perfectly familiar to us, often heard before, then 
there is meaning, but not originality. It is the same 
with music : it may be full of effect, but barren of 
thought, intellectually meaningful,commanding admira¬ 
tion ; feelingful exciting emotion ; or it may contain all 
these factors. Music is an art manifestation, analogous, 
in every detail, to poetry, painting, or any other art. 
Thought in music means a succession of tones compre¬ 
hensible to the intellect or possessed of power to move 
the soul-in one word, melody ! If this is absent, then, 
no matter how beautiful the harmony may be, thought is 
absent. Harmony without melody, therefore, is mere 
effect, but with it harmony has varied and vast powers 
of its own ; it gives deeper as well as more obvious 
meaning to the melody, just as well-chosen words fortify, 
beautify, and render clearer the thought they express • 
it invests the melody with greater power to impress and 
persuade, and it may give it vast, irresistible sway. 
When melody has the character of a purely instru¬ 
mental tune it requires no words to make it intelligible. 
Nor does such a tune necessarily gain by being associated 
with words, quite the contrary ; both may become 
insipid or ridiculous when there is little or no unity 
between them. Such melody is musical thought and 
may have merit in structure and beauty, but when 
poorly adapted to poetry, as, for instance, in many operas 
of one or two generations ago, it loses much of its supe¬ 
riority. This was clearly understood by Gluck, Gretry, 
Wagner, and their adherents. A great part of their 
efforts at reform were directed to remedy this glaring 
inconsistency of lack of unity between music and poetry 
in opera. 
Did they succeed ? No ; not fully ! All three re¬ 
sorted largely to the recitative to express the words 
truthfully, in a musical sense. That, however, is not 
the true remedy, for it deprives music of its most char¬ 
acteristic and beautiful feature : melody, the emblem of 
soul elevation and higher aspiration. It is just this ele¬ 
ment of melodv which makes music a complete art, 
capable of sustaining, in the first place, close analogy 
with other arts and taking equal rank with them ; sec- 
ondly, to develop a life of its own. 
Neither Gluck, Gretry, nor Wagner were wanting in 
the melody they combated. On the contrary, it is just 
their melodies which made them famous, not their recita¬ 
tives which we endure with infinite pains. What do the 
musical people at large know and remember of Gluck ? 
His melody of the “Lost Eurydiee.” What best of 
Wagner in our very present? His “ Pilgrim Chorus,” 
“ Walter’s Prize Song,” “The Evening Star,” “The 
Bridal Chorus 1 ” And what are they? “Tunes,” 
utterly independent of any words ; needing none. 
It is possible, however, to unite melody and poetry in 
such a manuer that each shall be beautiful alone, and 
still much more beautiful when united. Of this Wag¬ 
ner has written little or nothing, for with him it is either 
independent tune which no words can improve or reci¬ 
tative—miles of it. 
Other composers, however, have successfully accom¬ 
plished it. Who would deny that Schumann, Franz, 
Brahms, Grieg, Jensen, have given us worlds of ideal 
specimens in their musicianly songs of just that melody 
which is noble and perfect in itself, and yet the true and 
exalted expression of the words, usually selected from 
master-poets ? Herein, in this principle, lies the higher 
future of the opera, which shall comprise the dramatic, 
the lyric, and the humorous, leaving alone the murder¬ 
ous tragic. All praise to the three pioneers, but thanks 
also for having left us something to do. , 
Effect is legitimate so long as it serves to reinforce and 
beautify musical thought. Mere orchestration ; mere mas¬ 
siveness of sound, vocal or instrumental; mere delicacy 
or charm of sound, enchanting as it may be, is not the 
art demonstration which constitutes a solid stone in the 
immortal edifice of art. 
POLISH CHIVALRY. 
(HOMMAGE A LA POLOGNE.) 
MAZURKA. 
In the days of the great Sobieski,the cham¬ 
pion of Christendom against the Turks ,when 
Poland was an independent country, the Po¬ 
lish aristocracy were renowned for their war¬ 
like bravery. No troops were able to withstand 
the fiery, impetuous, headlong charges of their 
famous cavalry. At the same time the Polish 
knights "were held up as mirrors of chivalr) 
in the full acceptation of the word. 
The expression marks:grandioso, majestic 
and dignified, guerriero, martial, galantemente, 
chivalrous,gallant,fie-ro, proud,fierce, indicate 
the mood of the different passages as repre¬ 
sentative of Polish national character. 
Rubato is allowable in this piece. 
a.pieczonka. 
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Guerriero. 
Galantemente. 
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DE LOUIS XIV. 
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QUIETUDE. 
3me ROMANCE SANS PAROLES. 
LOUIS GREGH, Op.53. 
Tempo moderato molto espressivo. 
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Revised and fingered by 
E. R. Kroeger. 
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AU BORD DUN RUISSEAU. 
BERTHOLD TOURS. 
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Rococo. 
Andante coil sentimento. 5 4 F.Neumann,Op.6, No. 1. 
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Handel’s Celebrated Largo. 
N? 3914 
For Piano 01* Organ. Arr. by H.D.Hewitt. 
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NANETTE. 
Words by 
MISS NELLIE M.BENNETT. GEO. MARKS EVANS. 
Andante grazioso. 
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_. Shall i be-hold iny sweet Na-nette. 
I be-hold my sweet Na-net e, . ^ ^ vain fo, sweet Na-nette. 
call in vain for sweet Na-nette, own Na-nette. 
seek in vain my own Na-nette. To 
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The Song You Sang that Night. 
Poem by 
Janet O. Marsden. 
W. J. Baltzell. 
Copyright 1899 by Theo. Presser. 3 
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You know I am true, my soul clings to you, And I 
feel that I have your heart; But this world is full of chang - es, And you 
cresc. tic cel. largamenle 
the light, ^hile I am in dark - ness dream - ing Of the 
1^1 
ten.,. cresc. 
song you sang, the song you sang that night. 
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THE MUSICIAN’S MARRIAGE. 
A. Study of Matbimony and Music. 
by LOUIS ABTHUB BUSSELL. 
II. 
To appreciate fully the possibility of a devoted lover, 
husband, or wife being also a true artist, one must know 
that constancy of love for one’s own blood, for one’s 
husband or wife, for one’s friends and companions, need 
not imply constant propinquity or constant protestation. 
Far apart as a man’s public life may be from his home 
lile he may yet be an ideal lover and husband. 
The professional life is not conducive to domesticity ; 
the man or woman whose vocation is of a public nature 
will certainly neglect details of home life ; and the 
baking of pies “ such as grandma made,” or the “mind¬ 
ing the baby, as grandpa did,” are not likely to occupy 
much of the time, nor to prove interesting to the deeply 
absorbed professional man or woman of to-day, even 
though the great master, Bach, probably did look after 
things a bit at home during his active career. Of this 
we are sure, that he kept many of his host of little ones 
out of mischief with music lessons. 
Not all of the possible joys of married life are of the 
sort which go to make up the happy home of prosaic 
farmers or of non-intellectual, though substantial and 
worthy, artisans and merchants. 
That the homes of professional people differ from other 
homes does not imply that the sources of happiness are 
all in default. Many professional women—artists, poets, 
public singers, actresses, etc.—have been loving and suc¬ 
cessful mothers. Many men and women lapse from 
great public activity or absorbing devotion to their 
vocation into hours of the most quiet domestic habit, 
showing every grace of parental solicitation, every charm 
of loving husband and provident householder, in unique 
artistic homes. Many single-sided souls fail to compre¬ 
hend this dual spirit; they can not see deep enough into 
the spirit of things to know how devoted a true artist 
may be in his vocation, and yet how entirely he lives 
and works for those whom he loves. 
That an artist or other professional worker may have 
no taste or knack for odd jobs at home, that he may not 
be “handy” about the house or with the children, is 
no reason that he be condemned as unfit for matrimony ; 
these are but incidents ; happy homes depend upon 
other things. 
The one feature of public life which is quite sure to 
unfit one for happy matrimonial existence is the “rov¬ 
ing habit.” The traveling man, be he a “ commercial ” 
or a “ professional ” traveler, is unlikely to make an 
ideal husband ; the business does not do it; the art 
does not do it; but the loss of home restraint and the 
promiscuous associations destroy the “home sense,’’and 
that once gone leaves a man or woman undone for the 
duties of married life. 
We may easily determine a class of men and women 
who, perhaps, should not marry ; this class should not be 
named by their profession, for in fact that has but little 
to do with it ; but they may be known by their tempera¬ 
ments and their habits, the class of pleasures they seek 
or require. 
All conditions of life which take men or women away 
from home and keep them away are likely to lead the 
eart into other pleasures than those the home affords ; 
7et there are many men and women who find their 
°mes the more dear because of long or frequent ab¬ 
sence. This constancy of temperament is not altogether 
usual , the strongest attachments to home are due to its 
>eing the chief source of happiness open to man or de- 
sired by him. Weaning counter-attractions are many. 
® l)r°l£er or lawyer prefers his club to his home ; the 
1 ei in the whirl of social life, prefers the ball or re- 
-eptiou t0 her own iibrary 0r drawing-room ; on all such 
1 ese family cares hang heavily ; the cares of matri- 
^uuy are declined, cast off, or at best carried perfuncto- 
fo^'it ‘^a(f ^is temperament belongs to no class. It is 
refi" amon£ the rich and the poor, the intellectual and 
w lle^'<aa weH as the uncultured ; professional men and 
men i,D trade8men, mechanics, laborers ; every class of 
olds ita constant and its inconstant spirits, respon- 
THH etude 
sible and irresponsible, ambitions and indolent, good 
and bad. 
Artists often affect Bohemianism, and the artist life, 
perhaps, offers special Bohemian opportunities or induce¬ 
ments ; but shiftlessness, which goes in the world for 
Bohemianism, is everywhere about us, and means sim¬ 
ply a wilful disregard of proprieties, better called “ li¬ 
cense” ; no settled or permanent habitat; a reckless 
instability,” and, at last, complete irresponsibility in 
all matters of morals, which is, of course, “ dishonor.” 
This is not merely Bohemianism at its worst; it is out 
of the pale of real civilization, a disgraceful condition. 
But there is a reputable Bohemianism which entices 
men and women, husbands with their wives, and many 
bachelors, maids, and men. This life is broad and in¬ 
teresting, and rightly ordered, perhaps, may some day— 
even in America—be known as the true solution of the 
home problem for certain temperaments unfitted for 
“ housekeeping.” To live in restaurants, sleep in apart¬ 
ments, and work in studios, will gratify but a few of 
the world's men and women, for the repose of borne is 
instinctively desired by human nature, particularly by 
cultured men and women. Yet to many restless crea¬ 
tures excitement, changes of all kinds, seem a necessity 
to happiness, and many musicians doubtless are of this 
nervous temperament; consequently, many of our pro¬ 
fession prefer a more or less mild sort of Bohemian life, 
with all possible brilliancy of surroundings. This condi¬ 
tion of life is especially alluring to the traveling artist, 
and often finds in such its least commendable extremes. 
The engrossing nature of the music life is apt to make 
the musician narrow, and while many notable excep¬ 
tions are in the public eye, men and women of the 
broadest culture, yet accomplished in music especially, 
the greater part of the rank and file of the profession, 
apply themselves too closely to music alone and neglect 
other important lines of culture ; this inclines the mu¬ 
sician to avoidance of society, and he or she is easily 
named a recluse, a misanthrope, etc., and fond parents 
urge their sons and daughters to beware of such in the 
search for wife or husband. 
But this advice is by no means especially wise, for the 
musician is usually tractable, and, though so absorbed in 
his practice of music, is of flesh and blood, with an 
abundance of spirit, good and true. When compatibly 
wedded, the professional musician is as likely to prove 
constant in affection and as faithful to duty as the 
average human being of more prosy vocation. 
Compatibility of temperament is a prime considera¬ 
tion in the choice of a companion in wedlock, and it is 
in this item that most marriages find their success or 
failure. Young students of music, or half-fledged pro¬ 
fessionals, should be restrained from marriage, for in¬ 
fatuation, which is so often mistaken for lasting affection, 
is no proper basis for marriage. Young musicians whose 
minds are closely addressed to the constant practice of 
their art are in no frame of mind to decide upon aw ft* 
or husband, even though their emotional natures fired 
by all manner of romantic ideas, feel assured of havmg 
met an affinity. The sober judgment of after-yean, 
proves the folly of “ love’s philosophy. 
The artist life demands for its proper nourishment a 
„reat deal of sympathy; not necessarily a constant 
praising or patting upon the back, with encouraging 
Eases of platitude, but a real comprehension a sym- 
SToT spirit, an appreciative realization of what the 
life of devotion to art signifies. 
This requirement on the part of a high-minded artist 
with lofty purpose, corr^dwlA^fc>^“ ^ 
^“^EliftT particularly delicate one, in which 
panion for 1 P face or a manly 
-"—j .. r« 
form or a matter not to be hastily concluded, 
ineWtiWiV « '°r “* 
of stern marriage obligation, 
material requiremen ^ ^ 8 great delicacy of per- 
AS ‘b6 especially of the inner life and meaning of 
ception, especial y wil, depend upon ber¬ 
things, so a bapPJ 3 bannonion8 blending of temper 
monious surrounding., f the delicate elements 
aments, -^££^2^ —tiftd in « 
of hnnian nature, nin 
and nature ; as the artistic nature is fastidious, there 
should be no great difference in the mental quality of 
husband and wife ; though, perhaps, it is an open quea* 
tion whether or not musicians should intermarry as a 
safest chance of compatibility. This theory of require¬ 
ments for a musician’s choice in marriage is, perhaps, 
finely drawn, and may appear to make a mnsician’e 
selection ol a wife or husband especially delicate and 
perhaps difficult, but it is by no means a prohibitive 
thing, and is very easily made practicable in a world bo 
full of finely developed artistic spirits. 
No less imperative is the demand for compatibility in 
marriage in all the walks of life, but bo delicate is the 
sensibility of the artist that a finer discrimination may 
be said to be necessary in the selection. 
Marriage is the closing of a bargain. Courtship it the 
showing of samples of the wares offered in trade. Binoe 
all is fair in love as in war, it is too much to expect that 
young men and women will never display bogus sam¬ 
ples. The matrimonial market ia, unfortunately, less 
scrupulous than any other legitimate line of trade; hence 
the goods delivered on the wedding day are frequently 
not up to the grade of the samples shown. 
No ideal marriage can follow a courtship of false pre¬ 
tenses, and the greatest folly of a life-time is such an 
alliance. Ijove there must be in ideal or even passably 
happy marriages, but honesty and much of common 
sense must lie in the making of the contract, else the 
worst of life's miseries is sure to follow. 
Haydn married to please his benefactor; no one else 
was satisfied. Berlioz married to please himself alone ; 
hence even he was not made happy. Marriage ia a con¬ 
tract in which both partite must share everything alike ; 
everything given np, and everything received by both ; 
this is summed up in the one thought of unselfishness. 
Beauty is no compensation for spirit; money makes 
no amends for lack of affectionate consideration; a 
solicitous heart will sooner or later lose ita ardor if met 
without appreciation ; there most lie somewhere near 
an honest trade; both man and wife most give all. 
Good piano-playing, fine singing, the composing of 
delightful music, will never serve in place of manly 
conduct toward a wife or lovlug care for a bualwuid. 
The mnsical husband or wife has nothing to offer in 
marriage which can take the place of heart and good 
common sense, with forbearance and consideration. 
These laws of hsppy marriage apply to all alike, and 
who can say that the musician shall fail in the require¬ 
ments, before all other men and women ? The musician- 
poet, Tom Moore, knew the possibilities of musicians' 
love when he penned those charming vcruca, “ My 
Heart and Lute,” the fust stanza of which inns— 
•• I glre thee nil,—I nil no more, 
Tbo' |>oor lbs ofleririK 1*; 
My heart and lute at* all Iba aMre 
That I can bring t» tb«." 
To those who would consign the musician to celibacy 
Shakspere gives answer in a beautiful sonnet: 
■' Ijri 111r not lo Us- marriaga 
Of true aalnda 
Admit Impediment* I” 
REGENERATION OP AMERICAN MUSIC. 
THKRK can be no regeneration of njtn4c to Amerira 
so long as the nomadic foreign musician is considered 
greater than the resident American musician, simply 
becaui* he is or she is a foreigner. Of the great mas* of 
foreign musicians coming over here every year for a few 
months a few only arc subsequently diacovered as artists, 
bat thev bear the foreign stamp, and that L*sufficient to 
give to them a commercial value and advantage be they 
competent or not) to overawe the people here and there¬ 
by drive into obscurity the home artist. Such is the 
curse of the foreign fsd. So long as it continues, no 
American composer beyond those of the coon-song type 
can ever hope to gain eminence, for these nomadir for 
eigners will not even deign to play or sing an American 
composition. It means paralysis and death to our whole 
musical life. Tbe system must be abolished before our 
musical life can be regenerated. Mumeal OrerWr.’' 
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THE PROTEST OF THE INDIVIDUAL. 
BY HARVEY WICKHAM. 
When one begins to be taught by science, he begins 
to realize his personal insignificance. In so many mil¬ 
lions of atoms one atom more or less seems of no par¬ 
ticular consequence. A man sees things through a 
twenty six inch telescope which sift the last grain of 
conceit ont of his soul. The humility of the physicist 
is profound ; his attitude abnegation itself, a state of 
mind by no means altogether unwholesome. Our little¬ 
ness is a healthy fact to have stored away somewhere in 
the remote depths of the inner consciousness. It is good 
ballast when the winds of fortune, or of misfortune, for 
that matter, blow high. But to keep this fact continu¬ 
ally in the foreground is a menace to effort. A man is 
apt to forget, if he thinks too much upon it, that his 
own littleness is, in itself, a little thing; a trifle which 
need not ttonble, nor paralyze ambition, nor be held so 
near the eye that it blots ont the horizon It is possible 
to say, “ I am an atom, yet find many things worthy of 
an atom’s interest and attention.” 
But this philosophic standpoint is most difficult to 
reach. Science is prone to generalize, and is never so 
happy as when it can force individuality itself into a 
class and rob it of individuality. The protest of the 
individual in such a case is inevitable, and I purpose to 
show that it is rational. Throughout all ages this pro¬ 
test has found expression in art. Let ns consider it from 
two points of view—the transcendental and the prac¬ 
tical. 
The Transcendental Standpoint. 
A sage discovered (the world was very much farther 
from its majority than at present) that no matter how 
common or mean a substance was, it differentiated itself 
from the mass if given a peculiar shape. So long as it 
preserved its form it had a certain personality, so to 
speak, which could not be lost. A stone, considered as 
a mineral, was but one unit in an incalculable sum. 
Considered as to its facets, angles, curves, it was a thing 
unique under the sun. The sage then took the stone 
and shaped it (I speak literally) alter his own mind, and 
straightway it became not only a thing unique, but a 
thing of price. Its personality was no longer that of a 
rock, but that of a man. Before, it had been shaped by 
chance as no other stone could have chanced to be 
shaped. Now it was shaped as no other man could or 
would have shaped it. It became a metaphor and stood 
lor him. No need to tell this primal artist that stones 
were everywhere. He could point to his statue and boast 
“ There is no such thing anywhere." 
Form is the essential feature of art. A picture in 
monotint is still a picture, while colors without logical 
arrangement constitute but a daub of colors. There was 
never an axiom so false as that which defines the whole 
as but the sum of the parts. Browning, who was at 
least as much of a philosopher as a poet, expressed this 
fact in the language of mysticism when he wrote, 
" I know not if, save in this, such gift be allowed to man, 
That out of three sounds he frame, not a fourth sound but a 
star.” * 
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vary, every one becoming a microcosm because he con¬ 
tains every element of humanity ; but no duplicate, 
because he has every element present or active in a 
uuique degree. 
The player who follows the printed page note for 
note, beat for beat, is a machine worshiping the letter 
which killeth. Composers do not write with the pur¬ 
pose of being thus interpreted. The idea is always a 
circle, which, as it can not be squared, seeks approxima¬ 
tion in a polygon. The essence of every thought is in- 
ex pressible< The author writes many volumes and says 
all things—save a certain thing he wished to say. The 
wise reader guesses at this certain thing between the 
lines of the stammering speech,' and makes no fetich of 
literalness. 
But let the tempo ruhato (to consider a single element 
of performance, for illustration) be forced beyond a 
definite line, and all is chaos. The rhythm may almost, 
but never altogether, obliterate the meter. The ear 
seeks, it may be at long intervals, the phenomenon of 
balance. If it finds it not, it finds no music. 
But let us hasten to 
The Practical Standpoint. 
If you are to study a science, you mast acquire all the 
kno wledge which has been gleaned by your predecessors, 
before attempting original investigation. One of the 
chief causes of the marvelous development of invention 
in the last quarter-century is the rapid interchange of 
thought made possible by modern conditions of life. 
Formerly, discoveries were made and lost. To day the 
laborers in the field of knowledge work hand in hand. 
One worker can not know too much of what others are 
doing, and it is but wasted time for him to re-find what 
some one else has found already. But in art there is 
such a thing as acquiring too much information along 
this line. All that an artist needs is sufficient familiar¬ 
ity with tradition to prevent his personal bias becoming 
deformity. If he bows too long before the altars of the 
past his shoulders acquire a permanent stoop, so to 
speak, and he loses his native stature. When teachers 
have “fingered blunt the individual mark,” to quote 
Browning again, “and have vulgarized things comfort¬ 
ably smooth,” they have o’erstepped their province. 
The world has no need of pedants. 
Just the right amount of learning varies with the 
pupil. A great nature with transcendent originality 
can bear a great deal. One cast in a slighter mold 
should be given much less. Not but what mediocrity 
requires longer to master technic than genius, but tech¬ 
nic is but the art or practice of expressing outwardly 
the inward meaning. Learning, on the other band, is 
familiarity with the meaning of other minds. Life 
should not all be spent in pondering over what others 
have thought, nor yet in learning to express what we 
have not learned to mean. Some time should be set 
apart for thinking and acquiring meanings of our own. 
More erudition than can be digested makes a deplorable 
and too common spectacle. I, for one, prefer to catch 
the “personal ’’note among phrases rude and harshly 
delivered, rather than listen to limpid streams of rhet¬ 
oric from the lips of fact crammed, devitalized echoers 
of sentiments not their own. 
ON “AMERICAN” MUSIC. 
BY E. R. KBOEOER. 
One of the critics who attended the recent convents 
of the Music Teachers’ National Association, at Cinein 
nati, wrote that, of the eighty-seven compositions bv 
American composers rendered, there was but one that 
might be called “American,” Mr. B 0 Klein’s “Lo 
isiana Carnival.” The others, he claimed, were entirely 
either Herman or French in character. 1 
The occasion was a peculiarly valuable one for the 
purpose of investigating works by American composers 
Naturally, the majority of them submitted works which 
might be considered representative, and they were de¬ 
sirous of “ putting their best foot foiemost.” Excellent 
interpretations were, with but few exceptions, the order 
of the day. And with all these advantages this critic 
came to the conclusion that characteristic American 
music does not really exist, as yet. 
Is this a fact, and are there no prospects for the de¬ 
velopment of a really national style of composition? 
We are certain that German, French, Italian, Russian, 
Norwegian, Bohemian, Polish, Hungarian, and Spanish 
music exist. The majority of musicians can place the 
nationality of any works written by composers native to 
these countries, upon hearing them. Why can not this 
be done in regard to works written by Americans? Is 
it true that we mnst accept the music of another race 
(the negro) as being that which is American? Have not 
the white Americans sufficient individuality to develop 
a characteristic style of composition? These are very 
pertinent questions. 
Personally the American has characteristics which 
distinguish him irom the German, the Frenchman, the 
Englishman, the Russian. He is quick of perception, 
alert, prompt to act, resourceful, daring, imaginative, 
optimistic. He is forever trying to improve upon exist¬ 
ing conditions ; he desires convenience, comfort, aDd 
even luxury if possible to attain it; he is courteous and 
considerate of the opposite sex, and he is sinceie in his 
efforts to better himself spiritually. Surely this type of 
a man ought to develop himself artistically, so that 
great poets, painters, and musicians would be a natural 
sequence. 
But, unfortunately, the artistic side is the weak point 
in the American. It is not an important feature in his 
nature. There is no impeiious demand within him to 
hear the best music, see the best pictuies, obtain the best 
architecture, encourage the best sculpture. Until these 
become a vital necessity with our people, true art will 
always remain an extraneous sort of growth, flourishing 
largely because of the culture of a minority. We want 
to get to the point where music is not merely an ear¬ 
tickling process, or the result of a fad among persons 
with long purses who desire to emulate European exam¬ 
ples. It must be a vital need with the American 
Music, seemingly the most impalpable, is, in reality 
the most proportionate thing in the world. Form therein 
reaches its consummate development; not the crude 
symmetry of identical halves, but the subtle symmetry 
of vastly complicated equations. The problem as it 
stands in the notation may, indeed, be divisible by in¬ 
tegers, but, as it stands in the performance of the artist 
it defies the mathematician and drives him into a forest 
of fractions if he tries to reduce it to formula;. 
Idiosyncrasy bends every line of the copy a little this 
way or that, but if it is not to go too far it must 
approximate universal generalizations. If a man has 
nothing novel in his constitution he becomes a cipher, 
an impossibility. If he has too much he becomes a 
monstrosity. It is wearisome to see ourselves reflected 
feature for feature, yet we can have no sympathy with 
that which is altogether foreign. Man, to use the lan¬ 
guage of pharmacy, is a mechanical mixture, not a 
chemical compound. The proportions of the mixture 
There is much sense in these comments of the “ Chi¬ 
cago Times-Herald ”: 
“ Until a community can learn to estimate music on 
ts own account, and not with reference to certain favored 
names, will any genuine musical atmosphere be created 
At present there is scarcely any limit to the hollow pre¬ 
tense and affectation in the musical field. Hundreds 
whose only desire is to follow a fashionable fad, cop v the 
airs and manners ot musical connoisseurs, and assume 
an interest in the classic music forms which they are far 
from feeling, bevere music of the classic and scientific 
school they neither understand nor enjoy, and yet with 
an affectation which is most absurd, they L/’se to 
indorse any other. Greater honesty and a more catholic 
spint could not fail, therefore, tobroaden any “ 
field in a most desirable manner. There is plentv of 
pod music by the best composers which wil/aerve to 
“^‘re :'nd educate those who have not advanced to the 
point of appreciating abstract forms and the 
elaborate symphonies and music dramas, and such 
deserves encouragement.” 
people. 
Such a situation would be an enormous power among 
our native composers, stimulating them to unusual 
efforts. Let such a condition exist among a people with 
the characteristics such as are described above, and tlie 
tendency on the part of our composers to follow along 
foreign lines will gradually disappear. It will not be 
African or Indian music that will be the genuine 
American style, bnt it will be something emanating from 
the nature of the American people. It may embody 
certain characteristics of African, Indian, or even Chinese 
music ; it may be built upon German or French lines, 
it may reflect the sturdiness of an Anglo Saxon aucestiy 
—but it will be thoroughly American at heart. T is 
greatly-to-be-desired state of things will come when we^ 
as a nation, feel the need of music being a part o our 
life, as are the food we eat, the clothes we wear, and t 
dwellings in which we live. 
more 
music 
Nil admirari seems to be the motto of a certain c 
of hearers at concerts. They do not go to enjoy, 0 
criticise, and this latter faculty, the critical, beconies - 
abnormally active that the passive attitude oi drin 1 
in the beauty of miuic becomes well nigh impose1 
IMPORTANCE of combining business with 
ART. 
BY THALEON BLAKE. 
Artists in general have the reputation of being care¬ 
less in money matters, though why they should neglect 
the business side of their art is not very clear, since one 
of the very things they expect and desire is the making 
of money out of their art. They pursue their business— 
and their business is art—primarily to make a living 
out of it. 
To live for art alone, to exist in the stratum exclu¬ 
sively of the seventh heaven, is a very high-sounding 
theory, but it does not pay the grocer’s bill nor the rent, 
and tends to great mortification of pride and unhappi¬ 
ness. It is nothing but extreme foolishness lor any one 
to imagine that good art and sound business sense can 
not, or do not, go well together. Considering it in a 
sensible manner, the ordinary mortal must work that 
he or she may eat. Now, every worker gravitates to 
those pursuits which are more or less congenial, and re¬ 
quires as fruits of his labors, first, bread and butter, and 
as a side issue, as much glory as can be secured. The 
musician, physician, lawyer, banker, merchant, follows 
his calling, not because he has nothing else to do, but 
because he must hustle to get along, and hustling seems 
to be easier and more lucrative in the special line he 
pursues. 
The musician is nearly always an intelligent person. 
The mere fact that he is an artist presupposes refinement 
and taste, and, of course, intelligence. If he is intelli¬ 
gent, then why does he not put some intelligence into 
his financial dealings ? Is he afraid that he might lose 
some of his rare wisdom by dickering and by keeping accu¬ 
rate books? Or does he believe that his fellow-artists 
might think less of him for contaminating his hands 
with vulgar details and by the accounting of filthy 
lucre? Or, still more, does he imagine that the public 
would at once and forever lose faith in him because he 
has opened an account with some near-by savings-bank 
to provide against the coming of that proverbial rainy 
day? or a dot for his daughters or a start for his sons? 
or a snug sum for himself and his wife in the evening 
of life, when the day’s toil is over ? No, indeed ! The 
trouble is this : Many musicians have not learned to 
figure. It is the want of applying to their daily affairs 
the simplest arithmetic that marks them as utterly 
wanting in business qualifications. Just imagine a law¬ 
yer, merchant, or banker attempting to conduct his busi¬ 
ness without the continual use of arithmetic ! It could 
not be done. 
Any one having a somewhat extensive acquaintance 
with artists, literary men, or musicians can cite many 
instances where this want of foresight and thrift has 
wrought dire disaster to the head of the family, and, 
alas ! too often has caused suffering to wife, widow, or 
children. This should not be ; yet it will continue 
until the business qualities of such men are developed. 
It is a great pity that in this strictly commercial age 
even the artist and musician can not catch the infection ; 
at least enough to learn that no matter what the income 
ia, a man is worth only that which he has saved, and to 
know that it is his duty to himself, if alone in the world, 
and much more to wife and children, if blessed with 
them, to pay careful attention to the financial results of 
his art pursuits, and to realize that should he or they 
ever be overtaken with misfortune, then the forethought 
and sensible thrift which in the days of plenty pro¬ 
vided something against the lean years appears as a 
godsend. 
The example set by many of the old masters, who 
lived a life of truckling and catering to the powers that 
were, has been imitated too well to this day, though it 
would seem to be impossible and unbearable to a man 
°f independence. 
I was thoroughly disgusted this last winter when in 
the lobby of a hotel I overheard a musician say, cart- 
lessly (he was living quite beyond his means at the time), 
‘When I am gone my friends will give a benefit or two 
for my widow, which will do until she gets married or 
*oy daughters get employment.” Ob, such nonsense. 
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Conld anything be more absnrd ? And yet that man spoke 
from a thorough knowledge of the too frequent condi¬ 
tions attending artists’ demises. Perhaps he had as¬ 
sisted at many benefits for broken-down musicians, 
their widows, or their poor helpless children. Why, it 
seems to me that a man who can thus coolly, method¬ 
ically abandon his family to certain want and suffering 
is a monster, so inbnman is he. 
The musician should keep books, so that at a mo¬ 
ment’s notice he can tell how much he owes, how much 
others owe him, and what he is worth. The habit of 
accounting for every cent of income and outgo daily 
would, after a time, teach caution to the veriest spend¬ 
thrift. But the only safe rule, the easiest remembered, 
and the hardest to follow, is the one that leads to inde¬ 
pendence : “ Spend less than you make ! ” The satisfac¬ 
tion of knowing that, whatever may happen, there are 
savings well invested is worth all it costa to accumulate 
them. It is not miserly to save against accidents, it is 
good common-sense ; and common-sense is a much rarer 
article than so called “genius.” 
I have the honor of being an acquaintance of one of 
nature’s noblemen, who, in a burst of confidence one 
day, remarked: “ No matter what men say of me, or 
of my life’s work, theie is something that gives me more 
secret satisfaction.” “ What is that? ” said I, wonder 
ingly “Just this—I have been honest with myself 
and others in all my financial dealings.” 
That is the key-note—be honest with yourself—be 
honest with your wife and childien—be honest in all 
financial dealings ; and one form of honesty is sensible 
frugality. 
“ Neither a borrower nor a lender bo; 
For loan oft loses both itself and friend, 
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry. 
This above all,—to thine own self be true; 
And it must follow, as the night the day, 
Thou canst not then bo false to any man.” 
A hint from the kodak. 
BY EKKIE W. MUNSON. 
FRIEND was one day showing me some photographs 
ch she had taken with her kodak. A very pretty 
ip canght my eye, bnt on close inspection it proved 
eso dim that the features of the different persons 
d scarcely be distinguished. 
What is the matter with Ibis? ” said I ; “ why is it 
idistinct? ” 
[y friend replied, “Oh, that was taken on a cloudy 
, and though I tried to expose it long enough, it has 
come ont clear.” 
h type of much music teaching and rntiaic study, 
‘ ht I Many teachers are not conscientious and 
ongh enough in their work ; they are often super- 
1, and leave their pupils with but a hazy idea of the 
itr they wish to teach. 
hey frequently fail to measure correctly the sum of 
pupil’s knowledge ; they neglect to sound his mental 
th, so to speak, and therefore imagine that the pupil 
„ more than he really does. 
teacher of my acquaintance once received a new 
il—a bright little ten-year old girl, who had for- 
1_ received lessons from another teacher. My friend 
luraged the child to ask questions about her studies, 
a ir th* little eirl inqoired, “Mias B, what 
“r^Her S’ meanr’ “ What letter ’ 8,’ Mary ? 
1 n t see any letter ‘ 8 ’.” “ Why, there,’’ replied 
child, pointing to the sign of the treble clef. “U° » ‘ 
see?” My Wend saw ; she also received a valuable 
rj and now takes it for granted that a new 
■“knows absolutely nothing, nntil time and patient 
C^aTm^rriences with pupils coming to 
r .her teachers. Once I asked a small lx.y if he 
tales To mv amazement he said he knew 
I aH and'upon l*ing asked to demonstrate b.s 
8t the piano, he played the five notes from C 
iwledge ai I v the scales. 
ness in his mental sky the day the teacher tried to give 
this little student his first idea of the scale. 
This same youngster came to his lesson one day with 
every note of his music adorned with a figure. I presume 
he noticed the surprised expression on my face, for he re 
marked, ‘ ‘ My other teacher ‘ figured ’ my magic for me, 
and you did n't do it, so 1 did.” 
I was about to explain that the fingering marked by 
the editor was sufficient in Ibis case, when my eyes 
caught the figures 6 and 7 over certain notes. 
“ Why did you put a figure 6 over that note, 
Harry?” I asked. Of course, be did not know—he 
simply thought that before be oonld play, be rnuet 
“figure the music,” and he bad done the best he knew, 
poor little chap! 
These are troe instances which have come under my 
own observation, and tbongh somewhat ludicrous, yet 
they serve to show why a few questions from the teacher 
would have cleared up many a mental fog and greatly 
helped the little atudentson their way. 
Such experiences have taught me to make all explana¬ 
tions very simple, that they may be easily understood, 
and hy questions to ascertain if the meutal picture is 
sufficiently clear. 
There is an old gamet well named “ Gossip.” The 
players are seated in a row, and the first one whis¬ 
pers to his neighbor some brief statement. Tlii* is 
passed along the line of players nntil tt reaches the last 
one. He repeats aloud the sentence as it came to him. 
It is needless to say that tbia s ntence bears very little 
resemblance to the original one. 
Many of the facts which teachers endeavor to fix in 
the minda of their youthful charges are distorted in 
similar fashion, The child's attention is drawn away 
for the moment, and an india'inct mental image ia left; 
the teacher fondly imagines that hie pupil has grasped 
the point in question, while in reality be lias only half 
comprehended it. So the child goes to hia practice to 
repeat over and over his faulty impressions, and by these 
same repetitions of the wrong thing to make it next to 
impossible to play correctly. 
There is also a class of pupils which some one has 
aptly styled “ quicksilver pupils ” (and America is full 
of these), who catch the words out of the mouth ol the 
teacher with “Oh, yes, 1 understand all that,” and 
straightway go to their pianos to waste time practicing 
with minds roving over every subject under the heavens 
save the 6Code or exercise over which their fingers are 
stumbling. 
Unless socli pnpils can he induced to practice slowly 
ennagh to produce perfect impressions, both mental and 
technical, if I may so express it, their playing will 
always he fall of false notes and stumbling-blocks, for 
such pupils, bright of intellect tbongh they be, lack the 
mental concentration necessary for overcoming difficul- 
ties. 
But we must take the piano pupil aa we find him, and 
not as wo wish him to be, and io order lo connteruct 
this lack of mental concentration, this diffaseneas of 
mental energy, frequent repetitious of the earns truths 
are necessary. 
Bat remembering that a thing often board become* 
monotonous, and ia therefore unheeded, the clever 
teacher varies bis maxims and studies to clothe hi* 
thought* in new and striking Ungusge, that his idea* 
may make clear impressions on ihe minds of hi* pupil. 
The interest of the teacher in the student is almost 
alway* rewarded by the increased zeal of the latter, 
while an indifferent teacher is apt to make an indifferent 
pupil. A teseber can scaicely blame a popil for not 
working unless he himself leave* a clear impresaion of 
what he require* of the pupil during the practice boor 
and of wbal he expects bis pupil to accompliah before 
the next lesson day. 
—Rhythm is, perhaps, the most human quality in 
music, H a composer do not write into his work* a 
strong, fascinating rhythm, lie is sure not to achieve 
eminence. The marses are more strongly moved by a 
swinging rhythm than hy a graceful, sensuous melody. 
The “march” ia always more popular than the “ ro¬ 
man ca.” 
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THE ELIXIR OF LIFE. 
This is the date wheu the music teacher finds herself 
involuntarily reviewing her physical condition and in¬ 
ventorying her resources of endurance for the coming 
season’s work. How often the account reads : “Hear¬ 
ing painful, sudden noises gives a sharp stab in the 
back, eyes still ache, back weak and tired, sleep un¬ 
easy, digestion used up, mind refuses to concentrate. 
Verdict, how shall I ever get through the winter ! ” 
This is the first day of September. There are still 
three weeks of vacation in which to ‘ ‘ knit up the ravelled 
sleeve of care.” For care it is that has ravelled our 
thread of life. In three weeks much may yet he done 
toward recuperation. To this end we publish the fol¬ 
lowing infallible prescription : 
To begin, grudges, remorse, bitterness, and un- 
gratified desires taken to heart, are the very root 
and foundation of dyspepsia in all its varieties. People 
who are dwelling on these things do not open their 
lungs freely, and consequently do not digest their 
food, because they have not enough oxygen in their 
blood to accomplish the digestive processes. There¬ 
fore the old proverb ran, “ Flee anger and forsake 
wrath, for why shouldst thou destroy thyself?” Let 
us, on hygienic grounds if no other, make peace with 
the world and ourselves here and now. Next, let us 
make a clean breast of all our own secrets, and com¬ 
mend other people’s secrets to the keeping of their 
Maker. No poison of asps is so efficacious as an 
unwholesome secret in the destruction of nervous 
tissue. There is but one way out of the pestiferous 
atmosphere of such burdens : Tell the truth. While 
people hold fast to truth they can not become involved 
beyond recovery in the affairs of life. That is what 
truth is for,—to keep folks out of trouble. 
Having laid hold of truth (which is wisdom), the very 
best way to right up a disorganized digestion is to begin 
to seek opportunities of giving trifling pleasures to 
others. One of the most necessary things in education 
is the cultivation of the power of being easily amused. 
There is nothing in which musicians fail more habitu¬ 
ally. No class of professionals have so few mental 
resources ; none are so irritable ; none so frequently out 
of harmony with life ; and, it is sad but true, none so 
habitually occupied exclusively with their own mental 
experiences. Now, “to look out and not in” is the 
very first law of health. As Goethe remarked long ago, 
“ Man reflecting on his physical and mental condition 
generally finds himself sick.” There is no better for¬ 
mula for sleep than to take to bed some simple little 
plan for the amusement of the youngest and oldest 
members of the family. In providing pleasure for 
others one always profits by the mental tonic one’s self. 
So much for the thinking faculties ! On possession of 
mens sana, let ns proceed to corpore sano. Now, for 
the body nature has provided three energetic tonics 
which are but little appreciated : sun, air, and earth. 
Since we have learned abont X-rays we know that there 
are associated with light vibrations producing chemical 
effects that pass freely into the body, irrespective of 
ordinary clothing. It is not too much to say that the 
human race is indebted to sunshine for its very exist¬ 
ence. Sunshine will draw out soreness from strained 
or rheumatic joints ; sunshine will sooth and relax tired 
nerves as nothing else can. It will penetrate the entire 
body with its restful, healing, and vitalizing vibrations, 
and literally invigorate it. To walk in the sun, work 
in the sun, lie in the sun are the very best things a tired 
music teacher can do. 
Not less healing and rejuvenating is the action of 
earth on the body. Humus possesses wonderful cleans¬ 
ing powers. The mnd-baths which people take for all 
sorts of disorders are an extreme use of what lies at 
hand in country life. Hours spent in the sun, out¬ 
stretched on the sea sand or on woodland moss among the 
hills or under the fence in the pasture where the virtue 
of the ground can pass into the tired body and rejuvenate 
it, are worth all the tonics that ever have been con¬ 
cocted. It is not clear how the healing work is done ; 
but whether it is the electric currents passing around the 
world, which flow through the human body recumbent 
on its surface, or whether it is the close contact with 
the teeming life that works in protean shapes over and 
through the sun-warmed mould, for some reason there 
is great virtue in it. 
These be summer tonics ; but greatest and strongest 
of all is air itself. Which of us stops to realize that 
the entire operation of our bodily functions is rhythmic, 
and that this rhythm originates in the action of the 
heart and lungs under the effects of the elements 
obtained by inhalation? How few musicians realize 
that the emotions which they are constantly translating 
into music retard and accelerate this rhythmic action of 
the heart and digestive organs! For musicians the only 
hope of repairing the waste of the vital forces thus made 
is by enlarging the breathing apparatus sufficiently to 
meet the drain ; that is to say, by the habitual practice 
of “deep breathing.” If the reader will make a com¬ 
pact with herself that at night, at noon, and before 
breakfast, she will fill her lungs full of air not less than 
twelve times, she will be amazed at her steady gain in 
health and courage, and equally amazed at the low key on 
which ignorance and carelessness has hitherto kept her 
vitality. Thirty-six long breaths ! That seems very 
little to pay for a full consciousness of youth, vigor, and 
power. But small as it is, ninety-nine of our readers 
have never paid it. The air contains the true elixir of 
life,—the ether whose vibrations excite and perpetuate 
the vital functions. When we have filled ourselves with 
it we are vitalized. If we will take six long breaths on 
a gloomy morning, our spirits will rise. If we inhale a 
dozen when we wake tired and unnerved, force wells up 
within us. Twenty through the nose at night will woo 
gentle sleep when every other means fail, and, incident¬ 
ally, cure catarrh if we are sufferers by it, and who is 
not? A habit of breathing deeply when business per¬ 
plexes, will absolutely take the place of stimulants. In 
fact, a craving for stimulants is the certain sign of a 
system debilitated or clogged from lack of oxygen. 
Lastly, as the habit of breathing generates increased 
vitality, the bath becomes more and more a source of 
health, and more and more a delight. It is doubtful 
whether people who live on the allowance of oxygen 
which modern life affords, are in possession of vitality 
enough to go through the amount of bathing enforced by 
present custom. The tax is certainly great. But once 
begin to breathe and long for and enjoy exercise, and the 
skin resumes its normal activity. Then respiration, 
circulation, and digestion alike thirst for cold water, and 
delight in it. 
What of gymnastics ? Certainly, as much as you like ; 
the more the merrier you will be. But breathe first, and 
study gymnastics because you begin to rejoice in your 
body and in all the delights of motion that lie in it; 
because once more yon exult in the powers and joys of 
life. And let us whisper to you a secret. The seat of 
music is in the physical body and nowhere else. In the 
body is the solar plexus,—the seat of the vital forces. In 
the body is the system of nerve centers which respond 
to the emotions. In the body is the rhythmic action 
that measures time and motion to our consciousness. 
To the body we must look for every normal development 
of the art which we profess. 
Some writers express a fear lest the prominence given 
to amateur work in club programs may lead to a self- 
complacency sure to be fatal to individual growth and 
to the musical progress of a community. Perhaps it is 
well that many clubs arrange for artist programs several 
times a year. It sets a standard for the club members 
to keep before them, and, at the same time, affords new 
ideas and an inspiration to work. 
PROGRAM FOR A WEEKLY CHILDREN’S 
CLASS. 
It is always better to make a specific number of 
meetings for children’s classes. A class that goes on 
indefinitely does not attract half the interest or secure 
half as regular an attendance as one which has a begin 
ning, a definite number of meetings, and a prompt 
close. The usual teaching year is about thirty five 
weeks, out of which, in the East, at least, Thanksgiving 
Christmas, and the Easter Holy Week take five meet¬ 
ings. Thirty lessons would be a great many ; in New 
York and other large cities twenty would quite con¬ 
sume the teaching season. We advise twenty as the 
specified number. 
On a basis of twenty meetings we suggest the follow¬ 
ing program : 
I. Fifteen minutes spent in learning to sing at 
sight. 
II. Five minutes in playing by ear. 
III. Fifteen minutes in learning to write notes, get 
out the arithmetic of counting time, etc. 
IY. Fifteen minutes in dancing and Delsarte gestures 
in time to music. 
V. Little pieces played by the pupils. 
VI. A story on a musical subject. 
There is nothing that children love more than learn¬ 
ing to sing in harmony, and nothing easier to teach— 
by Tonic Sol-fa. By hand signs and later the Sol-fa 
notation they learn the intervals of the scale with 
magic celerity. The time method of the Sol faists is, 
however, not to be compared with the old method of 
beating time ; because the first is an intellectual per¬ 
ception, while the other is a measure of motion which 
is felt, as rhythm itself is felt, in the body. As soon as 
the children can sing “do sol ” and “ do mi,” they are 
ready to sing these two intervals in harmony, which 
they will do with the keenest delight. There is not a 
step in the entire Tonic Sol-fa course which will not be 
taken easily, and with a direct influence on the piano 
lessons in progress. There is also this great advantage 
in the method: it can be self-taught when lessons are 
not obtainable by the piano teacher who wishes to use 
it. In twenty weeks the children will make advance 
enough to sing simple harmonies together, at sight. 
They will be able to recognize them when played on 
the piano or sung, and to write them down. 
Along with this goes the most potent help in making 
children musical that exists—playing by ear! Select 
simple melodies that do not modulate out of their key, 
and, calling the key-note one, count up the scale until 
every letter has a corresponding number. Thus, in the 
key of C-major, c is 1 ; d, 2 ; e, 3 ; f, 4, etc. “ Amer¬ 
ica ” in this key would read : 1 | 1 | 2 | lower 7 | 1 | 2 | ; 
3|3|4|3|2|1|;2|1| lower 7 | 1, etc. ; the time 
being at first supplied by memory and afterward beaten 
with the hand. Let the pupil sit at the piano and, after 
he has numbered the keys, yourself call off these 
numbers as he plays them. Every child will learn them 
without difficulty and be delighted with the surprise. 
Next time have ready another tune, and so on. \ ery 
soon the children will begin to pick out everything they 
hear in this way ; and you will find that the pieces in 
the piano lessons are acquired twice as fast and with 
twice as much pleasure as ever before. 
Let each child procure a music copy-book and bring 
her pencil. The very first lesson should consist in 
learning to make notes, and learning their value in con¬ 
nection with ability to write them. Then comes spell¬ 
ing words on the staff, like b-e-g, c-a-b, b-a-g-g a g e- 
Very young pupils may go through a musical writing- 
book, which contains work of this kind, with profit. 
Then comes arithmetic, which is best taught by working 
out, in notes, questions like the following : Write a 
measure in J time which shall contain two notes, one 
containing three notes, etc. Twenty weeks will bring 
young children through the difficulties of counting- 
They should always sing and beat the measures they 
write, which will make the rhythm of music a part o 
their consciousness. 
Then shonld follow a short period of practice 
dancing steps and gestures in time to music. This is 
way to make children realize the motion, accent, an 
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swing of music. Needless to say, the exercise will be 
nopular. Start with the five positions in dancing ; 
teach the polka, the polka mazurka, the varsovianna, 
and the waltz. These old-fashioned steps contain the 
foundation of a very large part of modern melody. To 
dance them is to feel the movement of this melody. 
Debarte has written a better work on the rhythmics of 
gesture than any one else. A dozen of his arm exercises 
will greatly benefit piano pupils ; not only because arm 
motions are often expressed by musical rhythms, but 
because they will loosen the elbows and shoulders and 
make better technic. 
The pieces played by the children are the drill for 
“playing before people,” likewise the easiest means of 
indncing children to finish up music in which the first 
interest has cooled. Children learn much from listening 
to each other. Performances which seem crude enough 
to their elders fill them with rapture. They are keen 
critics, too, in their way ; and will often struggle with 
their own faults, after they have descried the same 
shortcoming in others, when expostulation from the 
teacher is unheeded. Usually they admire each other’s 
work, and put forth a good deal of energy to rise to the 
same mark. 
We subjoin a list of stories which have been found to 
interest young pupils : 
Fifteen Pretty Stories About the Childhood 
of Great Musicians. 
How little Chopin helped his father keep school. 
How Mozart played the piece no one else could. 
Hjw Sebastian Bach amused himself by moonlight. 
How very naughty Tausig was. 
How Haydn grew up and got his education. 
About the nursery rhyme that Mendelssohn put in the 
symphony. 
How Liszt used to play other composers’ pieces by ear, 
to show off, when he was a child. 
How Mozart played before the Court of Austria. 
How Moscheles’ father used to pay him with candy 
when he had a good music lesson. 
About Berlioz’s little sweetheart. 
How Beethoven used to pet Nanette Stein, and how, 
when she became a woman, she used to dam his 
stockings. 
How Martin Luther supported himself in his student 
days by singing in the villages of Germany. 
Some of the fairy stories little von Weber knew. 
Some of the stories little Grieg used to hear in Norway. 
How little Jenny Lind grew up in the opera. 
How when Adelina Patti was a little girl she came to 
America with her mother, and a kind gentleman, who 
was sorry for her because she was such a lonely child, 
gave her a little party. 
Operas with Good Plots for Story-telling. 
L’Africaine....Meyerbeer.Potpourri. 
William Tell.Rossini.Potpourri. 
Dame Blanche.Boieldieu.Robin Adair. 
Flying Dutchman...Wagner.Spinning song. 
Lohengrin.Wagner.March. 
Iphigenia.Gluck.Ballet music. 
L’Elisrie d’Amore... Donizetti.Potpourri. 
Der Freischutz.Von Weber.W a 11 z, “Rosy 
Wreath,” Prayer. 
Romeo and Juliet...Gounod.Potpourri. 
Die Meistersinger...Wagner.Prize song. 
.Verdi.March. 
A Life for the Czar..Glinka. 
Le Prophete.Meyerbeer.March. 
Huguenots.Meyerbeer.Rataplan. 
Robert le Diable.Meyerbeer.Music A l'enfer. 
The Chimes of Nor¬ 
mandy.„.R. Planquette...Waltzes. 
Stradella.Flotow.Church song, arr. by 
Thalberg. 
Orpheus and Eur- 
Jd’ce.Gluck.“I Have Lost My 
Eurydice.” 
.Ambroise Thomas. 
.Flotow.“ Last Rose.” 
Hamlet 
Martha 
Iris.... 
.Mascagni. 
“armen Bizet.Dance. 
mcia di Laramer- 
moor.Don izetti.Sex tet. 
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Show the composer’s picture ; tell who he was ; tell 
the story of the opera and have one of the children 
play a melody from it. Those given are merely sug¬ 
gestions. 
In telling children biographic stories it is always 
better to show them the picture of the artist under con¬ 
sideration. They associate the face with the name, and 
remember the story much better. Many music stores 
keep a full line of photographs of musicians, some of 
them unusually good. The Etude has published sev¬ 
eral biographic articles (illustrated), which are even 
better for the purpose. There are various paintings, 
like “Beethoven in his Study,” “Mozart Composing 
the Requiem,” and the like, which are interesting to 
young folks. So, too, are Margaret Dicksee’s “Little 
Handel ” and “Chopin at School.” 
The writer has more than once tested the value of the 
ideas advanced in this paper, and never have they failed 
of success. Practice makes perfect in this class of 
musical instruction, but no one will honestly work 
through a season on these lines without spending de¬ 
lightful hours with enthusiastic little musicians and 
gaining immeasurably in strength as a teacher. 
DOES TYPEWRITING INTERFERE WITH 
FACILITY IN PIANO-PLAYING? 
o the Editor of the Department of Woman’s 
Work in Music: 
The question of combining typewriting with piano¬ 
laying is becoming so important to wage-earning 
romen that the writer’s experience may be worth some- 
ling to the profession. It comprises an experiment 
overing about three months, and made, be it said, with 
:ar and trembling. 
It is often desirable for music teachers to fill in the 
nmmer months with vacation work of some sort, and 
Imost every occupation from sewing up to blacksmiths’ 
rork seems to injure the hand for piano-playing. In 
he writer’s experience as a teacher of women, pupils 
ave been known to sew up peach-baskets, pick straw- 
erries, address letters, do fine sewing, go as nursery 
overnesses, do housework, crochet mittens, embroider, 
aint picture-frames, and milk cows, as resources when 
mbition was high and coin scarce. This year a long 
lerman translation offered the writer an alternative to 
bese pnrenits, and the sole qneation was to find a way 
o make a good copy without overtaxing a hand already 
oo far on the way toward scrivener’s paralysis. It 
eemed as if it would be worth while to learn typewnt- 
ng for the purpose, and, being in the country, the essay 
vas made without instruction. 
At the outset I decided to find an attack which would 
,ot impair my touch, and after experimenting decided 
m wbft is known as “ finger staccato,” with a strictly 
cose wrist. The great point in typewriting ,s to release 
he key promptly. If the type flies back from the nb 
>on instantly, the copy is clear and elegant A slow re 
ease makes a blurred impression. In order U> avoid 
leveloping my fingers unequally, I arranged a fingering 
vhich makes use of every finger of the right hand am 
hree fingers of the left, reserving the little finger of t 
eft hand for the stroke of the space bar. This I vas 
rery careful to effect with a strong stroke from the 
I. th. pol.l "f *“j 
>r any accuracy , ter than in piano-playing, 
spread the jjjd by patient, and as a result I 
U1 this was accomplwhed fatigue 
mi able to write for hour, without t ■ . 
The only chance for these in the piano system is in 
rapid play between the right and left hand when pass¬ 
ing from one to the other. Bnt the large number of 
letters which are often played by one band in a group 
(five and six) greatly minimizes this. In the course 
of a season’s nse of the typewriter I learned to write 
from dictation as fast as my sisters could translate the 
volume aloud which we had in hand. I wrote the 
whole of it for press, and when I came back to the piano 
in the fell and “ took stock ’’ of my piano technic I had 
gained rather than lost. As I had not used my thumbs 
I had not improved them in velocity ; bnt, on the other 
band, they were not cramped by sewing or penmanship 
as had been the case in other seasons. I took out my 
“ Gradus ” and went over the etudes. In every one the 
left hand had crept toward the right in execution. As 
I expected, my finger staccato was much improved. 
Nothing had been lost in arpeggios. I went over the 
study in broken octaves, which is so severe a test of 
the condition of the left hand. It sped through at a 
tempo and with a virtuosity never possessed before. 
The space bar had perfected the little finger, so that 
chords, octaves, and skipping haases were mere bagatelle. 
In short, nothing of value bad been lost and an enor 
moos gain made on all sides. The directness of mental 
action in guiding the fingers was surprisingly greater. 
As legato and pressnre finger-touches in general had 
not been attempted they had not been impaired, and two 
days after I began practicing I found my fingers jnst as 
sensitive to tone-effects as when I parted from the piano 
and took np typewriting. 
I have been told that I was fortunate in happening 
on a typewriter with a peculiarly easy action. But 
any machine which admits finger stroke as distinct from 
wrist stroke might have been as successful. A machine 
with a heavy action would not have succeeded at all. 
Anon. 
We gladly give space to the current year’s program of 
the Allegro Club, Bayonne, N. J. This scheme of study, 
which provides for eight meetings, has the great advan¬ 
tage that it is very “ workable.” It is easy to obtain 
materials for papers on the origin and development of the 
sonata, the opera, the oratorio, and the dance. We 
miss, however, what would seem to be the key to the 
development of the opera—the paper on folk-mnsic; 
and the paper on the chant and ritnal of the church in 
the Middle Ages, which is the key to the more erudite 
forms of music, including that of Bacb, Beethoven, and 
Wagner. The constant discussion of current musical 
event* by this club is in a line with the work of the 
popular clubs for the winDowing of general news for 
busy women, so popular in all departments of the world’s 
activity. 
Octobkh Mkktiso.—Origin and Ih-rrlopment of the Sonata 
Current Mailcsl Events; Mualcal Urogram. 
Novkm nun.—Origin and Development of Opera , Current Mu.io.1 
Event#; Mualcal Program. „ . , 
Dkckmrks.—Mlecellnn«His Oompoovra; Memory Day; Musical 
P7*m”st.—Orl*ln and Development of Dance: Horrent Musical 
Eveota; Musics! Program. 
Esmiuar.—Origin and Development of Oratorio; Currant 
Musical Evente: Musical Urogram. 
Development of Music to General; Memory Day ; Cor- 
rent Musical Events) Musical Program. 
AratL.-origin and Development of the Symphony; Consult 
Musical Events; Musical rrogram. 
May.--Origin ,„d Development of < harsher Mu.tr, Current 
The officers of the Club are : Miss Helen Gennert. 
President; Mrs. BemiS Cohen, Vice-Vresid net; Mrs. 
Alfred F. Swan, Recording Secretory; Miss Kate \ tee- 
land, Corresponding Secretary; Mrs. Thomas J. Kennedy, 
Treasurer; Mm. M. Close Hleesman, Auditor. 
THE teacher shonld strive to build up an >*prrl du 
rorp* among her pupils by occasional social gatherings, 
or classes for spectal work of sn interesting kind, such as 
recommended in this department from month to month. 
Anything that gives uniqueness to a teacher’s work is 
distinctly valuable. It gives the pupils a chance to 
praise their teacher. 
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS ON REGISTRATION. 
Registration is the art of selecting and combining 
the various stops of an organ so as to produce a pleasing 
effect with each phrase of a composition, presenting a 
contrast of tone color in the various phrarts, and avoid¬ 
ing monotony in the composition as a whole. The word 
registration is derived from the word register,—a term 
used to denote any draw-stop, whether a speaking step 
ora mechanical stop,—and bears the same relation to 
organ music that orchestration bears to orchestral music. 
The Stops. 
The speaking stops of an organ are divided, according 
to their quality of tone, into four distinct classes—viz., 
diapason-tone (often called organ-tone), flute-tone, 
string tone, and reed-tone. The diapason tone is repre¬ 
sented by the Open Diapason, having a full, rich, and 
sonorous tone. Such stops as the Octave (often called 
Principal), Fifteenth, and Dulciana belong to this class. 
(It should be noted that the St. Diapason—erroneously 
named —bears no relation to the diapason-tone, being 
distinctly a flute.) The stops of the flute tone are those 
the tone of which resembles the tone of that instrument 
—viz., Melodia, St. Diapason, Bourdon, and all the 
nnmerou8 flutes. String-tone stops have a thin, some¬ 
what piercing quality of tone, supposed to resemble the 
tone of the stringed instruments, a resemblance which is 
frequently lacking, and are such stops as the Viola da 
Gatnba, Salicional, Violin, Violoncello, Viola, Fugara, 
and Gambette. The reed-tone stops are those stops the 
tone of which is produced by the vibrations of a reed, 
as Trumpet, Oboe, Clarinet, Cornopean, Tuba, Fagotto, 
and Vox Humana. 
It would require too much space to enlarge upon the 
difference in construction which produces the various 
qualities of tone. Suffice it to say that, in general, the 
shape of the pipes, the scale (ratio of the diameter to 
the length), the size and shape of the mouth, the quan¬ 
tity of wind admitted to the pipe, the pressure of the 
wind, aud the character of the nicking (fine nicks or 
grooves between the under lip and the languid) are 
some of the details of construction which influence the 
quality of tone produced by an organ-pipe. It is gener¬ 
ally supposed that the material of which the pipe is 
constructed also influences the tone, though the fact that 
some 8tops are constructed of different materials by 
different builders tends to disprove the supposition. 
Organ-stops are also divided into foundation- and 
mutation-stops, the former incliulingall stopsof 32-, 16-, 
8,4-, and 2-foot tone, while theQuint, Twelfth, Cornet, 
Furniture, Cymbal, and all other mixture-stops, are 
mutation-stops. Again, we have flue and reed stops, 
the former class including all stops but the reeds. Solo 
stops are those which have a suitable or striking charac¬ 
ter for solo purposes, as the Oboe, Clarinet, or any of the 
Antes or imitative stops. 
Combinations. 
It is well-nigh impossible to give any rules for com¬ 
bining organ-stops which do not have so many excep¬ 
tions that they cease to be rules, as the effect of every 
combination depends fully as much on the music as 
upon the combination itself. One combination will 
sound well with close harmony and be objectionable 
with open harmony. Another combination will be 
pleasing for a solo if only the two upper octaves are 
played, while a variation of the combination may im¬ 
prove the lower octaves and injure the upper octaves. 
A third combination will give entire satisfaction for 
short accompanying chords, but will be objectionable 
for arpeggios. 
If the passage to be played is written in close har¬ 
mony, with many sustained notes, having a rather 
slow tempo, with the interest centering in the harmony 
rather than in the melody, and a mezzo forte combina¬ 
tion is desired, the Open Diapason in the great, with 
whatever 8-foot flute is available (specially the Doppel- 
flote), coupled to the 8-foot flue-stops in the swell, will 
give a rich, mellow tone. If the whole passage is below 
C2 it will be specially pleasing. The addition of the 
Oboe in the swell will render the combination a little 
more penetrating, while the fuither addition of the 
Viola da Gamba in the great will add boldness at the 
expense of mellowness. If the passage to be played is 
very rapid the above combination (without Oboe or 
Viola da Gamba) will be lifeless and unsatisfactory. 
If the above-named passage of music is to be played 
piano, the St. Diapason and Salicional is always agree¬ 
able. The Violin, Fugara, or a flute of 4-foot tone (in¬ 
stead of the Salicional) combines well with the St. Dia¬ 
pason, and a soft, penetrating combination may be 
obtainel with the Salicional and Flute Harmonique (4 
foot). 
For piano repeated chords (accompaniment) the St. 
Diapason, Salicional, and Violin make a pleasing combi¬ 
nation. To avoid monotony substitute a flute of 4-foot 
tone for the Violin. For a louder combination for the 
same chords use the Open Diapason (swell) and Sali¬ 
cional, even adding the 4-foot flute to make the com 
bination more penetrating. For pianissimo accompani¬ 
ments, the Dulciana (great or choir), St. Diapason, or 
Viola, used singly, are suitable. 
Solo combinations can be selected in endless numbers 
by suiting the combination to the music. Any flute- 
stop is suitable for solo work, as is any well-voiced 
reed ; but string-tone stops are rarely good solo stops for 
treble solos. A solo part, corresponding to the tenor 
part of a quartet, is effective when played with a 
string-tone stop, especially if the accompanying com¬ 
bination is of the flute tone. The Oboe is one of the 
most useful solo stops, and is effective alone, combined 
with the St. Diapason, with a 4-foot flute, or even with 
the 16-foot Bourdon (in the upper half of the keyboard). 
The string tone stops do not combine as well with the 
Oboe for solo work, but almost any flute blends well 
with a reed. For a louder reed solo, the Cornopean or 
swell Trumpet, combined with any of the above-named 
stops, excepting the string tone stops, is effective; and 
with the Tremulant, when playing in the neighborhood 
of middle C, is frequently suggestive of a violin solo on 
the G string. The Clarinet is generally combined with 
a soft 8 foot flute,—Melodia, for example; but it is 
more penetrating when combined with a soft 4-foot 
flute, as Flute d’Amour. 
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great is satisfactory, or it may be combined with a 
Clarabella, Doppelflbte, Flute Harmonique, or the 
Viola da Gamba. The Trumpet in the great rarely 
sounds well unless combined with the Open Diapason 
to give it volume and solidity. A solo passage played 
on full swell or full choir is rarely satisfactory, as a 
combination of so many octaves and different tone- 
colors does not seem to be adapted to solo effects but 
rather to chorus effects. 
For striking combinations for producing contrasts 
nothing is more satisfactory than a string-tone combi¬ 
nation followed by a flute tone combination. The same 
principle is applicable to individual stops. A soft pass¬ 
age played on the Salicional and repeated on the St. 
Diapason presents a strong contrast. Any 8-foot flute 
tone stop combined with a 4-foot string tone stop pro¬ 
vided the latter is the softer, will prove pleasing. A 
moderate use of the Tremulant will heighten the effect. 
As au illustration, the following combinations may be 
named : St. Diapason and Violin, Melodia and Fugara 
Clarabella (or Doppelfliite) and Gambette. The 16 foot 
Bourdon with 8-foot Salicional (or Viola), playing an 
octave higher than the music is written, has the same 
* , At11 8 foot 8tring tone stops combine well with a 
4-foot flute-tone stop, unless the latter is louder than the 
former. 
For rapid arpeggio work or harp effects, each organ 
possesses its own individual combination. Bourdon (16- 
foot), St. Diapason, and Violin often make a good com¬ 
bination. Sometimes a three rank mixture (Dolce 
Cornet) with the Bourdon is more pleasing. On one 
organ M. Guilmant used the Bourdon, Violin, and Vox 
Humana for rapid arpeggio work. On this organ the 
effect was singularly beautiful, but generally such a 
combination would be intolerable. 
In formulating rules for registration one is constantly 
reminded that no two organs are alike in specification or 
in voicing, and a combination which is effective on one 
organ may be intolerable on another organ. A rule 
sometimes given reads : “ Mixture stops should never 
be drawn with only 8 foot stops and yet a soft Dolce 
Cornet of three ranks, combined with a St. Diapason 
makes an effective combination for rapid arpeggio pass¬ 
ages when playing in the upper half of the keyboard. 
Another old rule forbids the use of the reed stop aloDe 
(excepting the Vox Humana). An Oboe, which is 
properly voiced, produces more of the plaintive quality, 
peculiar to the instrument of that name, when used 
alone than with any other 6top. Still another rule, 
which is attractive in theory, tells us that two 8-foot 
stops should be drawn for every 4-foot stop, at least 
three 8- foot stops and one 4 foot stop for every 2 foot stop, 
and each of the foregoing before using a 16-foot stop. 
Many muddy and drony effects which one hears are due 
to this method of combining stops by arithmetic. The 
effect which is desired is the controlling element in 
selecting stops, rather than the theory of so much salt to 
every quart of flour. 
The foregoing suggestions have been prepared solely 
for the benefit of young organists. They apply princi¬ 
pally to organs of moderate size, and may help to lead 
the way toward that most fascinating study of tone¬ 
coloring as exemplified in the stops of a large organ. 
IMPROVISING. 
Every young organist should study extempore play¬ 
ing, and he who devotes considerable time to perfecting 
himself in this branch of his work may rest assured that 
as his ability to improvise increases so will he be better 
fitted to fulfil the duties of a church organist; but—and 
it is a good sized but—it is only a step when this ability 
to improvise becomes a downright nuisance by being 
forced upon one's hearers on every possible occasion. 
Imagine the weariness of listening to improvisation, be 
it ever so fine, for prelude, interludes, response, and 
postlude twice a day for forty consecutive Sundays. 
Does any organist serve such a diet to his hearers ? Most 
certainly. There are dozens of organists who do not 
play a piece of printed music for prelude or postlude year 
after year. The writer well remembers attending service 
at a different church every Sunday morning and evening 
for nearly six months, during which time only three 
organ pieces and five arrangements were heard. 
Let your congregation hear the works of good com¬ 
posers, even selecting simple compositions if necessary, 
and remember that good improvising is as much a treat 
as little-neck clams ; but, like the clams, it must be 
served sparingly, else it becomes a bore.—Etc. 
IS ORGAN STUDY AN OBSTACLE TO PIANO 
TECHNIC ? 
From a purely technical standpoint, organ study the 
right kind of organ study—is far from being an obstacle 
to piano technic, but, on the contrary, it is an imme 
diate aid, inasmuch as it accomplishes several things. 
First, the acquirement of a perfect legato ; second, the 
habit of clearness in playing, for even the most carelefs 
and slovenly of pupils will instantly detect his short 
comings when placed at an organ ; third, the tendency 
of organ study to steady even the most nervous and 
erratic of players. Add to these the opportunities the 
organ affords for the study of tone-colors and for the 
exercise of individual taste, and it must be conced 
that the benefits to be derived from the study of this in 
strnment are far-reaching in their influence on genera 
musical culture. Schumann, who was possessed of the 
most liberal progressive spirit, as well as of the soundest 
Musical culture, warmly advocated the study of the 
organ for all piano students. 
Now, as to the practical side of organ study,—the 
bread-and-butter side,—the probability of being able to 
secnre and hold a church position. In point of fact, for 
a thoroughly equipped organist there is always room. 
rp0 be “thoroughly equipped ” means, however, raaDy 
things besides the mere technical mastery of the instru¬ 
ment. Most important is the ability to read rapidly and 
think clearly, but, above all, one must be possessed of a 
quick and sympathetic musical instinct, combining the 
capability of leading with that of following or accom¬ 
panying. For such a one there are no difficulties. To 
women,especially, an encouraging wold may he said. 
Women are by nature especially susceptible to religions 
influences. This sensibility, when combined with thor¬ 
ough musical training and the energy and determination 
which are carrying women nowadays to the front in 
every department of art and science, opens for them a 
career of special usefulness as church organists.—Effie 
E Murdock, in “American Conservatory Quarterly.” 
MIXTURES. 
Mr. William C. Carl is spending the month of 
August abroad, and will return about the middle of Sep¬ 
tember. 
Mr. Russell King Miller, of Philadelphia, was 
awarded the prize of fifty dollars, offered by the Ameri¬ 
can Guild of Organists, for the best organ voluntary. 
Josiah.—“ I noticed a powerful smell of smoke in 
church ; did you? ” 
Handy.—“Law, Mr. Josiah ! don’t you know all 
these city churches use pipe-organs? ” 
Schumann calls it a “ musical plague ” when a key 
sticks. Organists call it “a cipher” ; and yet it plagues 
them more than it ever did Schumann. 
When Girolamo Frescobaldi was chosen organist of 
St. Peter’s, in Rome, in 1614, thirty thousand people, 
attracted by his fame, came to listen to his first perform¬ 
ance. 
The following item appeared some time ago in the 
catalogue of a firm of organ-builders : 
“ No. 363, built in 1872. 
2 Manuals, 20 Registers. 
Deaf and-Dumb Asylum. 
Mr Clarence Eddy, wbo has resided abroad during 
the past two or three years, will probably return to this 
country early in the fall, and remain here during the 
winter, if not longer. 
Little Edith had just been to church for the first 
time— 
“And what did you think of it? ” asked her mother. 
“ I did not like the organ very well,” she replied. 
“Why not?” 
“ ’Tause there was n’t any monkey with it.” 
—‘ ‘ Harvard Lampoon. ’ ’ 
Messrs. John Edwin Riley, of Brooklyn, John 
Herman Loud, of Springfield, R. A. H. Clark, of Meri¬ 
den, Conn , G. W. Needham, of New Bedford, Mass., 
and William H. Jones, of Norfolk, Va., received the 
Associate degree (A. G. O.) at the last regular examina¬ 
tion of the American Guild of Organists. The value of 
the certificates of this association is becoming more and 
more apparent each year, and the number of candidates 
who apply for tbe examination (January and June) is 
constantly increasing. It is becoming evident to music 
committees that to acceptably play a hymn tune and 
waoder up and down the keyboard, pumping the swell- 
Pedal in the meantime, thus consuming the time allotted 
,ur the prelude, does not qualify one as a competent or- 
ginist The examinations of the guild are no! over-severe, 
'hey are less so than those of its English prototype, 
an'1 Vet, candidates to pass the examination, must possess 
‘‘ htir amount of technical and mental capability, and 
ose who receive the degree feel amply repaid for the 
tlme and trouble. 
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HUMORESKE. 
BY H. M. SHIP. 
Rossini was invited to a dinner in a private family. 
After dessert the hostess said : “Maestro, yon have con¬ 
ferred a great honor npon us. When will yon come to 
dine again ? ” 
“ At once, madame,” replied Rossini. 
“ Maestro,” said some one to Rossini, “ do you re¬ 
member that famous dinner given yon in Milan, when 
they served a gigantic macaroni pie? Well, I was 
seated next to yon.” 
“Indeed,” said Rossini, “I remember the macaroni 
perfectly, but I fail to recognize you.” 
In a town not far from Philadelphia a lecturer on 
musical subjects gave one of his lectures on Wagner, 
illustrated with stereopticon views. The gentleman 
who operated the stereopticon was a local novice, and 
he made several mistakes. But the climax was reached 
when the lecturer, after having explained the plot of one 
of the Wagner operas said : “ And our next view will 
show you where this great opera was first produced.” 
There was a nervous pause for a moment in the dark, a 
click, and behold ! Wagner’s head tamed upside down ! 
Gounod stood in high favor with the fair sex. One 
day one of his admirers found a cherry-stone npon his 
mantelpiece ; she took possession of it and had it made 
into a brooch set with pearls and diamonds. At their 
next meeting she called attention to this special act of 
homage, whereupon Gonnod replied : 
“ Madame, I never eat cherries. The stone which you 
found upon my mantelpiece surely comes from tbe 
mouth of my servant, John.” 
One day the newspapers said Verdi was practicing 
on a bicycle. A few days afterward they reported him 
at work on a requiem. 
One day a yonng composer brought a score to Rossini 
and asked him to look it over, and to make a cross at 
every error. After a few days he again called npon 
Rossini, who returned the score without any marks upon 
it. The composer said : 
“ Ah, you found no faults? ” 
“If I had put a cross at every error,” said Rossini, 
“ it would not be an opera, it would be a cemetery.” 
AHMS, it would appear, was possessed of a horror 
itograph seekers and callers in general, and ike 
, a celebrated man before him, took a d*''*h* ln 
,inK from their Hatches as often as lie could. One 
e best anecdotes we have seen about him runs as 
"was just leaving his house one day when a long- 
d youth, with a bundle of music under Ins arm, 
"an you tell me where Dr. Brahms lives? ” 
lertainly ” replied the Doctor, in his most amiable 
ier “in this house, up three flight,,” and, sosay- 
”harried away, and the long-haired youth climbed 
was a favorite pupil of Bach. Krebs is the 
*ord for crab, and bach means brook ; so Bach 
bs was tbe best crab in tbe brook. 
a of one of his concerts in London, in 1829, 
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the bassoon and the bass horn, asked me if it were a 
good place to hear.” 
There was in Vienna a man who played in the or¬ 
chestra who loathed the mnsic of Brahms. Although 
he ridiculed both the music aud the music maker, be 
was constantly with Brahms ; he walked with him, be 
haunted bis rooms, he sat by bis side in tbe restaurant. 
Asked the reason ol his hypocrisy, be answered : 
“ ’Tis true I hate Brahms’ music ; but when I am 
with him he can not compose.” 
Miss- to Mrs. -, whose daughter is at the 
piano : “ Your daughter has a nice touch. Where did 
she study?” 
“Oh, my daughter did not take any lesson*. She is 
a naturalist f " 
»• 
Here is an organ-blower story. He is an old bund at 
it, and he always takes his coat off when the organist 
plays the “ Hallelujah Chorus ” as a voluntary, which 
he always does on Easter Snnday. Last Easter Snnday, 
after service, he thus greeted the organist, wbo had just 
concluded playing that masterpiece : “ Fine, sir ; this is 
the thirty first Easter Sunday I’ve blowed it.” 
This is the way in which an English critic once spoke 
of the organist, the late Dr. Gauotlett, known aa the 
composer of "St. George” and other hymn tunes: 
“ Gauntlett, theomniamlmlent and self congratulatory 
individual, has distinguished himself lately by a circuit¬ 
ous peregrination, whose purport is only known to him 
self and such as exalt in multifarious mummeries and 
teratologic displays of officious interference in mat! era 
extraneous. The spheres themselves must uncircle their 
rotundity before the bulbous belligerence and circuitous 
circumference of this oily orgauist, whose glabritou* 
physiognomy is ever redundant of reminiscences other¬ 
wise nnremerabered.” 
Now is the appropriate time for some one to tell tbe 
anecdote of the little girl who, during a thunderstorm, 
asked if they were having music in heaven. Upon being 
answered in the affirmative, ahe sighed : “ Well, 1 guess 
Wagner must be leading the orchestra.” 
— i ■ ~ — 
COUNTING TIME. 
miRKKCR M. KING. 
A Studio Exi-eriknck. 
O.nb day I turned eavesdropper during a boy’s practice 
hour, relieved to find him industriously counting aloud, 
but was somewhat crestfallen to hear him count twenty 
eight in a measure. 
When some trying pa-sage at arms has fallen by the 
way, I have aaid, “But Lucy " (or Tommy), “did you 
count aloud, carefully?" " Yes, ma’am.” “Letmebrar 
yon." Then would come to pass the following: “One 
-two (scramble, exclamation !)-three (stumble)- four 
_f.j v.e_slx—sev-en (dead pause, on the still hunt for 
a note ; gets it right, correeU it. and plays wrong ; dead 
stop, long sigh, back once more to anchor)-eight 1 ” 
Then I take tbe little Luries and Tommies in hand ; I 
tell them that thst kind of counting will not do. 1 take 
them in the library and show them a French clock 
whose long, golden pendulum swings back and forth in 
the rhythm saered to mechanic law. I have them 
count carefully d la metronome, and then tell them to 
pretend they are the clocks and their counting the ticks 
of the pendulum. 
Then I proceed to have them listen to their own 
music, to the sway of tl.e swing song, the rock of the 
cradle in the lullaby, tbe rhythm of the waves in tbe 
barcarolle. ... . , . 
Of course, these are all pictorial tnrks only to lw 
actually used until you possess the child’s musical atten¬ 
tion Possession is nine points of the lsw, and your 
battle is half gained. Then, like the picture-blocks in 
the nursery, these little, harmless, attractive, makeshift 
methods may be thrust up into the musical attic 
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PROGRESS. 
Welcome home ! It is in the air ; we are greeted by 
it in the street, in church, at our studios. Most of us 
return refreshed ; a firmer tread, a clearer eye, a 
straighter back, testify to the closer touch with nature. 
How much the ball enters into American athletics ! 
Young and old follow the busy spheres in-doors and out. 
At the summer hotels it is billiards and bowling. 
Everywhere we drive, or chase, or follow the willing 
victims of our vigor in base- or foot-ball, tennis, croquet, 
cricket, golf, or polo, as if we were being paid for it—and, 
indeed, we are. For this and the countless varied activ¬ 
ities of life in the free air revive and renew in us 
the spirit of courage to meet and the strength to execute 
the serious duties of our profession. 
Early in life do we begin to learn that our strides for¬ 
ward can be marked by the intervals of recuperation. 
We climb up to the rim of the rut in which we have 
grooved ourselves and take a breath, and look about us ; 
we exchange salutations with others whom we discover 
standing on the rims of their ruts. We try to look wise 
and appear as if we had not been in a rut at all, as also 
do they ; but presently we find that they have been doing 
things that we have not which were quite worth while, 
and before we return again the chances are we will have 
ontgrown our rut; it will not fit us. We shall have to 
groove a new one. A few years of this experience and 
we are too broad for ruts, and we stand on the level of 
professional activity, well equipped, a man or a woman 
among men and women ; conscious that not one of us 
can attain the distinction of exceptional attainment, but 
that we are each dependent upon the other for some pecu¬ 
liar strength or gift, and that it is the aggregate which 
determines the purity and dignity of character of our 
profession. Those who realize this, progress. This, in 
itself, is progress. 
“DICTION MAKES VOICE.” 
Here is a proposition—who shall refute it? Con¬ 
cerning this matter there is at present a strong tendency 
to a division in the ranks of masters of singing. We 
have no intention of precipitating a discussion, but the 
side of the question covered by the above title is worthy 
of thought. Its claim to truth can be substantiated. 
Diction comprehends actual presentation of thought 
through the medium of vocal tone. Its perfection is 
determined, first, by purity of vowel ; second, by adjust 
ment of accent; third, by distribution of stress ; fourth, 
by adaptation to rhythm ; and fifth, by phrasing. 
Diction comprehends actual presentation of thought 
through the medium of vocal tone. 
To students of pure tone as the means to the end, the 
claim that any or all of these five considerations can 
ultimately lead to the pure tone to which they are giving 
so much time and thought appears presumptuous, and 
perhaps justly so ; but if it can be shown that these 
influences are more potent than they bad supposed, a 
wider margin may be given to their opportunities for 
growth, and quicker results will follow. 
There must inevitably be a reaction from the extreme 
position recently made popular by certain physicians 
and professors. They have gone so deeply into the 
problem of tone in the scientific aspect that one wonders 
why they and their followers do not sing themselves. 
The action and purposes of the various muscles have 
been determined with such nicety, the hollow spaces and 
their relative and proportionate functions so exactly 
described, that it would seem that the whole system was 
reducible to a working formula, and that all one had to 
do was to write a prescription, and behold, a voice ! But 
they do not sing. The theories are beautiful ; the dis¬ 
coveries are wonderful; the science is indisputable; 
but the results, oh, the results ! 
And so, I repeat, a reaction is sure to follow these 
attempts to coerce theories into practice ; and it is not 
surprising that the first tendency is to rush to the other 
extreme. We find already a class of teachers who are 
pinning their faith to the proposition that “diction 
makes voice ” ; and that they are far more deserving of 
success, and likely to succeed, who can doubt? For 
they deal with the real^ the practical, and, without 
question, much benefit will accrue to the art because of 
the clearness with which their claims will be presented. 
Let us examine these five requisites of diction: 
Purity of Vowel. 
A famous German professor uses only words in his 
teaching, but so intently does he watch the pupil that 
the slightest deviation from the true vowel sound of 
each syllable is the basis for another effort. His claim 
is, “ If the vowel is true the tone must be correct.” He 
does not confine himself to one language, but covers all 
the vowel shades in the four musical languages. 
Furthermore, he teaches by phrases, not by single 
words. Without discussing the truth of his claim that 
a true vowel sound insures correct tone emission, we 
can not deny that he has given to the world great artists. 
He began with the vowel 0. He asserts that a person 
can not make a pure, round, true O, mouth and throat 
shaped to the vowel, and show the slightest tendency to 
throatiness,—try it. From that he gradually included 
all the vowel sounds, by introducing them in sentences 
selected for the purpose. 
Adjustment of Accent. 
If you have given the matter thought you will 
probably say, with some warmth, accent is adjusted ; 
which is precisely the point. It is most assuredly an 
ever-present and infinitely varied factor in the giving 
out of sentences ; but accent is dormant in the sentence 
itself. It is in diction that accent is a revealed force. 
It is this giving out of the sentence, constantly aiming 
to adjust the vocal forces to the ever-varying shades of 
thought, compelling infinite control and incessant con¬ 
trast, that promotes the growth of voice. As good a 
definition of singing as any might be “ vocal control. ” 
By taking a sentence with many difficulties of accent, 
and singing it persistently, the difficulties of accent dis¬ 
appear. Who shall say that this attribute of diction 
does not insure vocal control—in other words, makes 
voice? 
Distribution of Stress. 
In the singing field nothing excites admiration more 
than the brilliancy of stress effects. It is useless to 
deny it. A pleasant tone driven home by the intensity 
of passion and vitality is thrilling to the last degree. 
To be sure, it must have its proper setting in an artistic 
design ; the mind prepared by gradually leading up to 
it; the associate demands of diction in equal perfection ; 
but the effect is complete, and what of the effect upon 
the voice? It is here that nerves defy muscles ; tones 
spring into life with increased stress at every trial, and 
granted that the singer is wisely directed, we can not 
deoy that this attribute of diction makes voice. 
Adaptation to Rhythm. 
A voice which wandered aimlessly about regardless 
of rhythmic discipline could command no hearers 
associate with no others, or interpret no master’s 
thought. Rhythm is both spur and curb to the voice 
It glides ; it stumbles ; it dallies*; it rushes ; it rests- 
all in the space of a page. It borrows its pulsations 
from the cradle, the heart beat, the waves, the tramp of 
feet, the clang of forge and bell, and the mighty rush 
wind and storm, and the voice must answer perfectl 
and without protest to these demands. Muscles and 
nerves are quickened and strengthened by such disci 
pline; rhythm is no insignificant factor in “dicti!' 
which makes voice.” 
Phrasing. 
Phrasing deals both with form and thought; it stands 
between the mind which conceives and the technic 
which reveals. It searches out the truth and presents 
it to the ear. Its powers are limited only by the limita- 
tions of the one who employs it. Its effect is measured 
by the quality of minds which receive it. Phrasing in 
vocal music comprehends the simplest, most direct, 
most natural portrayal of thought, sentiment, or emotion 
through the medium of a sentence. Its value as a tone 
factor lies in its grasp of a circle of forces which combine 
to the end in view. It plays upon the permutations of 
vowel color, accent, stress, and rhythm with indescrib¬ 
able delicacy or intensity. It breathes a prayer or 
thunders an anathema with no disturbing sense to nerve 
or brain. Its strength lies in its control of technical 
forces, and in its power to measure and adjust thought 
so that it shall be most effectively transmitted to the 
minds of men. In addition to this it deals with the 
respiratory problem. It keeps a controlling thought 
on physical endurance ; it measures large spaces and 
acoustic and atmospheric conditions, and adjusts the 
distribution of its forces accordingly. And this is phras¬ 
ing, and to its wise employment the voice owes more 
than to any single attribute of “ diction which makes 
voice.” 
The system employed by those who depend solely 
upon the diction which makes voice is the immediate 
entrance upon repertory, using every sentence as a means 
to the end. This is extended rapidly to the oratorio 
and opera groups, all work being carried as near to per¬ 
fection as range and strength will permit. This, too, has 
peculiar advantages, from the start one’s efforts are 
making in the direction of experience and musicianship. 
Breadth and understanding of the vocal mission can 
never obtain without familiarity with the gTeat works; 
and, other things being equal, an early acquaintance with 
the thousand phases of diction afforded by correct 
models is of immense advantage to those who look for 
a career. Do my readers surmise that I am pledged to 
the proposition that “diction makes voice”? By no 
means ; but is it not true that there is a strong tendency 
on the part of many earnest stndents of method to 
overlook the influences of diction, beginning much 
later than is necessary to blend these influences with 
pure tone study ? 
A THEORY OF SINGING. 
The following pithy, almost humorous write-up of 
the vocal profession by a noted London critic, taken trom 
the “Musical Standard,” is too good to be passed by. 
The first inclination of the Vocal Editor was to edit it, 
using to some extent the shears, especially on the para¬ 
graph referring to our American friend, but the allu¬ 
sion to Sbriglia is of so much value to the young ar*'8 
whose faces are turned Parisward that it has been le 
intact. Every line, while it may not be gospel, is rich J 
suggestive, and I advise students of voice to read i 
through twice. 
It is impossible to open any musical paper nowadays 
without being struck by the fact that the burning que- 
tion of the hour is voice production. Men, otherwise 
of mild and conciliatory manners, will grow quite dis 
putatious and excited when their pet theories of sing 
ing are attacked, and every teacher of singing appear* 
to have liis own method, which he easily shows is ba.e 
on nature. It would not matter very much, per ape. 
if the conflict were confined to professors tbem9e Te® 
but such is not the fact, for nowadays almost eve 
vocal aspirant is quite learned in the mechanism o ^ 
voice. And there is precious little science abou ^ 
I remember’ a clever young surgeon who told me 
he once drove home with a young professor of voice P 
dnetion who beguiled the time by expatiating on ^ 
methods, and in the course of his exposition aire 
his knowledge of the larynx, the pharynx, t ie 
phragm, and of the rest of the box of voice-pr 11 < 
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tricks. Unfortunately, my medical friend had to come 
to the conclusion that the young voice-producer had but 
aD elementary knowledge of the physiology of his sub¬ 
ject and that that knowledge might in many cases be 
called ignorance. It is very easy to obtain a kind of 
general idea of the anatomy of the human being from 
those pretty little diagrams which are to be found in all 
text-books on singing, and from the more elaborate 
pUtes in medical text books and dictionaries, but as 
soon as a half-baked scientist begins to theorize on this 
slender foundation he is apt to take matters for granted 
on which the whole College of Surgeons would refrain 
from dogmatizing. 
I have studied all these diagrams, too ; and I could 
cook up an article which, on the surface, would appear 
very learned ; but I lack the incentive, not being a voice- 
producer by profession. Perhaps in time I may take up 
the teaching of singing, especially as I find that one need 
not one’s self be a great singer. For instance, Mr. 
Perley Dnnn Aldrich, an American writer on voice pro¬ 
duction who has considerable vogue across the pond, 
has written an article on " a few prominent European 
teachers of singing,” in which I find it stated—and I 
quote the statement with all reservations—that Signor 
Sbriglia, the renowned teacher of M. Jean de Reszke, 
is not much of a practical musician. “ He teaches,” 
Mr. Aldrich tells us, “ with a poor upright piano, which 
he plays with one or two fingers, striking an occasional 
chord with the rest, with a shockingly bad touch.” As 
for his singing, “he can not make a decent tone.” But 
his critic is of opinion that he has an ear for vocal sound 
and a way of getting a concentrated upper voice that 
works wonders occasionally. He is a man of one idea — 
vocal sounds—and his way of getting them. And yet 
Signor Sbriglia must be a teacher of great talent, for he 
has produced some fine siDgers, M. Planqon among 
them ; and Jean de Reszke himself has given him this 
pithy testimonial: “ To my dear friend and professor, 
Sbriglia, the one and only to whom I owe my tenor 
voice, in sign of recognition and affectionate friendship.” 
Personally I should say that Signor Sbriglia is a man 
of common sense who concentrates himself on making 
his pnpils sing, and does not worry them or himself with 
flimsy theories of voice production. And that is how 
the old teachers worked more or less. They may have 
had, and some did have, the special physiologic 
knowledge of the present-day semi scientific “ voice- 
specialist,” but they kept their knowledge to themselves 
and did not load up their pupils’ minds with it, with 
the inevitable result that not a single tone can be pro¬ 
duced without painful self-consciousness. The voice of 
these made-up singers is always a thing apart from 
themselves. And as it invariably happens that such a 
singer, in his passion for production, has gone the round 
of every singing master and mistress in Paris or London, 
it follows, as a matter of course, that the voice is pro¬ 
duced in as many different ways, and the singing of 
such a one is a concise exposition of all the methods 
under the sun, and only here and there an expression of 
the man himself. 
If I were a teacher of singing I should trouble myself 
very little about special methods of breathing, and when 
once I had placed the voice (you see bow magnificent, 
my method is, for I quite easily skip over the many diffi¬ 
culties in my way) I should concentrate myself on mak- 
ing my pupil sing naturally. It seems to me that the 
general idea of voice teaching is that you must assume 
your pupil has a big voice, and you must found your 
teaching on that hypothesis. Now, I do not pretend to 
Be a voice-specialist, my ideas being based only on my 
experience of singing in the concert-room and on the 
opera-stage—my experience of hearing other people sing, 
I mean. But during this season I have heard Jean de 
Reszke every time he has sung at Covent Garden, and 
Mme. Melba, too ; I have heard Salfza, Gnra, Planqon, 
Lillian Blauvelt, Lloyd, Ben Davies, Van Hoose, Santley, 
Patti, Clara Butt, Lilli Lehmann, Schumann Heinck, 
Blanche Marchesi, David Bispham, Van Rooy, Dippel, 
and many others, all within the space of a few weeks , 
and if there is any lesson these singers have taught me 
it is this: they have sung best when they have sung most 
naturally and easily. I have sat, so to speak, at the feet 
of Jean de Reszke and Melba ; I have sat also at the 
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back of the stalls ; and I have been still higher up in 
the house. 
What I learned from the bulk of these singers was that, 
even when they seemed to be singing with all the 
strength at their command, as a matter of fact they were 
producing their notes quite easily and naturally, with no 
more effort than is noticeable in a good speaker. I also 
remarked that directly a singer forced his voice, or tried 
to get an edge on it which it did not naturally have when 
he or she was singing quite easily, the tone lost all color 
and expressiveness. From the balcony Jean de Reszke, 
in the third act of “ Tristan,” gives one the impression 
that no human being could produce such tone without 
making heroic efforts ; from the first or second row of 
the stalls, however, it is plain that he sings wilh much 
emotion, but that the voice itself is produced quite easily 
and freely. It is almost as if he were speaking, so well 
does the music come within his powers. Nor does the 
voice sound very big at close quarters ; hardly so large 
as the voices of some of the smaller tenors, who remind 
one of nothing so much as the frog who would he an ox. 
But the farther you get away from Jean de Reszke the 
bigger his voice sounds, simply because its vibrations 
have room for expansion. Then, again, with Mme. 
Melba, yon would hardly imagine, when sitting in the 
front row of the stalls, that her glorious voice is filling 
the whole auditorium so that the enthusiast hanging 
over the gallery-rails can hear her most pianissimo note 
even more clearly than you can close at hand. Take her 
singing of the jewel song in “ Faust ” as an instance in 
point. It is quite ridiculous how easily she sings ; there 
is no straining of any kind, and she just opens her mouth 
and the pearly tones stream forth. And if you watch 
her, and Jean de Reszke, too, you will notice that each 
has a peculiar nervous restraint, a kind of balanced calm; 
so that even in the most impassioned moments, to take 
Jean de Reszke in this instance, you are made aware that 
the singer never allows his emotion to overflow his voice 
(if the instrumental metaphor may be allowed). In 
neither case is there any attempt on the part of the 
singer to force the tone, and even when Jean de Reszke 
appears to do so it is only a bit of acting for dramatic 
poses. 
[y system of training, then, would be to find the 
it of vocal power of my pupils; and that limit, I 
j, can not be determined by putting your pnpils 
>ugh a course of vocal exercises without any meaning 
motion behind them. It must be the limit of expres- 
,. Directly my popil lost expressive tone color, which I 
aid determine by giving him art-music and not exer- 
s to sing, I should know be was singing beyond his 
rer The training of the voice seems to me to be a 
v difficult affair because, after all, composer* demand 
much of any one singer. They demand that he shall 
xpressive (at least the modern composers do) through- 
the compass of his voice, although it is quite lmpos- 
le to get much expression on the highest notes, . till, 
g-stem of training would he to make my tenor keep 
1 within his powers in the highest note*, and I would 
er allow him to cultivate his high notes as if they 
re a separate part of bis voice. If they were^natn- 
!sma 1 I should train him to maketbem as effective 
i ■ tua. ;n my opinion (another theory, free 
I !^1 writing » quite in its infancy. Yon see, 
“Si M canto school of composition -lid not ask for 
old oci waR treated more or 
*1 11 these musically effective notes in a voice for 
,nld train a voice no these and the 
ulity and expressiveness. Take care 
stakes care of itsd^ flf trainilip would be 
Rnto.‘andPp?.y«ncai, and Tba^e 
paralyied on their emotional side that it baa led me to 
specnlate as to whether something could not lie done for 
them. Very often it is a mere question of liver—to he 
“ beastly physiologic ”—and sometimes it is because the 
nature wants screwing up and hurting a little in the 
process. You can teach people to think or, at any rate, 
to go through a process which serves well enough in its 
place ; why can’t you teach them to feel, too? I believe 
it can lie done. The fat, nerveless, lethargic singer I 
would put through a course of gymnastic exercises until 
his muscles and nerves became taut as steel wire; I 
would send him to blood-curdling melodramas ; I would 
regulate his diet; I would make him learn to recite 
poetry so as to get some meaning into his voice ; 1 would 
give him opportunities of failiDg violently and hopelessly 
in love ; and generally he would have a regular routing 
out. The thin, anemic singer I would enrich with good 
food and fresh air; and the exuberantly good-natured 
fool should be made quite unhappy by being starved. 
The main aim would be to prevent a lethargic self con¬ 
ceit. And then, on the musically intellectual aide, they 
should be made to hear all the finest violinist* and 
pianists of the world, so that they might learn something 
of phrasing ; they would lie dosed with Beethoven and 
WagDer and Mozart; and, above all, they would be made 
to learn the meaning of the words of the songs they sing. 
R. I*egg lo. 
This is s good time of the year for the teacher to be 
on the lookout for songs for teaching purjtoeen to add to 
his repertoire. They are not easily found, and they are 
always worth hunting for. Pupils much prefer to bsve 
different songs, and 1 letter, than their friends who are 
under the instruction of other teachers. Good teaching 
songs are a factor in successful work. 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
KB. V._Your rmponrihllltlc. quite equal your dlftcnKIro. t 
.hoiild Orel ground the young m«» In the rudimentary work In the 
key hoard; hi. hand, may be .HIT and l.e may work at a dlMdvan- 
lave In m.ny way., but If. u you «tgg-t, hi. aft.rt.are probably 
wflh a view to a earner, tht. feature oaa not be dUpenaed with. 
You .peak of tuning-fork.; do n’t at tempi the work until be ha. an 
Introment. The fork l. a good thing In It. pirns; Ha place I. not 
in the hand, of » nun of hi. age, ««»-* he ha. arrived at quite 
„ome maturity mnrirolly. It then can be uaed a. a guide or pitch 
at funeral, or place, where the keyboard I. net available. Teur 
knowledge of the female voice 1. of valoe only to the eaten! of free- 
dom of tone. There lo no work publtobed that cover, your cadurive 
and particular nrod ; the neareri approach U, 111. Kh.k-pe.re'. new 
work on ringing, and Itandeggcf. method for low red.* 
i sunsi-ainicR.—dodging from lb. ralber eab.u.Uv. account of 
ur experience, and condition you are-Bering from lnjodldou. 
, of the voice after a cold and have usd a faulty met and la taking 
,ur high notea Ton may po«!bly b.v. -me aerio.. throat 
*ble and I ahould be Inellned to dl.reg.rd aay Inform.Uon on 
at Jon. until a pbyriri.o -ho U a valro-.peclri.ri *«• pronounced 
„„ ,, It u lo the lari degree Improbable that yon will not regain 
ur high note. If Judldou* treatment to made your rule of life and 
It a* tut a.—Too have .vldenliy not rend lb# carl.*, alln.lon. to 
e i remote that have appeared In the colam t ■ of Tns Etciw In Ibe 
.1 two years. Why t. It that people launch tbdr Invective, 
ain't . vibration In the human vole. Indtocrlmlo.toly - Why 
„ thev not »ee that a certain moderate, thoroughly controlled vl- 
■allntJln lb. voice I. no. only po-thl. but d-dmb.e when the 
•cl condition, lo other rmpeett favor It. Swb a o-ndiUoc 
ghtly termed Ih. 'vibrator.” and I. need by every erUri th.t be. 
er made a ritrcoM on lb. operate .Uga. 
In contrari to tUs .atria, In many vol-e. badly trained nr that 
,re lewn .trained, another eondtltea called the ” tronrido, which 
” , unvteadlnee* of lone, trcmhllng. rid., which to a -re acre— 
rtf Vronir mtlbodt. It •f*ic controlled, It natural or 
w3de and by the I rained llrienor to never mtolak.n for a vibrato. 
e lLncr. wlto the- -ho make a -*>»-*'^ 
hat they are plea—d to term the tre—olo. They do not undere-nd 
. . ,i_ wgji I** distinguish MtVt that ^bUib It 
“ -ranTr:^7.^^ Z tremolo,. wrong heron- 
uThe rcuIt of forcing or wrong condition. The vibrato to right 
her, perfectly controlled, heron- It 1. natural to. the human vofcw 
rjrJJit Of right training, « -e» « the tree vridri. for 
miMtlon* 
Mu F 8 -Your gin of fifteen .booId not nae ebrot ton- na high 
, First nwco. Kb. .honld make her change os P. - -®y U»- 
rfow -on I. flat or C. Her middle vole.^**^*£7£ 
rroc note*, even though they aro very "****_£%£* 
beri vole. - high »n.l» rows)rage a moot d.nferou. 
lori contralto, ring their middle not- down to B nni t, rnlbw 
liin changing. 
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Thosk of onr readers who have not already subscribed 
for an advance copy of Mr. A. J. Goodrich’s great book, 
“Theory of Interpretation,” will do well to do so this 
month, as the work is rapidly nearing completion. We 
expect to have the work on the market for fall teach¬ 
ing. It is one of those practical works that throw 
light on the misty subject of music that every student 
longs for. It will give aid on everything except actual 
technic. The spiritual in music is analyzed, beginning 
with the smallest germ or motive and showing the con¬ 
struction of the whole composition by dividing it into 
several parts. It tells all about the various schools of 
interpretation ; what is a gavotte, a minuet, and the 
forms of dance music. It is written in an interesting 
style ; one that any student can understand. A know¬ 
ledge of the intricacies of harmony is not necessary, but 
it will materially increase the desire for more knowledge. 
The advance price is only 75 cents. It will be a large 
work of nearly 400 large pages. Let us have your order 
at once. 
from it should make it a point to induce every new pupil 
to become a subscriber and a reader of the musical 
journal par excellence. And not only the new pupils; 
all others who do not know The Etude should be in¬ 
terested in it. It appeals to the music lover and amateur 
as well as to those who give much attention to the study 
of music. Nearly three hundred pages of music and a 
number of art supplements are included in each volume 
of The Etude. Send for circular of our liberal and 
valuable premiums to those who solicit subscriptions. 
The Etude for October will contain the usual num¬ 
ber of good practical articles on musical topics. A 
noteworthy one is on the English hymn-tune composers, 
such as Barn by, Dykes, Tours, etc., by Dr. E. H. Robin¬ 
son, illustrated by portraits ; also a third article by Mr. 
C. C. Converse, on the higher musical value of the “ rag 
time” element, and some specially valuable depart¬ 
mental material. 
“Sight-beading Album,” volume n, is on the mar¬ 
ket, and is on its mission of giving pleasure. The feature 
of the book is the careful selection of the pieces. No 
teacher need complain of lack of good music of easier 
type when such books are coming out. There are ten 
beginners to one advanced pnpil. One reason for this is 
that the path of the beginner is not made pleasant, and 
one by one they fall by the wayside, discouraged. Mr. 
Landon has a collection in his “Sight-reading Album ” 
that makes the practice of music a pleasure. Every piece 
is a gem, and as the volume is played through, the 
pupil grows more musical and loves the study. The 
book can be studied in place of the “ Sonatina Album ” 
of K uhlan and Clementi. Volume i can be taken up as a 
pupil leaves the instruction book. The importance of 
interesting the pupil in the study is paramount to all 
else. Without this, failure results. The pieces studied 
figure very largely in determining the progress of the 
pupil, and too much importance can not be attached to 
it. 
By the time this number has reached the subscribers 
many teachers will have made a start into the new sea¬ 
son’s work, and others will be about commencing. 
Both classes have failed in measuring up to their obliga¬ 
tions if they have not carefully considered their new 
season’s work and have not prepared themselves in every 
way possible for their coming work. New ideas, im¬ 
proved methods, new and valuable studies and drill- 
principles are being brought to the attention of the pub¬ 
lic every month, and the teacher who does not keep up 
with the times can only travel in the rear of the pro¬ 
cession. 
The Etude is a music teachers’ exchange. Every¬ 
thing new and of value receives notice and discussion. 
The editor is always on the lookout for new ideas, for 
practical helps, light on old ideas, and all discussions 
that can in any way help the earnest, progressively dis¬ 
posed teacher. Many directions are given to pupils, but 
the one in print always stays longest. The Etude goes 
into the pupil’s home, is always at hand, and the teacher 
can call attention to anything that he wants the pupil 
to study and to heed. No teacher can afford to be with¬ 
out the help of a music journal, and The Etude has no 
peer in point of merit or circulation. Neither trouble 
nor expense is considered in securing features to make 
The Etude valuable, and the future months shall Bhow 
no diminution in this constant endeavor. 
At the beginning of the new season every teacher who 
believes in The Etude because he has received help 
The leading conservatories of the country are laying 
great stress on their work in ear training. We want to 
call the attention of directors of conservatories and of 
the music departments of schools to the fact that we 
publish the best text-book on the subject, “ Ear Train- 
ing,” by A. E. Heacox, which has been adopted by a 
number of schools and conservatories. Private teachers 
also find it a good thing to start classes in this subject. 
A copy will be sent to any address, postpaid, for 75 cents. 
Mb. Tapper’s latest work, “ Pictures of Great Com¬ 
posers,” is in press and on our special offer list. We 
desire that all interested should know of this new book. 
It is a book for children on the great composers. Very 
little literature of this kind exists. This book should 
be welcomed by all music lovers. It can be read by 
parent, child, and teacher. It will be just the book for 
a studio table for pupils to read while waiting for les¬ 
sons. It will be on our special offer but a short time 
longer, and 50 cents will purchase one now and we 
pay transportation. If the book is charged to the ac¬ 
count of any of our patrons, postage is added. Send in 
your order. It can not be bought for double the price 
when the book is once published. Our special offers are 
never disappointing. We have yet to hear of any dis¬ 
satisfaction from any one who has taken advantage of 
any of them. Let us have your order before it is too 
late. 
If you have not selected your dealer for this season 
write to us for terms and catalogues. Why not try us 
for a season ? 
The new pipe-organ instructor, “ Graded Materialsfor 
the Practice of the Pipe organ,” by J. H. Rogers, is 
about ready, and this month will be the last chance to 
procure a copy at a low price. It contains the best 
graded course for pipe-organ we have ever met. Mr. 
Rogers is a practical organist of vast experience, and an 
educator who understands the needs of the American 
student. The book will contain many selections, and 
can be used in church. Even if you do not teach, but 
hold a church position, you will find the book valuable 
E-fty cents will procure a copy if the money is sent now. 
Remember that the offer is good only for this month. 
we nave made preparations for a large trade. Ou 
stock has been enlarged ; new shelving built. We nov 
cover three floors, each 150 feet long. Our large busines 
in on sale ’ music entails a great amount of extn 
work, but it is so great an accommodation to teachers 
who live in remote places that we continue to give it 
close attention, although few other dealers feel that it 
pays, and do not give it much attention. During Sep¬ 
tember it will be well, if our customers are in haste for 
a regular order, to write it on separate sheets from the 
“on sale” order, otherwise there may be a delay of a 
few days. If you do not. understand the plan of “on 
sale, ’ ’ send to us for circular. Briefly, it is this: You can 
have anything we have in stock to examine and retain 
during the whole season ; you return unsold stock at 
the end of the teaching year, when a settlement is ex¬ 
pected. Regular accounts are settled monthly. Byregu- 
lar, we mean music purchased outright. We also send 
out our new publications every mouth during the winter. 
This gives teachers a good selection of music to draw 
from as the pupils’ needs require. 
Mathews’ “Standard Graded Course of Studies” 
and Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” are just as success¬ 
ful as ever. Notwithstanding the fact that almost every 
large publisher in the country has copied the first-men¬ 
tioned work, so far from being hindered, the sale of 
this, the original, has been stimulated. If you have 
not used this course of studies, send to us for it for 
examination. We should be pleased to send you any 
one of the ten volumes (a grade to each volume), or all 
of them, for you to look over. We, indeed, invite com¬ 
parison ; we feel sure of the result. 
Mason’s “School System of Technic” is used by 
almost every thorough teacher in the United States. 
We shonld be pleased to send this also for examination. 
It is published in four volumes, containing “ Two- 
Finger Exercises,” “ The School of Chords,” “School of 
Arpeggios,” and the “ School of Octave Playing.” 
We guarantee all the metronomes which we sell from 
any defect in manufacture. If they are found defective, 
we immediately send another one. We sell both the 
foreign and American make, birt are making a specialty 
of the American, as we have had less complaint from 
this than from the foreign ; and we fill all orders with 
this unless we hear to the contrary. The price of both 
is the same : $2.50 net for the one without bell, $3 50 net 
with bell, with 25 cents additional for postage on each. 
We also allow a small discount where a quantity is pur¬ 
chased at one time. We hope to receive your orders. 
Special Renewal Offer for September—To 
those of our subscribers who renew their subscriptions 
during the present month we make the following offer: 
For $2.25 we will renew their subscription for one year 
and send them, postpaid, a new-style music satchel, 
carrying music by simply folding it once, instead of 
wearing it out by rolling it. Of these satchels we have 
sold a great number, and they have given the greatest 
satisfaction. They can be furnished either in tan or in 
black. Just at the beginning of the season this is a 
good opportunity for obtaining a very necessary article. 
If it is possible for you to send one other subscription 
besides your own, with $3.00 in cash, we will send yon 
a copy of our new work, “Modern Sonatinas,” an ad¬ 
vertisement of which will be found elsewhere in these 
pages ; if you send us two new' ones besides yonr own, 
we will send you, postpaid, a copy of Mr. Mathews new 
work for the use of musical clubs, entitled “3 be Mas¬ 
ters and Their Music.” This is one of the most valua¬ 
ble books on our catalogue. 
*.*• 
The coming season, without doubt, is going to be one 
of the most successful ones which all of ns have ever ex 
perienced. Everything points that way. The manu 
facturers are extremely busy, and we know Irom °nr 
own experience that even here, in the month of Angus , 
there has been very little falling-off in our business. 
Schools and teachers should prepare for this, just as we 
have been. Every one should receive his share. Those 
with a “ tact ” for business will be the greatest gainers 
Bring yourself before the public ; let the people in ^ ^ 
neighboring towns know that you have a school , 8 
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, to get pupils. Get them to write to you first, 
the. ,Jn present the advantages of your school to them 
T correspondence ; in other words, advertise, and now 
* time to do 80. The most successful school that 
I know of, or perhaps I ought to say one of the most 
" fal schools, has kept an advertisement running 
THE Etude constantly for several years. We are 
Ikimr a special rate for professional advertising, and 
we invite correspondence from teachers and schools on 
the subject. Our circulation is the largest, if not 
larger than all the rest of the music journals combined. 
The Etude circulates in every community in the United 
States and Canada. 
We will publish during August a “ Key to Mansfield’s 
Students’ Harmony,” which will be a great aid to those 
who have been using the latter work and those who are 
about to study harmony. Every exercise in the book 
is written out in this key. Those studeuts who are re¬ 
mote from any good teacher can take up the study of 
harmony without the aid of a teacher. The proper way 
to proceed is to work out the exercises without referring 
to the key, and then compare the written-out exercise to 
the one in the key, and any mistakes can be at once de¬ 
tected. To the young teacher the key will be of great 
aid in showing the best manner of writing harmony. 
The special offer price of 40 cents, postpaid, will be in 
force during the month of September. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
The music inthisnnmber of The Etude willbeiound 
very interesting and full of variety. 
“ Nanette,” by George Marks Evans, is a useful little 
song that will surely commend itself to our readers. 
" Rococo,” by F. Neumann, as befits the title, is some¬ 
what florid in style, yet is not difficult. The melody 
is pleasing and has a slight touch of old-time flavor. 
“ Polish Chivalry,” by A. Pieczonka, is a brilliant, 
dashiDg piece in mazurka rhythm that well represents 
the national characteristics of the Polish people. We 
are sure it will be a very popular piece. 
Our four-hand number this month is “ Pavane Fa¬ 
vorite,” by F. Brisson, a fine arrangement of an old-time 
popular French air. It is brilliant and effective, yet 
makes no great demands on the technical ability of the 
performers. 
“The Song You Sang That Night,” by W. J. Balt- 
zell, is in the ballad style, and will be found useful as a 
teaching-piece or for a place in recital programs. The 
range is moderate and there is considerable variety m 
expression in the piece. 
Handel’s “ Largo ” is so well known as scarcely to 
need any word of comment. The arrangement printed 
in this number has the broad harmonies of the orches¬ 
tra, and the solo must be clearly brought without sus¬ 
tained tone, whether the piece be played on organ or 
piano. 
“Quietude,” by Louis Gregh, belongs to the always 
pleasing “songs without words” class. The opening 
melody in the tenor gives a very rich, broad character 
k> the piece. It well expresses the mood of one who 
delights to sit at the instrument in the gathering twi¬ 
light and play, as it were, out of pure feeling. 
“By the Bbookside,” by Bertbold Tours, is a 
smoothly flowing, graceful piece, thoroughly descriptive 
°f the scene suggested in the title, and is particularly 
adapted for use as a “ study-piece ”—that is, for pupils 
who wish melody and lively movement, but who are 
averse to the technical labor necessary to gain a facile 
technic. 
THE ETUDE 
The programs of the Neave MubIc School, at Salisbury, N. C., 
show a good work. Work will be resumed early in September. 
The Bloomington, Ill., Conservatory of Music, Mr. Arthur Bas¬ 
sett, director, opens the new season with an increased faculty and 
in new quarters. 
Mrs. Fannie F. Vorheks, of Kansas City, a prominent contralto, 
has been appointed as the superintendent of music in the public 
schools of that city. 
Mr. Robert D. Bra ink has accepted the post of director of the 
Springfield, O., Conservatory of Music, and will also have charge of 
the music at the Grand Opera House. 
Mr. William M. Binder, of Pottstown, Pa., has been at work 
right along the whole summer. His pupils in the medium and 
advanced grades gave a recital the last week in July. 
Mr. Ernst von Schlechtendal has accepted the position of 
director of the music department of the Centenary Female College, 
Cleveland, Tenn. The fall session will begin September 7th. 
We have received the catalogue of the music department con¬ 
nected with the Kansas State Normal School, at Emporia, Mr. 
Charles A. Boyle, director. Mr. Boyle reports a very successful y* ar 
last season. 
Dr. M. L. Bartlett, of the Des Moines, Iowa, Musical College, 
was the conductor of the Music Festival at the Midland Chautauqua 
Assembly, Des Moines. The catalogue of the college shows a fine 
curriculum. 
Mr. William C. Carl, of New York City, will open a school for 
the study of the organ at 34 West Twelfth Street Mr. Carl will fol¬ 
low the methods of Guilm&nt, the great French organist and com¬ 
poser. A couree in theory is to be included In the curriculum. 
The New York College of Music, Mr. Alexander Lambert, direr- 
tor, will reopen September 4th. Mr. W. J. Henderaon, the wi ll- 
known critic, will deliver a seriee of lectures on music. All the 
leading teachers have been retained, and Mr. Lambert will have the 
help of nineteen teachers in the piano department. 
Miss Florkncr Dodd, of London, writer, teacher, and ex|K>nenl 
of the Virgil clavier system, has t*een engaged to leach in the t la- 
Tier Company Piano School, 2« Weet Fifteenth Street, New I ork 
City. For the past two years Miss Dodd baa been in Berlin, where 
she studied with Moszkowski, Jedllczka, and de Pachmann. 
I have the greatest confidence in yonr dealings, and 
find it a pleasnre to trust yon with my patronage. 
E. Blanche Little. 
Allow me to express my appreciation of the copy of 
“Modern Sonatinas ’’ received lioni yon recently. Hath 
an attractive collection of leaching material slionld he 
in toe hands of every teacher. 
EffikW. Munson. 
As a music teacher, I am grateful for the offers you 
frequently make to the profession to enable them to se¬ 
cure the best mosic at low rates. 
Mbs. T. J. Cross. 
I have found yonr mnsic quite satisfactory daring the 
past year, and yonr promptness and attention to orders 
and courtesy in replying to all communications have 
been invariable. Miss Willie A. Bowman. 
I wish to thank yon for your kind, courteous, and ac¬ 
commodating treatment doling the year. I will say 
that wherever 1 go, and wherever my wile teaches mnsic, 
yon shall receive my orders. T. P. Junkin. 
“Concone’s Studies” are most usefolly edited for 
teaching purposes. Mbs. Emma S. Combs. 
I wish to thank you for your care in making selection* 
and promptness in filling my orders. 
Mbs. W. P. Wii.bkk. 
The “On Sale ’’ mnsic was just what 1 wanted, and 
I have disposed of it all. Mbk. Jar. S. Laikd. 
I am greatly pleased with the dealings 1 have had 
with von. The “On Hale” plan ha* been » great help 
Mikh Mabel Campbell. to me. 
I tb.»k for tb. copj of" 
ih„..h».«■ 
them. 
The “Schmoll Studies” are fine^ ^ ^ ^ 
One of the most interesting as well as 0*0)010011^- 
ttons of music ,-duH 
recently is the Moae F.bkst Bbockmann. 
Mr. Leefsohn. 
1 v* -uit “Mnsic Talk* with ChildicD, I am delighted villi H g. Bassett. 
by Thos. Tapper. 
• . nf the “ Modern Sonatina 
I have just received ® °[th jt. It contains just 
Album,” and am de'>E , have ]org requited, and 
the material which ,e*fb*(,it((1 a„d compac t form, 
that in a most artistic, wel A M Henderson 
a a “ Celebrated Pianists of the Past 
JXi* w»uy PS— 
haDd has the stampM *b«/fl)arminK teacher. 1 sb.ll 
“f‘Soli’s Studies’” cousiderahlL q 
I am especial^ P'fft^,?r."fiDdhethem1very useful a* 
-a “Modern Sonatinas ,_ 
I am very much pleased with the “ On Sale ” music, 
and think that every teacher who lias not access to a 
music-store should have the “On Bale music. 
Miss Jennie M. Drake. 
The package of “ On Sale ” music received, for which 
I thank you. It could not have been more satisfactory 
if I had made a personal selection. Hope to dispose of 
aU 0f Bisters of 8t. Dominic. 
I must congratulate you on The Etude. It is teally 
a magnificent and indispensable journal for a teacher. 
A mnsic teacher of the present day can not a fiord simply 
to rely on bia practical knowledge, however act mate, 
noasihly acquired years before, and ignore nudrm 
methods, modern thought*, and Ibeir application*. 
Granted the teacher ia a musician himself, to Iw a *«<> 
cess as a teacher he must have the art of imparting to 
and interesting students. Thi» in almost a gift, hut a 
constant perusal of The Etude will stimulate and en¬ 
thuse him to almost a new existcnee. 
tnuf H. Oukni Collins. 
I have carefully read and sifted every word in the 
August Etude from cover to cover. It ia. without 
doubt the first musical journal of the country I rest) 
and re-read each number, and folly appreciate Sto vaine 
to all teachers, especially those of ns who are located in 
I shall never be without it. 
Mbs L. Thomson Tiwiii in small towns. 
HOME NOTES. 
Mr. Oscar Nadeau, of New York City, has moved his studio to 
10 Ewt Fifty-ninth Street. 
Maria Joseph Patrick MacCormack, pianist, of Troy, N. Y., 
aDd “ odern Sonatinas mv puPils. 
supplementary woik with m. p w luttebloh. 
I have dealt your 
West, and will say tba in filling orders than any 
house and its promptness in ^ j PMIT„. 
0ther' 4 . , learn to appreciate yon more 
As a mnsic toacher, d and accommodating, 
and more ; you are so kind ana ^ JpHASNA Kbuse. 
I am very much obliged for y *cK LI K. 
Iandon's “Sight Beading Albom,” volume It, may 
be recommended to any onr who may wish to improve 
their reading. H. Uat Nash. 
I find Ltodon’s “ Foundation Materials 
instructive to beginners, and am much plc^d wlthH. 
I am very mnrb pleased with Undon’l “ Hight Iteed 
ing Album'" Mus IV L. VaH Y«x!TEN. 
My copy of landon’. “Hight Bondi** Albtim " *« 
received 1 am well pleas* d with It, end find It loth 
hTpffil and interesting1. Miss Many K Hklu-W, 
I received “Hight Heading Album” and1 am much 
pleased with it- J. A. MULLEN. 
I received one of the Music Cabinet*, wbkbj cm offer 
wanted, and .» more than well ^ 
getting the snliecriptions. TiLI.lt K 1 icEtlT. 
“Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces.” by W.H. 
d \i .thews is a splendid compilation of pieces, e ery 
one of which well worthy the attention of piano etn 
. who are far enough advanced to take them, dents wno are w * M A goomough. 
“Concert Doets” is a work which will, no doubt 
nrove very popular. It contain* a large nutulwi *f 
raUTestYngdmtte. M A. GoODXOtoB. 
I am much pleased with Melbews’ “ Fifth end Sixth 
Grade Pieces ’’ and would advise every teacher to ose Grade neces, Alice Cask adon. 
tbeni. 
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Notices for this oolumn Inserted st 8 cents a word lor one Insertion, 
payable In advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of thf 
previous month to insure publication In the next number. 
WANTED—CONCERT VIOLINIST AND VOCAL 
1st combine!. If possible, w^nld like to have 
some one who conld also teach ’Cello, to take charge of 
the Violin and Vocal department in a Conservatory in 
a fast-growing Southern city. Address R. C. B., Fort 
Smith, Ark. 
ALVAH GLOVER SALMON, PIANIST RECITAL 
programs and special concert rate for season ol 
180^—1 $>00 forwirded on upp'ica ion to societies and 
managers. Lescots given in Pianoforte and composi 
tion. Tuition, $5.00 per hour. Permanent address, 384 
Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 
^4^ 
Zbc.. 
latest,., 
publications 
*4*<M?*4**4 
RESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
|2826. Draa, Charles C. Op 11 wn o 
Springtime. Grade IV.., 2 
In a semi pastoral style full of melody and'erZ’ 
and;hraSedf,a f°r teachers’ “re.flly fl„S 
12827. Lack, Theodore. Op. 92. Sons- nf 
the Brook. Grade V.. . 
A very useful teaching piece. Tbeleadingtechn’es’l 
feature is arpeggios divided between ' - C 
accompanying a charming mtlody. two bauds, 
Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete catalogues sent free 
on application. To responsible teachers we will send 
examination any of our publications at special prices. 
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country. 
2828. Engelmann, H. Op. 
quest. Grade III_ 
A bright march in the popular two-stei 
It Is not difficult and full of mtlody from 
to end. 
376. By Re- 
rbytlim. 
eginning 
COLLEGE GRADUATE WISHES POSITION AS 
accompanist or instrumental teacher. Highest 
reference both as to character and ability. Address W 
care of Etude. 
Pipe organ in good condition wanted 
for Church in small town. W. J. Steckel, Bloom 
field, Iowa. 
WANTED-A PIANISTE OF PROFESSIONAL 
ability to teach in a first-class boarding-school 
Graduate from foreign Conservatory preferred. Address 
“ Academy of the Visitation,” Mobile, Ala. 
“ CREDIT RATINGS ” - $25.00 
of the Music Trade, 
“DIRECTORY” - - 5.00 
of the Music Trade, 
THOMPSON REPORTING CO.,10 
Monthly List of Delinquent Debtor*. 
Doited HUte* end Oanad* 
BUSTON. 
Collections mode In th 
Writing Primer i,r Music Students 
A SERIES OF PRACTICAL EXERCISES FOR ACQUIRING A 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC. 
M. S, MORRIS. 
PRICED SO CENTS. 
It Is s primer giving writing exercises to be done eeperately from th. 
book, on paper or mnsic tablet paper. We would recommend Clarke'i 
Muaic Tablet. No knowledge of mnsio is preeuppoeed, but the begin 
ner Is taught the rudiments of mnsic by writing the exercises Sent 
for one copy for the next beginner yon have. Ton will be please, 
with It. 
THEODORS PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia 
HAND GYMNASTICS. 
The Basis of Pianoforte Technic, 
By W. FRANCIS OATES. 
A clear and concise statement of a variety of Hand 
Gymnastics for the acquirement of technic without the 
use of gymnastic apparatus. 
EACH EXERCISE ACCURATELY DESCRIBED. 
Every teacher should keep a supply of these inex 
pensive leaflets on hand and supply them to students. 
THEIR USE WILL PRODUCE A MARKED 
GAIK IN THE STUDENT’S PLAYING. 
Price, S Cents Each. . 30 Cento Per Dozen, Net 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa. 
2764. Liszt, F. Gondoliera. Grade VII. 
A fine cjncert. selection, especially suitable for 
graduating recitals. It is a barcarolle in character. 
2770. Jadassohn, S. Lohengrin Wedding 
March. Four Hands. Grade III.... 
A fine arrangement of the popular march from 
Wagner's opera. 
2773. Franklin, Frederic A. Magnolia 
Blossoms. Gavotte. Grade III. 
A splendid example of the modern gavotte, with 
plenty of swing and attractive melodies. 
2786. Schytte, Ludwig. Ghosts. Grade V, 
A splendid study in the modern descriptive style, 
the principal technical feature being the rapid alter¬ 
nation of the hands in melodic passages. 
O. M. On the Plaza. 2796. Sehoebel, 
Grade III. 
A fine march, vigorous in rhythm; attractive in 
melody and with but few octaves. The trio intro¬ 
duces some melodic work for the left hand. 
2797. 
2799. Tours, Berthold. 
Grade IV. 
By the Brookside. 
2802. Schmoll, A. Op. 61. Sonatina in 
C Major. Grade II. 
A good sonatina for use as an Introduction into 
the higher forms of pianoforte music.' There is not 
a dry measure in the piece. 
Both hands receive attention. 
2816. Sorrentino, Eugenio. Willow Grove 
March. Four Hands. Grade III... 
A fine arrangement of the march popularized bv 
the celebrated Banda Rossa. It is made from the 
d?fflcuU°re *"d fUl1, Tery brilliant' an<i let not 
2818. Pasternack, Joseph. Op 10 No 2 
Shoumka. Danse Ukraine.’ Grade 
A transcription of a Cossack folk-song that is very 
attractive to those who seek pure melody. y 
2820-2825. Engelmann, H. Op. 372 Mv 
First Repertoire. Grade II. y 
2820. Lost in Thought. Reverie, 
In Silent Night. Nocturne, 
A Happy Return. Hunt¬ 
ing Song. 
Cradle Song. 
Restless. Tarantella. 
2821. 
2822. 
2823. 
2824. 
2825. To the Dance. Polonaise.. 
*M®,?91 0t ***/ teaching pieces with good, pictur¬ 
esque titles, especially valuable in stimulating a feel 
tng for expression. * * ,ee|- 
2832. Dewey, Ferdinand. A Ride in the 
Razzle Dazzle. Four Hands 
Grade II.. 
A most interesting piece to the young pupil both 
fro n the musical and descriptivestandpoiuts. it has 
5Q I a little poem with it to describe the ride. 
|2833. Schiitt, Edward. Op. 25, No. 8. 
Morceau en Forme de Valse 
Grade IV..‘ 
20 | A delightful piece for teaching or recital use, very 
carefully and thoroughly edited by Robert Go.dbeek. 
I 2836. Troyer, Carlos. 
Grade III. 
Caprice Celeste. 
50 
20 
Of the salon or drawing-room type of piece, in a 
piquant mazurka rhythm. It is brilliant and helpful 
for technical purposes. 
2837. Lack, Theodore. Op. 147. Song of 
April. Grade IV. 
A flue “study piece,” carefully edited with that 
he technical feature is a melody 
accompanied by an arpeggio in triplets in the same 
hand. 
- P,( 
end in view. T  
401 2838. Concone, J. From Op. 33. Waltz in 
Octaves. Grade III. 
A fine piece for octave study ; c«»n be played either 
legato or staccato. Both hands get drill. 
Presser, Theodore. Scales, Arpeg¬ 
gios, and Cadences. 351 
This will fill a great need for a simple, com pact, 
well-edited set of scales and arpeggios. They are 
carefully and fully fingered. 
2839. Wenzel, Hermann. The Brook in 
the Forest. Grade II. 
A study-piece, the technic beii g a melody in the 
right hand with an accompaniment in triplets in the 
same band, partly arpeggio, partly diatonic. 
35 
A good study for facile finger technic, and at the 
same lime an interesting, attractive piece, just the 
thing to give pupils who want pieces and who need 
technical drill. 
2801. Schmitt, J. Op. 248, No. 3. Sona¬ 
tina in C Major. Grade II. 30 | 
This is a very useful sonatina for pupils in the lower 
grades. It is melodious, clear in form and verv 
thoroughly edited. It has two movements. 
2840. Griitzmacher, Fr. 
Leaf. Grade IV.... 
Op. 66. Album 
A fine piece, particularly adapted for teaching pur¬ 
poses. Arpeggios divided between the two hands. 
2S42. Hitz, Franz. Op. 
Mill. Grade III... 
203. The Merry 
A fine piece to interest a pupil as well as to help 
him toward technical improvement. The murmur 
of the mill is indicated by an accompaniment of 
sixteenth notes. 
12846. Hollaender, Victor. Op. 3, No. 1. 
SpriDg Song. Grade V. 
35 | A piece of the true spring-song type. A melody 
accompanied by arpeggios, divided between the two 
hands. 
2803. Schmoll, A. Op. 63. Children’s 
Round Dance. Grade II. 30 
A splendid piece to interest young pupils, and a 
fine study m phrasing. y ' 
2804. Behr, F. Bolero. Grade II. 20 I 
jfcTl0jl0U8’ attraet>ve piece in a popular rhythm 
Dt  rwfil VP aYt*»ntinr. r 3 
12849. Bohm, C. Op. 162. Staccato Etude. 
Grade III. 
A splendid piece for the study of the staccato 
75 
40 
25 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
touch. 
|2852. Gilchrist, W. W. The Reign of 
Peace. Song for Medium Voice, 
with Chorus. Grade III. 
Suitable for palriotic occasions. It is one of the 
best on the market. 
2853. Marks, Eugene F. As Pants the 
Hart. Duet for Soprano and Con¬ 
tralto. Grade III....  
A very useful sacred duet. 
12854. Goublier, G. A Song of Praise. 
Song for Medium Voice. Grade IT, 
A fine, broad .song, suitable for concert or church 
use. 
[2855. Thome, Francis. Love Sonnet. Song 
for Soprano or Tenor. Grade V. 
This is especially recommended for concerts and 
recitals, in which it has been very popular. It is one 
of the most artistic and yet melodious of the many 
French songs in the market. 
2856. Baltzell, W. J. The Song You 
Sung That Night. Song for Me- 
dium Voice. Grade III. 
A useful song somewhat in the style of the English 
ballad, melodious and agreeable to the singer. 
2859. Douty, Nicholas. For Nell. Song 
for Medium Voice. Grade III. 
A fine song, especially suitable for encore purposes. 
In the old English style. 
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